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~bstract 

Numerous studies have shown that population bottlenecks result in 

loss of genetic diversity and as a consequence of this, it is commonly inferred 

that there is a loss of evolutionary potential. It is rare that circumstances are 

such that there should be well documented details of the founder event, such 

as the size and date of the bottleneck, that there should be access to 

subsequent demographic information and to suitable samples from both the 

post-bottleneck and the source populations. It is even less common for this 

information to be available for two separate bottlenecks that occurred in 

parallel irt a largely unmanaged population of large mammals. 

The importation by whalers of two separate groups of reindeer 

(Rangifer tarandus tarandus) onto the island of South Georgia in the ear;ly 

part of the twer:~tieth cer:~tury provided precisely those circumstances. 

There are accurate historical records of each founder events with 

details of dates and numbers of reindeer. The inaccessibility and geography 

of the island ensures that the South Georgia reindeer herds l:lave been 

isolated from immigrants and separated from each other. 

The aim of this study was to test hypotheses about the impact of 

populatior:~ bottlenecks on phenotype and genetic diversity and this was 

achieved by makirtg genetic and morphometric comparisons of both post

bottlerneck populations with the source population in Norway. Genetic 

diversity was primarily measured by allele numbers and heterozygosity based 

on data from thirteen microsatellite loci. Moliphometric comparisons included 
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measures of developmental stability, notably fluctuating asymmetry CFA), as 

well as phenotypic variation aAd body size. 

Each of the post-bottleneck populations showed significant genetic 

differrentiation from the pre-bottleneck population and showed decreased 

levels of heterozygosity and allelic diversity. The data was used to validate 

commonly t:Jsed 'bottleneck signatures' and considerable var;iability was found 

in the accurate detection of the knowA bottleAecks by the different detection 

methods. 

Both the post-bottleneck populations showed increased FA and 

morphometric variation compared to the pre-bottleneck population in some of 

the measured traits. Both post-bottleneck populations had smaller overall 

ski!JII size than the pre-bottleneck population thoi!Jgh it is discussed that this 

may be due as much to a plastic environmental respoAse as to a consequelilce 

of the genetic bottleneck. 

Within each population the relationship between measures of genomic 

diversity and indirect measures of fitness were investigated on an individi!Jal 

basis. Althoi!Jgh the results were of low significance, weak associations were 

found to sl!lpport the hypotheses that developmeAtal stability is correlated 

witl:l measures of genomic diversity even at the level of the ili1dividual. 
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Chapter One - Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

South Georgia, a sub-antarctic island which lies between latitudes 54° 

and 55°5 and longitudes 35° and 38°W, was home to shore-based whaling 

stations from 1904. Small groups of reindeer (Rangifer tarandus tarandus) 

from Norway were introduced onto the island between 1911 and 1928 by the 

managers of the whaling stations. The reindeer were intended to provide 

sport and an alternative source of fresh meat for the whalers (Leader-

Williams 1988). 

Figure 1.1 Map of South Georgia (after Leader-Williams 1988) showing the 

areas currently occupied by reindeer herds. Scale: 1 ___ 1 30 km 

N 

t 
~. o· 

There are two herds of reindeer on South Georgia today, one herd on 

the Barff peninsula (in red in figure 1.1) and one on Busen Point (in green in 

figure 1.1). The founder group of the Barff herd comprised three males and 
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seven females introduced te Ocean Harbour in 1911. The Busen (hereafter 

referred to as Husvik) herd was founded by the introduction of three males 

and four females into Husvik Harbour in 1925. Records suggest that both 

founder groups of reindeer came from Filefjell Reinlag, a feindeer herd based 

at Her:nsedal, Buskerud, southern Norway (60°N, 8°E). A single newspaper 

report from 1928 suggested that a further four females were sent from 

Norway to the Husvik herd in that year though there are no further references 

to these extra reindeer and no indication of their exact origin. Full details of 

the historical evidence for the separate introductions are included in Chapter 

Two. 

The source Norwegian herd, owned by the Opdal family, have been 

kept extensively for commercial meat production over the whole of the last 

century. They range freely over a mountainous area of 2000 square 

kilometres and forage supplies are such that it is never considered necessary 

to give supplementary feeding. The herd is gathered once or twice a year for 

the slaughter of ymmg males (at just under 2 years old) and the culling of old 

females (at 11 to 12 years old) to maintain numbers at 3000 over winter to 

5000 in summer. The owner repolits that the level of deaths due te Ratural 

causes is insignificant and that due to extensive grazing and mild cor:tditions 

the herd thrives in comparison to more northerly herds. He has no concerns 

about predation of the herd and cor:tsiders routir:te treatment against parasites 

ur:tnecessary (Asgrim Qpdal - persenal communication). 

The reindeer on South Georgia are unmanaged and have been 

protected by legislation since 1912 though licences were issued for hunting 
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the males. At the peak of hunting between the 1930s and 1950s, up to 100 a 

year were shot from the Barff herd and it is thought that poaching of the 

Husvik herd took place during this period (Leader-Williams 1988). 

Approximately 400 reindeer from the Barff herd and 100 from the Husvik herd 

were shot for research purposes in the seventies (Leader-Williams 1988) but 

since then reindeer have been shot only infrequently for food (Mclntosh and 

Walton 2000). Visitors to South Georgia are strictly controlled and the 

Gritviken area wlilere permanent residents (mainly garrison soldiers and 

scientists) have been accommodated does Aot coincide with either of the 

reindeer ar;eas. A couple of hundred Husvik reindeer were gathered in 2001 

to capture approximately 60 calves for translocation to a commercial 

operation on the Falkland Islands. 

The South Georgia reindeer have no predators or competitors and a 

low burden of internal parasites (Leader-WIIIIams 1988). Soon after arrival, 

the founder groups adapted their winter diet and came to depend almost 

entirely on the coastal tussock grass (Poa flabellata}for winter forage rather 

than the lichen on which continental European reindeer depend. The rapid 

recovery of overgrazed tussock in comparisoA to lichen was probably a major 

contributory factor in the continued success of the reindeer following their 

initial introduction to the island (Leader-Williams 1988). Both Barff and 

Husvik populations have thrived though there have been fluctuations in 

population numbers over the past ninety years (Headland 1984; Leader

Williams 1!988). The two herds are geogr;aphically separated by mountains 

and glaciers and there is no possibility of mixing. 
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The South Georgia calves generally either die perinatally or in their first 

winter but due to the lack of predators, rates of calf mortality are low 

compared to most reindeer populations (Leader-Williams 1988). Causes of 

mortality for both yearlings and ad1:Jits follow a typical pattern with reindeer 

mainly dying at the end of the period of most reproductive stress: after the 

rut for males and at the end of winter for females. However, falling off cliffs 

was the most common cause of death with disease very uncommon except 

for an unusually high prevalence of mandibular pathology (Leader-Williarns 

1988). 

The future of the South Georgia reindeer has been the subject of much 

debate over recent years as an environmental management plan has been 

drawn up for South Georgia (Mclntosh and WaltoR 2000). The concerns are 

that the reindeer, which occupy the most extensive and species-rich 

vegetated areas of South Georgia, have damaged native vegetation by over

grazing. This overgrazing has lead to soil erosion at some sites, changes in 

plaRt community structures and widespread distribution of introduced plant 

species ~Mdntosh and Walton 2000). Further concerns are that the retreat of 

glaciers will open up new areas to the reindeer, leading to further degradation 

of plant commuRities (Moen and MacAiister 1:994). As a long-ter:m policy, the 

Government of South Georgia seeks to remove all Ran-indigenous flora and 

fauna from South Georgia and the reindeer are the first priol'iity in this regard 

(MciRtosh and Walton 2000). 

Field studies of the impact of genetic bottlenecks and the foundation of 

island populatioRs have significant implications for the conservation of 
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endcuilgered species. :folloWing! a bottleneck, there is a reduced evolmtiC>Iilary 

potential of the popt!llatien to respond te environmental change ~Lacy 1997). 

This is dme not ol!lly to the conseqt!lences af the· ~founder evemt but alsa to 

sabsequelilt .inbreedir:tg that occurs in a small isolated papulatiolil. lilile 

cansequelilces ofdemegraphlc and ernvironmental stachasticity, inbreeding 

depression~ 1loss· of gene.tic variation and the fixatlen of .mildly deleteriol!ls 

alleles .all contribute to the liilcr.eased ,probability tfuat tlile population will 

become extil!lct (Caaghley 1994; fi=liankham 1995; Frankham t99.7; ·Fr.ankham 

1998)., ;Fer these reasons, populatian bottlemecks have attracted cemsiderable 

research, :both in experimental ;populatlarns and mere recently ·in natt:Jral 

popl!llations~ Hewever:, few studies have ~been Lililderte~ken an hat~Jrally 

occt!lrrimg populatlons where the exact 'fulstory of the bottleneck Is known 

(Aiiderm amd Lambert 1997; Le Page et al 200IDl. 

This study has the benefit of considerable ililformatlan on .t~e dates 

and nwmbers in~~the foulilder populations and access to ·samples from both ·tlile 

sei!Jrce and pest-bottleneck .popi:Jiatioms. 11hus ·tfuere Is the opporturnity to · 

investigate in the field: the genetic and morphological impact of a bettleheck 

--- -· -en each oftwe popelatiolis in pa-ralleL 

1.2 Genetic: compar.lson. of pre- and post-bottleneck populatlons 

Microsatellites are ~DNA markers that are selectively neutral~ show 

nuclear ·co,dominant inhel!itance and are cbaracterlsed by short tandem 

repeatseqaences. "fhe relevantsegment of DNA is flanked by unique 

censerved sequences and amplification; eccur;s by the pelymeliase chain 
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reaction (PCR), which is a routine procedure (eg see Avise 1994). 

Microsatellite loci can have as many as ten or more alleles per locus and 

heterozygosity levels of between SO% and 90%, which makes them highly 

sensitive measures of genetic variation in wild species (Dietrich et al 1992; 

Taylor et al1994; Houlden et al. 1996). 

A study of microsatellite variation in Scandinavian cervids concluded 

that reir:~deer have a high degree of polymorphism compared to other cervids 

and that they have not been exposed to severe population bottlenecks or 

genetic drift in recent times (Roed 1998b). 

Genetic variation within a population is most commonly quantified by 

gene diversity (the heterozygosity observed or expected under the Hardy 

Weinberg equilibrium), the average numbers of distinct alleles per locus or 

the proportioR of polymorphic loci (Lacy 19.97; England and Osier 2001). 

Computer simulation models (Hoelzel et al 1993; England and Osier 

2001) are available te predict the theoretical cornsequences of a popelation 

bottleneck on genetic diversity. This enables comparisons to be made 

betweer~ the average outcome of many iterations of a hypothetical 

populations and the genetic diversity of actual post-bottleneck populations. 

1.3 Bottleneck signatures 

For loci wlilich are r~eutral to the effects of selection in a natural 

population, the allele numbers and frequencies are affected by mutation and 

genetic drift. 
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Mutational models can be used to predict the outcome of a population 

at mutation-drift equilibrium. Populations which have experienced a recent 

bottleneck show character;istic patterns in the reduction in allele numbers, 

reduction in tlile range of allele size, reduction in heterozygosity and 

alterations to allele frequency distributions (Nei et al. 1975; Chakraborty and 

Nei 1977; Chakraborty et al 1980; Cornuet and Luikart 1996; Luikart et al 

1998a; Garza and Williamson 2001). These patterns are tet:med 'bottleneck 

signatures' and their validity is important to conservationists as they ar:e 

commonly used to assess whether a population has experienced an historical 

bottleneck. Recent studies that used these signatures to suggest whether an 

historical bottleneck had occurred include that of the endangered black 

rhinoceros (Harley et al. 2005), a population of Bowhead whales (Rooney et 

al. 1999) and a study into whether a severe viral epizootic caused a 

bottleneck in wild European rabbits (Queney et al 2000), 

1.4 Developmental stability 

Developmental horneostasis results from the combination of two 

principal factors: canalizatiorn, in which one definite end-result occurs despite 

minor variations in genetic and environmental conditions (Waddington 1942), 

and developmental stability, which relates to processes that reduce the effect 

of developmental accidents on phenotypic variation (Ciarke 1992). 

Since Waddington (1942) described how the !)henotypic constancy of 

the wild type demonstrated a buffering of the genotype, levels of phenotypic 

variability in the popt:Jiatlon have been used as a measure of developmental 
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stability. Investigations of populations of wild: strains amd irnbred Drosophila 

showed 'higher morphological var;iance in iiilbredl11ines (Robertson and Reeve 

1952) and Lerrner (:1:954}: descr.ibed how heterozygotes are better canalized or 

buffered in their developlil:lemtal processes than' homozygotes. A nl!lmber of 

further studies have demonstrated an irnverse relatiarnslilip: betweern: 

heterozygosity and mor;pholbgicai!Variance; examples irnclude ;populatlorns of 

killifish ~MittQrn 1978), Momatch butteliflies '(Eanes 1981) cmd house sparrows 

(Fieiscliler 1983). 

As the development af eacb side of a bilaterally symmetrical: organism 

Is inftaenced by precisely the same genetic alilCI envir.onmental conditions, any 

disruptiolil ~to ·this symmetry presumably results from a developmeAtal 

accident. For this reasan fluctuating asymmetry {FA} 1is co!Jlmornly used as a 

measure for developmental stability (Van Valen 1962). Indeed FA may be a 

more reliable indicator of developmer:~tal stability than phenotyplc varriablllty 

_due to. the very fact that tlilere is no difference .in eitliler the gernetic or 

envitronmental conditions affecting the development of the left and the r:ight 

side (Pertoldi et al. 2006). 

- ---

The symmetry of sternopleural clilae~e of Drosophila has often been 
-~-

~--- --- --- ~~- ~-- ~---- ~--:: 

--useda_s alil :e>Cpeftimental: measure -of developmental stability and .a number; of 

studies have found mor;e ·asymmetry In' tlile :tnbr:ed lines· compared to the 

crosses (Mather 1953; Beardmor.e, ll960). Further stucdles of natural 

popllllations bave also found a negative correlation between asymmetry and' 

heterozygosity on a population level; examples inch!lde island populations of 
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lizards (Soule 1979), Poecilid fish (Vrijenhoek and Lerman 1982) and 33 

hatchery and natural populations of trout (Leary and ~llendotf 1989). 

Measures of developmental stability, such as fluctuating asymmetry, 

are useful to identify populations that are subject to genetic or environmental 

stress before there is an effect on the fitness or viability of the population 

(Ciarke 1995). In a study of the breeding records of small captive 

populations of ungulates (including reindeer), the juvenile mortality of inbred 

animals was found to be higher than that of non-inbred young in 15 otJt of 16 

populations (Ballou 1997). Inbr;eeding depression was indicated by lower 

levels of larval survival, adult longevity and egg-hatching rate in natural 

populations of the Glanville fritillary butterfly (Saccheri 1998) and smaller 

litter size and a higher incidence of stillborn or deformed offspring in an 

isolated poptllation of adders with a small effective population size (Madsen et 

al. 1996). 

1.5 Pleiotropic interactions 

Subtle phenotypic consequences of a population bottleneck are difficult 

to predict due to the stochastic nature of the genetic effect and further 

complications due to pleiotropic interactions between genes. Pleiotropy 

describes the situation where an allele at one locus might have multiple 

phenotypic effects. Pleiotropic interactions include those that are interallelic 

such as dominance or overdominance <both described below) and those that 

are interlocus such as linkage, where the association of alleles at loci is not 

random, or epistasis where one gene has a controlling effect on other genes. 
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Inbreedlrng depression and heterosis have lbeen explained by the two 

phernomenons of overdominance ancll partial! clorninalilce. Overdomlnance 'C>r 

heterozygote advantage describes the superiority of heterozygotes ~over 

homozygotes at lrndlvldualiilocl for a glvem trait. One explanation of this 

superiority Is that.it may be due to an improved ability to buffer biochemical 

pathways against negative genetic effects ·On account of the diversity of 

biochemical ptToducts that result from heterozygous ,genotypes (Pertoldi et al 

2006~. 'the partial dominance theory sl:lggests that Inbreeding depression 

occurs wlilen inbred .llliles. have become fixed for recessive or part!lally 

recessive deleteliious alleles. Once ~tllese. inbred! ~nnes are crossed, the next 

,generation is heterozygous and thus superior as the recessive deleteriol!ls 

.allele is ~not expressed (Wright 192!1.; Char.leswor:tb alild Ghatlesworth 1987). 

According to the overdomililance theory, biochemical efficiency, ·fitness and 

developmental1 stability will always decr:ease with lncreasililg homozygosity. 

However~ according to ·tlile partial. dominance tlileory, the direct association of 

developmental1 stability alild heterozygosity !is complicated by the purging of 

deleterious alleles from the population.(Pertoldi et al 20@6). 

· -- ~ · ~ -studies iiil flies (li'ebtfand ·Thocl~y l954)~ honey bees (Ciartke 1992) ar;td 

rats ~Borisov et al 1997) ~have sbovvm; that there Is n.ot necessarily a simple 

relationsblp· between developmental stability and heter:ozygoslty 1but lt is the 

balamce of genes within tt:.e chromosome that Is important. 

A ~reduction in simple additive genetic variarnce might be e~pected to 

reduce quamtltative variamce whilst a reduction im non-.additive interactions, 

such as linkage, dominance or epistasis might be expected to 'increase 
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quantitative variance due to the removal of buffering (Templeton 1980; 

Carson and Templeton 1984; Goodnight 1987). Experimental studies of 

bottlenecks in populations of houseflies showed an increase in morphological 

variance (Bryant 1986; Bryar:tt et al. 1986). 

In a review of the heritability of FA, Leamy and Klingenberg (2005) 

conclude that FA has a predominantly nonadditive genetic basis with 

substantial dominance and especially substantial epistasis. 

There is general agreement in the literature that island popelations 

that have experienced bottlenecks or been isolated at a small effective 

population size have lower genetic variation than large outbred mainland 

populations but there is an ongoir:tg controversy as to how this impacts on 

their developmental stability. 

Much debate has surrounded studies of wild populations of cheetah 

whiclil show dramatically low genetic variation, purportedly due to an 

historical bottleneck. Early work showed significantly more fluctuating 

asymmetry compared to other felidae but this has been challenged by further 

studies (Wayr:te 1986; Modi et al. 1987; Kieser and Groeneveld 1991; Merola 

1994). 

More recent studies of wild populations that had experienc:ed a genetic 

bottleneck, notably island populations of moose (Broders et al. :1:999), black 

robins (Ardern and Lambert 1997) ar~d brown hares (Hartl 1995; Suchentrunk 

1998) show a reductior:t in genetic variation with apparently no adverse 

phenotypic consequences. 
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However, the Northern Elephant Seal, which shows low levels of 

molecular genetic variation following a bottleneck due to commelicial hunting, 

does have increased levels of fluctuating asymmetry and morphological 

variation In some quantitative chaliacters (Bonnell and Selander 1974; Hoelzel 

et al. 19.93; Hoelzel1999; Weber et al. 2000; Hoelzel2002). An island 

population of black-footed rock wallabies showed very low levels of genetic 

variation and showed indications of Inbreeding depression manifested in 

reduced female fecundity, skewed sex liatios and increased fluctuating 

asymmetry (Eidridge et al. 1999). 

1.6 Relationship between developmental stability, fitness and 

genomic diversity on an individual basis 

It was shown from a study of song sparrrows that following a natural 

population bottleneck due to environmental factors, natural selection favoured 

the survival of outbred individuals. This suggested that even in a bottleneck 

that was apparently due entirely to environmental factors, tl:lere was still a 

significant genetic effect on survival (Keller et al. 1994). 

In a study of individuals within a population of rainbow trout, a 

significant correlation was found between tl:le proportion of heterozygous loci 

and proportion of asymmetric character,s (Leary 1983). However, this direct 

association between individuals has not been found to be universal and 

examples of studies that have failed to find a correlation between individual 

heter:ozygosity and assymetry include a natural popt:Jiation of feral house mice 

(Wooten 1986), forked fungus beetles (Whitlock 1993) and a large sample of 
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Drosophila CFowler and Whitlock 1994). Indeed when the FA of several traits 

are examined together there does not seem to be consistency betweer:~ the 

rank or:der of individuals (Rasmusc:m 2002) which may suggest that FA is an 

imperfect tool to measure developmental stability on an individual level. 

Microsatellite loci are ideal to investigate fitness consequences of 

short-term inbreeding due to the increase in heterozygosity-fitness correlation 

with increased mar;ker diver;sity and high marker mutation rates (Tsitrone et 

al. 2001). Modem molecular techniques are able to provide reliable estimates 

of genome-wide genetic variability (Vollestad et al1999) and microsatellites 

allow the use of different measures of the genomic diversity of the individual, 

such as heterozygosity, mean d2 and inter:nal relatedness. Heterozygosity is 

the proportion of typed loci for which the individual is heterozygous. Mean 

d2 is a measure of the genetic distance between the gametes that formed the 

individual (Coulson et al1998) and is thtJs argued to be based on the time 

since coalescence. Internal relatedness is a measure of inbreeding that 

considers the frequency of each allele and weights the sharing of rare alleles 

more thar:1 the sharing of common alleles (Queller and Goodnight 1989; Amos 

et al. 2001). 

A number of studies in recer:~t years have used these measures of 

genomic diversity to investigate correlations between fitness and levels of 

inbreeding at the level of the individual (Coltman et al1998; Coulson et al 

1998; Coltman et al. 1999; Coulson et al. 1999; Slate et al 2000; Amos et al. 

2001; Hedrlck et al 2001; Slate and Pemberton 2002). There has been much 
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debate as to their validity as measures of inbreeding and whether they are 

consistently correlated with indicators of fitness or developmental stability. 

Heterozygosity-fitness correlations have been widely reported and their 

existence seems to have been widely accepted (Mitten and Grant 1984; David 

1998~) despite the fact that a number of studies have published null results 

e.g. Wooten (1986), Whitlock (1993) and Fowler and Whitlock (1994). By 

meta,.analysis of published studies, Britten (1996) concluded that there was a 

weakly significant positive conelation between allozyme heterozygosity and 

growth rate and a weakly significant negative correlation between 

heterozygosity and fluctl:Jating asymmetry. Another meta-analysis of a 

number of studies which considered fluctuating asymmetry in relation to 

heterozygosity concluded tllat there was only a weak negative association 

with greater effects seen in the among-population rather than within

population studies (Vollestad et al. 1999). 

Meta-analyses of both published and unpublished studies of 

microsatellites indicated that there has indeed been a bias towards the 

publication of significant results. The mean effect size of unpublished results 

was small and not significantly different from zero despite, on average, being 

based on greater numbers of sampled individuals than those in the published 

results (Coltman and Slate 2003). The conclusions of this meta-analysis 

indicated that the effects on life-history trait variation were significantly 

greater than zero for both heterozygosity and mean d2 but that the effects 

on morphometric traits were small and not significant for either index 

(Coltman and Slate 2003). 
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What a number of autbors agree on is that effects are taxon-, 

population-, trait- and environment specific (David 1998; Vollestad et al 

1999; Keller and Wailer 2002). However, ther:e has been a huge bias in the 

taxonomic range of the studies with most studies on ectotherms, specifically 

salmonid fish, bivalves and pine trees (David 1998; Vollestad et al 1999). 

This study is an important contribution of data from three semi-wild 

and largely mnmanaged populations of reindeer that share tt:le same origin. 

Due to the collection of corresponding genetic and moliphometr:ic data from 

differeRt individuals it has been possible to investigate the relationship 

between genomic diversity and developmental stability on both an among

population and within-population basis. 

Although considerable ecological data exists from extensive studies in 

the 1970s (Leader-Williams 1988), there have been no previous genetic 

studies of the reindeer on South Georgia. The apparent intentions of the 

GovemmeRt to eradicate the reindeer from South Georgia as a matter of 

priority (Mclntosh and Walton 2000) have given a serase of urgency to this 

WOiik. 

1.7 H~potheses 

This study aims to test the following hypotheses: 

1. Thelie will be reduced genetic diversity in the post-bottleneck 

populations compared to the pre-bottleneck population. 
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2. The genetic composition of the post-bottleneck populations matches 

that predicted by the mutation-drift models and the post-bettleneck 

populations show typical 'bottleneck signatures'. 

3. Indicators of developmental instability, such as FA and morphological 

variability, will show increased values in the post-bottleneck 

populations compared to the pre-bottleneck population. 

4. On an individual level, there will be a relationship between levels of 

genetic diversity and indirect measures of fitness witt:lin eact:l of the 

populations witt:l a stronger effect expected in the bottlenecked 

populatiens where it is expected that there will have been more 

intensive inbreeding. 

1.8 SCOpe of this study 

Chapter two describes tt:le genetics on a population level and considers 

hypotheses one and two. Amplification ef micmsatellites from the pre

bottleneck (NorwegiaA) and post-bottleneck (Barff and Hus\fik) populatiens 

allowed direct genetic comparison. Due to reliable information on the founder 

numbers and exact dates, this was useful in testing the validity of bottleneck 

signatures and the accuracy of modeling a naturally occurring wild population. 

Chapter three coAsiders hypothesis three. Direct moliphological 

comparison of the populations was undertaken following bilateral 

measurements of different skull traits. In the comparison of populations 

three aspects were considered: FA, as a measure of variation within the 
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iRdividual, phenotypic variability among individuals and overall skull size as a 

measure of absolute mo17phol<>gical difference. 

Chapter four considers hypotl;lesis four. Indices of genomic diversity 

were compared with indirect measures of fitness at the level of the individual 

within each of the populations. 

Chapter five brings together the results and conclusions, comments on 

the relevance of this study within the context of environmental managemer~t 

decisior~s for tl:le island of South Georgia and discusses possible areas of 

future work. 
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Chapter Two 

Direct comparison of genetic diversity between pre-bottleneck and 

post-bottleneck populations. 

2.1 Introduction 

The present day reindeer on South Georgia ar:e composed of distinct 

populations, the Barff herd, fmmded in 1911 and the Husvik herd, founded in 

1925. The Barff herd spread across in front of the Cook glacier in the early 

1960s to form a further herd in the Royal Bay area (Leader-Williarns 1988) 

but all samples collected for this study were from reindeer in one of the 

original two areas. 

lThere are a number of sources of information on the first ir~troduction 

of reindeer onto the Barff peninsula. Although there was some contradiction 

between original reports, Leader Williams (1988) distinguished between 

letters and articles written at the time of the introdt:Jction (Norwegian 

newspapers Tidens Tegn 17/l:0/1911 and Sar~defjotds Blad 18/10/1911) with 

later reports that relied on velibal consultation (Oistad 1930). He concluded 

from the more reliable sources that there were ten reilildeer (seven females 

and three males) that founded the Barff population having been introduced 

into New Fortuna Bay (renamed Ocean Harbour) in November 1911 (Leader

Williams 1978). Eleven reilildeer were sold by Ivar Opdal of Filefjell Reinlag, 

Hemsedal, southelirn Norway b1:.1t one animal died on the jomrney. Direct 

descendants of these reindeer are still found at Fileqell Reinlag, Her;nsedal 
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where there is currently a herd of 3000-5000 reindeer (Asgrim Opdal .. 

personal communication). 

In the same 1911/1912 season, there was a second introduction of two 

males and three females into Leith Harbour, Stromness Bay. However, 

"having increased to a number of about 20, they all perished in a snow slide 

that swept them into the sea" (Oistad 1930). This Leith population would 

only be relevant to this study if there were any reiRdeer that did not die in the 

snow slide or if ther:e were any carcasses remaining that were still present in 

2003 wheR samples were collected for this study. Apart from Olsen's 

account, the last recor:ded sighting of this herd was liloted in a letter dated 

30th November 1917, written by Edward BinRie, Magistrate in South Georgia. 

He stated that the Leith herd was last seen in August 1917 when there were 

17 reindeer that were often seen moving between Cape Saunders and 

Fortuna Bay. It seems unlikely that any reindeer would have survived the 

snow slide without there being a mention in any of the r:eports. It also seems 

unlikely that any carcase remnants from the original herd would have 

remained undisturbed for 85 years as Leith Harbour was the site of 

considerable human activity with an resident human population throughout 

each year from 1909 to 1966 (Headland 1984). 

There has been confusion as to the details of the third introduction of 

reindeer. It had been proposed that the preser:~t day Barff and Busen herds 

were from different unrelated stock on account of different behaviour 

patterns. The Barff herd has been described as wild ar:~d untamed whereas 
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the Busen herd were friendlier, quieter and of more sedentary nature (Bonner 

1958; Leader-Williams 1978). 

Olstad received verbal information from whaling managers in 1928 and 

reported that there were three males and four females landed on Husvik 

Harbour in 1925 . However a short article in the TrtJnsberg Blftd newspaper 

(27/8/1924) stated that 'the l'rtJnsberg HvalfaAgeri (a whaling company) were 

sending ten reindeer from Filefjeld down to South Georgia on board the slilip 

'BUSEN". lt is possible that ten reindeer left Norway but that due to deaths 

on the journey only seveR arrived in South Georgia. The discovery of this 

newspaper article in l'rtJnsberg library archives in 2001, was the first 

suggestion that the present day herds were both sourced from the same 

herd, Filefjeld. All literature prior to 2001 assumed different origins for the 

two herds. 

All the literature also previously agreed that tlilere were no further 

introductions of reindeer since 1925. However, the discovery (in TrtJnsberg 

library archives in 2006) of a further report in the TrtJnsberg Blftd newspaper 

(22/8/1928) has throwr~ this into doubt with the suggestion that 'four reindeer 

females will be. sent to-day by BUSEN from TrtJnsberg to Husvik Harbour, 

South Georgia.' The article continues with the words: 'those reindeer who 

were sent a couple of years ago to Husvik Har;bour are doing well'. This flr~al 

comment indicates that this newspaper report had not confused the dates of 

the initial import but that there was indeed a further introduction. 
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The Shipping Register, held by the Falkland Island Governmer~t 

Archives, confirms that BUSEN did arrive on South Georgia on 20/09/1928 

from Trzmsberg but there is no mention of What .her cargo was. 

In surnrnary, the evidence seems clear that there were seven females 

and three rnales introduced to the Barff peninsula from Filef!jeld Reinlag, 

Mernsedal, Norway in 1911 ar~d there have beer~ no further additions to this 

herd. 

There were reindeer around Leith Harbour from 19,12 for at least five 

years but reports suggest there was no remnant of this herd following a snow 

slide. lt seems very unlikely that any samples picked up in 2003 would have 

been descended from this original herd. 

There were probably four females and three males introduced to 

Husvik Harbour in 1925 though there may have been l!lp to ten reindeer in 

this founder grol!lp. These reindeer also came from Filefjeld Reinlag, 

Hernsedal, Norway. There may have been a further four female reindeer of 

unknown origin added to this herd in 1928. 

Although there have been no previous genetic studies of the reindeer 

on South Georgia, considerable ecological, physiological ar~d demographic 

data exists from extensive studies in the 1970s (Leader-Williams 1988). 

Tissue samples have been collected from the ·present-day Barff and 

Husvik herds as well as from the source Filefjeld Reinlag herd. Extraction of 

DNA and subsequer:.t amplification by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 

has yielded information based on thirteen microsatellite loci. Comparable 
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samples from each population has made it possible to make a direct 

comparison of the genetic variability of each of the post•bottler:teck 

po!Julations with the pre-bottleneck population. 

Alleles are lost when a population experiences a bottleneck event; 

initially this Is due to tile sampling effect as the founder animals are selected 

out of the source populatioR. At this stage, rare alleles are more likely to be 

lost than alleles that are foumd more frequently lA the population (Nel et al 

1975). Further loss of diversity occurs due to inbreeding iril small populations, 

and the smaller the population, the greater the rate of this loss (Wrlght 1951; 

Fuerst and Maruyama 1986~ . 

From the mathematical study of the dedi ne of genetic variability it l:las 

been shown that the loss of alleles depends more on bottlemeck size than on 

the subsequent rate of population growth (Nei et al. 1975). In contrast, the 

reduction of average heterozygosity depends not only on the size of the 

bottleneck but more significantly on the rate of post...,bottleneck population 

growth (Nei et al 1975~. This is partly due to the fact that the rare alleles 

that were easily lost made a limited contribution to heterozygosity (Fuerst and 

Mar:IJyama 1986). Indeed the proportions of polymorphic loci and the 

numbers of alleles per loc::us were shown to be more sensitive indicators than 

heterozygosity of the differences in genetic diversity between pre- and post

bottleneck populations In experimental populations of mosquitofish (Leberg 

1992). 
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Computer simulatiolil of the predicted colilsequences of a bottleneck 

allows comparisoR between a hypothetical population with the genetic 

variability of the actual post-bottleneck populations. GENELOSS (EAgland and 

Osier 2001) uses Monte Carlo sampling of a hypothetical population 

bottleneck but the population size is kept constant during the bottleneck. 

BNSIM (Hoelzel et al. 1993) uses life-history parameters to simulate both the 

demographic growth and genetic consequelilces of the bottleneck. It does not 

take into account environmental stochasticity but the reiterative approach 

using random seeds does provide estimates of the variance associated with 

demographic stochasticity (Hoelzel 1999). 

For loci which are neutlial to the effects of selectior:l in a natural 

population, the allele numbers and frequencies are affected by mutation and 

genetic drift. The mutation parameter (9) of this mutatiolil-drift equilibrium is 

dependant on the effective population size (Ne) and the mutation rate (u) so 

that 9=4Neu (Tajirna 1983; Watterson 1984). 

Classically there were two models used to describe the extremes of 

mutation in variable number talildem repeats (VNTR). Ulilder the Infinite 

Allele Model (lAM) a mutation involves any number of tandem repeats and 

always results in an allele that is not already er:~cottntered in the population. 

Under the Stepwise Mutation Model (SMM), an allele can only mutate by 

gair:~ing or losing a single tandem repeat and so a mutation may result in a 

capy of ar:1 allele already present in the population; conseqttently, alleles of 

very different sizes will be more distantly related than alleles of similar sizes 

(Shriver et al. 1993; Valdes et al 1993; Estottp et al. 1995). 
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A third model, the Two-Phase Mutation Model (TPM), which assumes 

that most mutations result in an increase or decrease of a single tandem 

repeat but that larger mutations can also occur, has been suggested as a 

better flit for microsatellite data (Di Rienzo 1994). 

Populations which have experienced a recent bottleneck, or reduction 

in effective population size, show a reduction in allele numbers and 

heteroz:ygosity. However, due to the rapid loss of rar;e alleles, allelic diversity 

is reduced faster than heterozygosity (Nei et al 1975). This means that 

observed heterozygosity is larger than the expected gene diversity that would 

be predicted by the mutational model from the number of alleles, were the 

population at mutation-drift equilibrium. Thus, populatior:~s which have 

experienced a receat population bottleneck would be expected to exhibit 

significant heterozygosity excess and this can be used as a molecular 

'signature' of a r;ecent bottleneck (Cor:nuet and Luikart 1996). 

Typically in a population at equilibrium, alleles at low frequency are far 

more common than alleles at intermediate frequency (Chakraborty et al. 

1980) so that a graph of allele frequency distributions is heavily skewed to 

the lower frequencies. Due to the greater probability that low frequency 

alleles are lost in the random sampliag of the founder event, therre is a 

redistribution of allele frequencies. This distortion can be modelled and 

detected as another 'signature' of a recent bottleneck (Luikart et al. 1998a). 

A third 'bottleneck signature' is the magnitude of the ratio between- the 

number of the alleles and the range in allele size. At the founder event there 
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is random sampling of alleles of all sizes so the number of alleles is reduced 

mor:e than the range of allele sizes ~Garza and Williamson 2001). 

This study was able to use microsatellite data to directly assess the 

genetic impact of two parallel bottlenecks on a natural population of reindeer. 

The data was also used to validate the computer simulation models of the 

effect of bottlenecks and test the utility of commonly used 'bottleneck 

signatures'. 

2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Collection of samples 

The reindeer in the source Norwegian herd are gathered for the culling 

ofthe old stock in September and for the slaughter of calves in February. In 

September 2000 and February 2001, skin samples wer;e collected by punching 

a circular hole (Smm by Smm) out of the ear of fresl:lly-slaughtered reindeer. 

Some of the Husvik herd were gathered in January 2001 for the 

translocation of some calves from South Georgia to the Falkland Isla111ds for 

commercial purposes. Ear punches were taken from 38 of the Husvik 

reindeer that were still alive on the Falkland Islands in February 2003. 

The r;emainder of the South Georgia tissue samples were taken from 

the carcasses of reindeer found dead on the island. Where possible a punch 

of ear was taken (as described above); otherwise any piece of skin was 

collected. If present, the whole head or skull of the carcass was also 

collected for the morphometric study (see Chapter Three). Samples were 
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collected by expeditions to the Barff peninsula in January 2000 and January 

2002 and expeditions to the Husvik area in February 2003 amd December 

2003. 

All skin samples were stor;ed in 20% DMSO/saturated NaCI solution 

(Amos and Hoelzel 1991). 

When there had been a skull collected but there was no corresponding 

tissue sample, one of the teeth was removed for DNA extraction. 

Ther;e were a total of 97 Norwegian samples, 63 Barff samples and 59 

Husvik samples from which DNA was extracted. 

2.2.2. DNA extraction and isolation from skin samples 

A small sample (approximately 3mm3
) was cut off the original 

specimen and finely chopped in an Eppendorf tube. Between each sample 

the scissors and forceps were kept in ethanol and ther:J cleaned in distilled 

water to prevent cross contamination of samples. Samples were digested at 

37°C overnight in 5001-JI of digestion buffer (SOmMol Tr;is pH7.5, lmM EDTA, 

lOOmM NaCI, 1 %w/v SOS) with 301JI Proteir:~ase K (10mg IJI-1
). The EDTA was 

used to chelate the divalent cations, the salt to stabilise the nucleic acid and 

the anionic detergent, SOS to increase the solubility of the cell membra Re 

(Milligan 1998). 

The DNA was extr;acted with two pheRol stages to remove proteins and 

carbohydrates, and ctillorofarm to remove the phenol. Sodium .acetate was 
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added (volume 1: 10) and 100% ethanol (volume 2: 1) to precipitate the DNA. 

lhis was centrifuged for 15 minutes at 100,000 xg and the ethanol poured off 

the DNA pellet. 70% ethanol was used to clean this pellet and it was dried in 

a vacuum centrifuge. The dry pellet was resuspended in 2501JI TE (1 x Tris 

EDTA buffer) at 65°C. The protein was precipitated by the addition of equal 

volumes of lithium chloride. The tube was inverted and kept at -20 °C for one 

hour. After 10 minutes in the centrifuge, the supernatant was drawn off. 

lihe DNA was precipitated out by addition of 100% ethanol. The pellet was 

again cleaned with 70% ethanol and dried in the vacuum centrifuge. The 

final DNA pellet was resuspended in 6001JI TE at 65 °C and stored at -20 °C. 

Following extraction, 31JI of each DNA sample was run on a 0.8% agarose gel 

at 100W against a 1kB marker to allow the visualisation of the DNA. 

It was necessary to undertake purification of some of the older South 

Georgia samples by further gel extraction. For this procedure 15~1 DNA in TE 

buffer was loaded into a l% agarose gel in a TAE buffer. Approximately 0.3g 

gel was excised and extraction carried out using the recommended protocol 

of the QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit™. 

2.2.3 DNA extraction and isolation from teeth 

DNA sampling from teeth followed standard protocols designed to 

avoid contamination. These procedures were performed in a laboratory which 

was not used for other PCR or post-PCR work. It was distant from the 

laboratory used for skin samples and, as a general rule, materials that had 
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been used in the skin sample laboratory were not subsequently taken to the 

teeth laboratory. Any mater;ials that were taken into the teeth laboratory 

were wiped down with 10% bleach (sodium h¥poclillorite solution) and placed 

in fr;ont of the ultra violet lamp for at least 10 minutes. 

Sampling fmrn tlile teeth was performed in a laminar flow hood. All 

surfaces were wiped down with 10% bleach at the start and completion of 

each tootlil samplirtg. <Drill bits used for sampling were soaked in 10% bleaclil 

for 10 minutes and then placed in ultra violet light for a further l!O minutes. 

Water and other solutions prepar;ed were filtered th170ugh a 0.21-Jm syringe 

filter and autoclaved. The ultr;a violet light was left on all the time that the 

laboratory was not being used. Pipette tips were certified sterile by the 

manufacturers. A laboratory coat, dedicated for use only in this laboratory, 

was worn with plastic gloves taped to the sleeves to avoid contamination 

from wrist skin. Controls carr;ied out in parallel with all isolations and PCR 

reactions to monitor for any contamination (Milligan 1998). 

Teeth were extracted from the skull and brushed with 10% bleach. 

They were placed in a solution of 10% bleach for six hours in the shaker in 

the incubator at 37°C. Each tooth was removed from the bleach, brushed 

and rinsed lr:l distilled water, rinsed in 100% ethanol and left to dry in the 

incubator overnight. 

The teeth were sampled by drilling through the proximal end into the 

area where the dental pulp had been located. A small halild-held dr;ill and 

Dremmel™ drill bits were used. Designed for elilgraving, these drill bits have 
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rough spherical or pyramid-shaped tips which bore into the teeth creating a 

fine powder. Aluminium paper was folded to make a tray to collect the 

powder from drilling each tooth. The powder was collected into sterile 10 rnl 

tubes and drilling continued until there was approximately O.Sml powder. At 

the start of drilling, aA empty tube was capped and placed under the hood, to 

be used as an extraction control. 

A high ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) digestion buffer (0.425 

M EDTA, 0.5% sodium dodecyl st:Jifate, 0.05 Tris) (Hagelberg aAd Clegg 1991) 

was mixed from certified sterile components. Once made up, the digestion 

buffer was exposed to UV irradiation for lO minutes to destroy any 

contaminatioR that occurred during preparation. Approximately 5 ml of 

buffer was added to 0.3ml powder and 8 ml buffer to 0.5 ml powder with a 

gradient for intermediate volumes. 3 ml digestion buffer was added to each 

of the empty control tubes and they were treated identically to the sample 

tubes. 

20J,JI Proteinase K (SO J,Jg j:il-1
) was added to each tube and they were 

left in the shaker in the incubator at 37°C for between 48 and 96 hol:lrs. The 

tube was spun (60,000 xg) to remove the suspension and the supernatant 

drawn off to a new tube. Extraction J)roceeded following the protocol of the 

QiagenrM QIAquick PCR Purification kit™. 

2.2.4 Polymerase Chain Reaction 
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Table 2.1! Table to show details of microsatellite primers with their sequence, PCR conditions, relevant dye and reference. 

Genebank Size 
Standard Taq Qiagen I 

Locus accession Dye (BiolineTM) . OTAQ TM 

number range Primer sequence Reference 
MgCI2 Temp Temp 

, RT9 U90741 116-128 Blue 
1!.75 540C 5SOC 

TGA AGT TTA ATT TCC Aer er (Wilson et al. 
D4 CAG TCA m TCA TCC CAC AT 1997) 

I 

I RT5 U90738 143-171 Blue 
0.60 50°C 

CAG CAT AAT Ter GAC AAG TG (Wilson et al. 
D4 n/a 

AAT 1iCC ATG AAC AGA GGA G 1997) I 

RT1 U90737 222-240 Blue 
0.75 50°C 

TGC m CTli TCA TCC AAC AA (Wilson et al. 
04 n/a 

CAT c:TT CCC AT<;: CTC TTT AC 1997) 

· RT13 U90743 293-314 Blue 0.75 50°C 
GCC CAG TGT TAG GAA AGA AG (Wflson et al. 

530C 
04 CAT CCC AGA ACA G~A GTG A~ 1997) 

I NVHRT03 AF068204 112-126 Green 0.75 51°C 
TGG AGA GeT GAG TAT GAA AG (Roed and 

530C 
03 AGA AAT GCA Ger ACC TAA AAG Midthjell 1998) I 

NVHRT22 AF068208 I 142-168 Green 
1.00 54°C 

GTA TTC TTG CCA GGA AAA ACC (Roed and 
580C 

i 03 GTT Ger TCA GTG ·ere TCA GAT Midthjell 1998) 
I Green NVHRT73 AF068218 I 219-231 LOO 54°C 530C . err GCC CAT ITA GTG TTT Ter (Roed and 
I 03 TGC GTG TCA TTG AAT AGG AG Midthjell 1998) 
I 

RT27 I' U90748 i 135-155 Black I 
! CCA AAG ACC CAA CAG ATG (Wilson et al. 

0.75 
1 5ooc 550C 02 ; TTG TAA CAC AGC AAA AGC ATT 1997) 

I; Black 1
: CCT GTr CTA crc TIC- -ITC: TC -

RT7 U90740 216-234 1.00 ! 500C 550C 
(Wilson et al. 

02 ! ACT W CAC GGG CAC TGG TT 1997) 

BM848 G18477 355-401 Blue 
2.25 60°C 

i TGG TTG GAA GGA AAA ctr GG (Cronin et al. 
550C 

D4 1! cer erG ere ere AAG ACA c 2003) 
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I NVHRT71 
I 

I AF068217 109-123 
; Green 1.00 57°C 

GAG lTG GCA GGT GTA AAG G '(Roecl and I 

03 
550C 

CAG TGG GGG AAA TGA TG . Midthjell1998) 
I 

Ca13 ; AY302222 213-225 i Green 2.00 610C CAG AAA GTT GTG AGG CAC AG 
Molecular 

03 I 
580C 

GTG GCC TCT GTT TCA GTG TA 
Ecology Notes 
(in cress) 

I I Green CTC: GCT CAC CTG CAG AAG CAC C CRH 1 M22853 229-251 1.75 600C 550C 
(Cronin et al. 

I' I 03 GCT GAG CAG CCG TCT AAG TIG C 2003) 

Ca71 I AY302228 308-318 Green 1.50 TGC ACA CCC CCA GTC TGG T Molecular 

03 
*600C 530C Ecology Notes 

I GTC TCA CCT lTC CCA TCA GC 
(in cress) 

I Black 
[ RT30 I U90749 190-220 1.25 51°C 550C CAC TIG GCT TIT GGA CTT A (Wilson et al. 

I 02. CTG GTG TAT GTA TGC ACA CT 1997) 

*Step down occurred so that there were two cycles at 62oc followed by 38 cydes at 600C. 
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Fifteen published microsatellite loci were used. The loci are listed in 

table 2.1 together with their primer sequence, refereAce, optimum MgCh 

concentration and anAealing temperatures used for amplification. 

PCR amplification was carried out in 201-JI reactions. The reaction mix 

was 21-11 Tris bt1ffer, 2 !JI dNTP mix (0.2mM concentration), 0.4-0.8 !JI Bovine 

Serum Albumin (20mg ml-1
), 0.4 JJI of each primer (0.5 IJg ~r' in 20% TE), 

0.08 ~I TAQ (5 units !JI-1
), 0.4,.JI DNA and magnesium chloride. The program 

started with 3 minutes at 95°C for denaturing. The cycle profile continued for 

45 seconds at 95°C, 90 seconds at the annealing temperature and 90 seconds 

at the extension temperature, 72°C. The cycle was repeated 35 times and 

then held at 72°C for 8 minutes for the extension stage. Some of the more 

difficult samples were run for up to 42 cycles. 25% of one primer in each pair 

was labelled with a fluorescent dye at the 5' end of the oligonucleotide. 

A number of the older skin samples from South Georgia showed good 

evidence of DNA on tt:le gel r;un following extraction but proved extremely 

difficult to amplify despite the use of a number of different techniques. PCRs 

were attempted following dilution of the amount of DNA ~by between ten and 

a hundred fold) ar:~d following furtliler purification of the samples with 

Qiagen™ PCR Purification kit. 'Hot start' technique was tried as was 

stabilisation of the reaction by the addition of DMSO, glycerol or 1% Triton X. 

All these methods were unst:Jccessful. These difficult South Georgia samples 

and a number of the tooth extracted samples were amplified with Qiagen1
M 

Multiplex PCR Master Mix containing HotstarTaq™ DNA Pol¥merase, Qiagen 
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buffer (coliltaiming 6mM MgCI2) and dNTP mix of dATP, dCTP, dGTP and dTTP. 

The conditions are shown in the table 2.1. 

Microsatellite PCR products were run through the capillary injection 

Beckman Coulter™ CEQ™ 8000 Fragment Analysis System with up to 10 PCR 

products multiplexed. The amount of each PCR product was var;ied 

depending on the dye label and the strength of signal following some trial 

runs. 

Before loading the plates, it was necessary to clean excess salt from 

the PCR products. Between O.SJJI and 6JJI of each dyed PCR product was 

mixed with 20J.JI water, 4J.JI Sodium Acetate and 100J.JI 100% ethartol. Tbis 

was kept at -20 °C for 30 minutes and then spun at 20,000 xg for 15 minutes. 

The ethanol was removed by pipette leaving the pellet of DNA which was 

cleaned by two further steps with 70% ethanol. The pellet was resuspended 

irt 40 J.JI CEQ™ Sample loading Solution (SLS). 

Loading buffer was made up of 320J.JI CEQ™ SLS and 2J.JI CEQ™ DNA 

size standard kit; tbis was divided into the 8 sample wells on the plate. 4J.JI of 

mixed and cleaned product was added to each sample well. This was overlaid 

with sticky aluminium foil sheet and vor;texed to mix. A drop of mineral oil 

was added to each sample before running through the CEQ™ 8000 Fragment 

Analysis System by DBS Genomics (University of Durham). The amplificatiort 

product signals were visualised using the CEQ™ Fragment Analysis software. 
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2.2.5 Analysis of results 

The presence of null alleles would confound the results by 

underestimatiAg the tliue level of heterozygosity (David 1998). The presence 

of null alleles, stuttering or large allele dropout was checked using the 

program Mict:ochecker (http:/lwww.microchecker.hull.ac.uk). This program 

uses a Monte Carlo simulation (bootstrap) method to calculate expected 

homozygote and heterozygote allele size difference· frequencies a Ad the 

Hardy-Weinberg theory of eql:lilibrium to calculate expected allele frequencies. 

By comparison of the observed number of homozygotes with the expected, 

the program is able to detect the possible presence of null alleles. 

The program GENEPOP (Raymond 1995) was used to conduct Hat:dy 

Weinberg Exact tests to c:onsider the null hypothesis that gametes were in 

random union and Fisher Exact tests to consider the presence of linkage 

disequilibrium within populations and to test for both genotypic and allelic 

differer:~tiation between populatior:~s. The program creates a contingency 

table for all pairs of loci and performs a probability test (Fishers Exact test) for 

each table using a Markov chain (Guo and ThompsoR 1992). In each case, 

the dememorization period for the Markov chain was 1:000 steps long and 

there were 100 batches of 1000 iterations. Each set of liesults was tested for 

consistency by re-running the test with the number of iterations increased to 

10000. 

The number of observed alleles in a sample is highly dependant on the 

sample size (Nei 1987) and in this study unequal sample sizes may have been 
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a confounding factor in the comparison of allele numbers between the 

populations. For this reason allelic richness, which is a measure of the 

number of alleles independent of sample size, was calculated using FSTAT 

(Goudet 1995). 

Differences between the populations in the numbers of alleles, allelic 

ridmess and the expected and observed heterozygosity were assessed using 

Wilcoxon's signed ranks test (as done by Whitehouse and Harley 2001, Le 

Page et al. 2000). The Wilcoxon signed-rrank test is a non-parametric 

alternative to the paired studer:tt's t-test. Like the t-test, it compares 

differences between measurements but it does not require assumptions about 

the form of distr;ibution of the measurements so it is mor;e appropriate when 

the data is not distributed normally. 

'Coancestry' or inbreeding due to differentiation among populations 

was considered by calculation of the fixation index, Fst. The pr:ogram 

ARLEQUIN (Schneider 2000) calculated Fst by Slatkin's distance (Siatkin 

1995b) and tested whether the results were significantly different frollil zero. 

Fst is a fanctiorn of probabilities of identity (either by descent or by state) and 

thus has a lowered expectation wlilen the mutation rate is high (as common 

for microsatellites) (Balloux and Goudet 2002) 

Further quantification of population differentiation was undertaken by 

calculation of Rsr which, in contrast to of Fsr, assumes SMM and is little 

affected by mutations. Rsr is based on the variance in allele size (in ter:ms of 

number of repeat units) that is between populations and thus accour:tts for 
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evolutionary distance between alleles (Siatkin 1995b). RST, computed using 

RsrCalc (Goodr:nan 1997), was estimated as Rho values to account for 

differences in sample sizes and was calculated following standardization of the 

data to correct for differemces in the magnitude of variar~ce in allele size 

across the loci (Goodman 199.7}. The significance of the Rsr values were 

tested by permutation tests (Hudson 1992) and bootstrapping (Efron 1979) 

with 1000 iterations in each case. 

ARLEQUIN was also used to calculate average gene diversity over all 

loci. For this calcelation the allowed level of missing data was set at 40% so 

that all thirteen loci were still considered for each population. 

2.2.6 Bottleneck Simulation Programs 

Mor~te Carlo sampling to simulate the effects of the bottleneck on gene 

diversity was l!JSed via two computer programs, GENELOSS and BNSIM. 

GENELOSS (England and Osier 2001) does not simulate population growth 

and thus does not consider demographic processes such as population growth 

rate and the effect that this may have on the survivorship of genetic diversity. 

The data used in the GENELOSS program assumed monogamy with equal 

numbers of male and female reindeer contributing their genes. BNSIM 

(Hoelzel et al. 1993) simulates population growth based on life-history 

parameters such as age-specific mortality and reproductive data and 

combines this information with genetic data to predict the effect of the 

bottleneck on genetic diversity. 
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Each of the simulation models requires input of the numbers of 

reindeer in the founder population. There is no controversy as to the 

numbers in the founder population for the Barff herd: seven females and 

three males. The Husvik herd may have been founded by as few as seven 

reindeer (four females and three males) though there may have been up to 

ten in the original group and four additional females added in 1928. 

A dominance hierarchy exists amongst the male reindeer and tt:ley are 

highly polygynous with large breeding groups (Leader-Willlams 1988). For 

this reason it would be reasonable to suspect that not all males in the founder 

groups were able to mate and thus contribute to the post-bottleneck gene 

pool. 

GENELOSS requires data entry to state the nt:Jmber of breeding pairs 

with no tlexibility for polygynous animals. The model was run twice with 

three and seven breeding pairs in the founder grot:Jp and the expectation was 

that the actt:Jal results would lie somewhere in between these two extremes. 

BNSIM was r;un with ten reindeer in the founder group, as a exact 

representation of the Barff founder group and as an average of the possible 

numbers in the Husvik founder group. 

2.2.6.1 Herd numbers used in demographi<: program 

The total number of reindeer in each of the herds has beem counted or 

estimated oa a number of occasions. Table 2.2 and 2.3 display a summary of 

those results, the accuracy of which vary considerably. The numbers counted 
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by Leader Williams between 1972 and 1976 are probably the most reliable, as 

over this period considerable research of the reindeer was ~:~ndertaken and 

detailed accounts of the co~:~nting methodology have been published. 

Table 2.2 Number of reindeer in tt:le Barff hel'id 

Date 

1911 
1916 
1920 

1921.,22 

1928 
1953 

1955-57 
1964 
1972 

Number of deer in Barff 
lilerd 
10 
45 

tv120 
nearly 300 

400-500 
2000 

3000-5000 
approx similar nos to 1972 

2100 

Reference 

(Leader-Williams 1978) 
SG file 650 (various) 
SG file 650 (various) 
(Wilkins 1925 quoted in Leader
Williams 1988) 
(Oistad 1930) 
SG file 650 (various) 
(Banner 1958) 
(Leader-Williams 1918) 
(Leader-Williams 1988) 

Table 2.3 Number of reindeer in tlile Husvik herd 

Date 

1925 
1953 
1957 
1973 
1976 
1993 
2000 

Number of deer 
in Husvik herd 

7 
40 

100-200 
785 

"'600 
800 

"'1000 

Reference 

(Oistad 1930) 
SG file 650 (various) 
(Banner 1958) 
(Leader-Williams 1988) 
(Leader-Williams 1988} 
(Moen and MacAiister 1994) 
CBell 2001) 

The program BNSIM runs a model based on reproductive data and life 

history tables to simulate the population growtt:l following a bottleneck. This 

program was used to simulate the actual population growth seen in both the 

Husvik and Barff herds. See figure 2 . .1 and 2.2. 
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When run with the actual life history data calculated by Leader 

Williams for the Barff herd over the period between 1973 and 1976 (Leader

Williarns 1988), the model populations did not grow at rates that resembled 

the actual population growth. For this reason, the survivability data 

calculated by Leader Williams wer;e adjusted within a credible range so that 

the numbers predicted by the model correlated more closely with the actual 

numbers counted on the gr;ound. See table 2.4 for the survivability data 

used. 

The figures used for reproductive success for females were exactly the 

same as the pregnancy rates r:eported by Leader Williams (1988). The figur:es 

used for reproductive success of male reindeer should ttave bee111 considerably 

lower than that of females to reflect the highly polygynous nature of reindeer:. 

However, the figures that were actually used (table 2.5) were such that the 

model predicted population numbers that correlated as closely as possible 

wittt actual population growth. 

Figure 2.1 Banff herd numbers - the pink line represents the predicted 

population growth (with Barff survivability data' see table 2.4) that was used 

in the model. The yellow line represents what the predicted population 

growth would be were the Husvik survivability data used. The blue dots 

represent actual counts or estimates. 

Figure 2.2 Husvik herd numbers - the blue line represents the 

predicted population growth (with 'Husvik survivability data' see table 2.4) 
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that was used in the model. The pink dots represent actual counts or 

estimates. 

The estimates of the Barff herd from 1916 to 1928 (various; Olstad 

1930) appear to be greatly iRflated as these figures would not be achievable 

even with 100% reproductive success and zero mortality up to the age of 12 

years old! 

Table 2.4 Survivability data repolited by Leader Williams (1988) and adjusted 

figures used in BNSIM models. 

Age Survivability Survivability data Survivability data 
group (Leader-Williams used in Husvik model used in Barff model 

1988) 

Male Female Male Female Male Female 

0-1 0.53 0.50 0.59 0.57 0.68 0.65 

1-2 0.58 0.97 0.63 0.97 0.73 0.97 

2-3 0.65 0.96 0.70 0.96 0.80 0.97 

3-4 0.53 0.90 0.58 0.90 0.68 0.97 

4-5 0.43 0.82 0.48 0.87 0.58 0.97 

5-6 0.31 0.72 0.36 0.77 0.46 0.87 

6-7 0 0.61 0 0.66 0.15 0]6 

7-8 0.52 0~57 0 0.67 

8-9 0.42 0.47 0.57 

9-10 0.33 0.38 0.48 

10-11 0.27 0.32 0.42 

11-12 0 0 0.15 

12-13 0 

The simulation model requires that the population exhibits density-

independent growth. From field observations and estimations of numbers it 

appears that the Barff population reached a zenith in the late 1950s and then 
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reduced to approximately 2000 animals (Leader-Williams 1988). As can be 

seen from the graph, the parameters used in the model predicted a 

population that reached the maximum observed on the ground. It was not 

possible to further model the subsequent fall in population r:lUmber:s. The 

holding population was set at 1500 for the Husvik and 5000 for the Barff 

population. The mutation rate was set at lxl0-4 (Approximate mean rate for 

mammal microsatellites summar:ised in Frankham 2002). 

Table 2.5 Pr:egncmcy rates reported by Leader Williams (1988) and 

reproductive success figures used in BNSlM models. 

Age group Pregnancy rates Reproductive success figures 

(Leader-Williams 1988) used in both models 

Male Female 

0-1 0 0 0 

1-2 89 0.5 0.89 

2-3 90 0.8 0.9 

3-4 92 0.8 0.92 

4-5 92 o~8 0.92 

5-6 92 0.8 0.92 

6-7 92 0.8 0.92 

7-8 92 0.92 

8-9 92 0.92 

9-10 92 0.92 

10-11 92 0.92 

11-12 92 0.92 
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2.2.7 Bottleneck Signatures 

The theory behind the infinite allele model (lAM), the stepwise 

mutation model (SMM) and the two..,phased mutation model (TPM) has been 

explained in the introduction. The TPM rnodel used for this study was 

composed of 70% lAM and 30% SMM model. 

2.2.7.1 Heterozygosity excess 

The program Bottleneck (Cornuet and luikart 1996) was t~sed to 

compute the distribution of gene diversity (Heq) expected from the observed 

numbers of alleles (k), given the sample size (n). This works by simulating 

the coalescent process under the thrree mutation models described above, 

lAM, SMM and TPM assurning mutation-drift equilibrium and thus enabling 

computation of the average Heq to be compared to the observed 

heterozygosity (Hobs). In a population at mutation-drift equilibrium, there 

would be approximately equal probability that a locus shows gene diversity 

excess or deficit. 

Three separate statistical tests were used: sign test, stamdardized 

differences test (Corn~:.~et and L~:.~ikart 1996) and a Wilcoxon sigm-ramk test 

(Luikart and Comuet 1998). The sign test deter;mines whether the proportion 

of loci with heterozygosity excess is significantly larger than expected at 

equilibrium. This is a nonparametric test, which does not require further 

assumptions but it has low statistical power. 
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The standardized-differences test establishes whether the average of 

standardized difference between observed and expected heterozygosities is 

sigRificantly differer:1t frorn zem. However this test relies on a Gaussian 

distribution of the statistic T2 which requires a minirnum of 20 polymorphic 

loci (Cornuet and Luikart 1996). There were only thirteen loci used in this 

study. 

The Wilcoxon sign-rank test can be used with as few as four 

polymorphic loci and any number of individuals (Luikart and Cornuet 1998). 

2.2.7 .2 Mode-shift distortion in the distribution of allele frequencies 

Luikart and eo-workers (1998a) illustrate how populations that are at 

mutation-dliift equilibrium have a large proportion of alleles which are at very 

low frequency. In contrast, recently bottlenecked populations 

characteristically show a mode-shift in the distribution of allele frequencies so 

that alleles of very low frequency ( <0.1) are less abundant than alleles tlilat 

occ~:.~r more frequently. They claimed tlilat this signature is apparent in 

samples of 5 - 20 polymoliphic loci and approximately 30 individuals but that 

it only lasts for between 40 and 80 post bottleneck generations. For this 

reason the geAeration length of the reindeer on South Georgia was 

calculated. 
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Generation length 

The generation length was calct:Jiated from published life tables and 

pregnancy rates of South Georgia reindeer (Leader-Williams 1988). 

Generation length (T) is tile mean lapse of time between a female's date of 

birth and the mean date of birth of her offspring (Caughley 1966) so that 

T= .B,xrn21x 
Ilxmx 

where lx is the probability of surviving to age x and mx is the number of 

fernale live births per female at age x. Generation length for Sot:Jth Georgia 

reindeer was calculated to be 4.2 years. There have been 22 generations 

since the foundation of the Barff herd and 19 gener:ations since the 

foundation of the Husvik herd. 

2.2.7.3 Garza's M Ratio 

Allele frequency distributions contain information about both the 

frequency and total number of the alleles k, as well as the distance between 

the number of repeats and the overall range in allele size r. In a population 

that is reduced in size, there will be a reduction in k, but only the loss of the 

largest of smallest allele will cause a reduction in r. Thus it is expected that 

the ratio M=k/r will be smaller in those populations that have r:ecently been 

reduced in size compared to populations at equilibrium (Garza and Williamson 

2001). 
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2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Basic parameters of genetic diversity 

The presence of null alleles was highly likely {p<O.OOOl) for two loci 

(NVHRT71 and RT7) so no further analysis was performed with these two loci. 

There was no evidence of null. alleles, stl!Jttering or lar:ge allele drop-out with 

any of the other loci. 

Hardy Weinberg Exact tests (sequential Bonferroni correction applied) 

showed that there was one locus (RT27) in the Husvik population in which 

there was significant deviation from the hypothesis that the gametes were in 

random union (at the level p<O.OS). There was no significant deviation for 

any loci in either the Norwegian or Barff populations. 

After application of the sequential Bonferroni correction, there was 

significant linkage (at the level p<0.01.) between loci RT27/NVHRT22 and 

NVHRT22/NVHRT03 in the Husvik population. There was no significant 

linkage disequilibrium within the Norwegian or Barff populations. 

Linkage disequilibrium may result from close physical linkage of loci 

(Hill 1977) but if this wer:e ttrle case here, one might expect evidence across 

each of the populations. It has been suggested that the presence of linkage 

disequilibrium may be characteliistic of severely bottlenecked populations due 

to a natural homozygote 'stocking effect' (Ciegg et al. 1980; Houlden et al. 

1996), an artifact which occurs as a result of the elevated number of 

homozygotes in a bottlenecked population. 
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GENEPOP was used to perform a log-likelihood (G) based exact test for 

genotypic differentiation and a Fishers Exact test to give an unbiased estimate 

of the p-value for allelic differer:ltiation between the populations. There was 

no significant genotypic or allelic differentiation between Norway and Barff for 

locl!Js NVHRT73, between Barff aAd Husvik for locus CRH or between any of 

the populatior:~s for locus Ca71. However, there was significant differer:1tiatior:1 

between each population for all other loci. Wher:1 all loci were considered 

together the value of X2 was infinity which was highly significant ( df=26, 

p<0.001) 

Table 2.6 Basic genetic parameters for each population 

Expected Observed Gene 
No of No of Allelic Diversity Hetero- Heter:o-genotypes Alleles richness zygosity zygosity over all 

loci 
NOIWay 
Average 92.8 11.2 9.4 0.75 0.75 0.661 

SD 5.6 3.8 3.0 0.10 0.08 0.34 
Range 78-99 4-17 3.4-13.6 0.44-0.85 0.54-0.84 
Barff 

Average 49.2 6.7 6.6 0.72 0.67 0.526 
SD 6.3 1.8 1.8 0.09 0.07 0.28 

Range 41-58 4-10 4.0-9.7 0.54-0.85 0.56-0.82 
Husvik 
Average 52.2 5.8 5.7 0.59 o~54 0.493 

SD 4.0 2.1 1.9 0.20 0.19 0.26 
Range 43-57 2-9 1.9-8.6 0~04-0.78 0.04-0.71 
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Table 2. 7 Proportior:t of pre-bottleneck genetic diversity present in post

bottleneck populatior:ts 

Compared to Norway 
Barff 

Husvik 

% 
Numbers of alleles 

60.@ 
53.1 

% 
Heterozygosity 

95.5 
78.4 

% 
Gene diversity 

80.0 
74.6 

Table 2.8 Comparison of genetic diver:sity between pre-bottleneck population 

and both post-bottleneck populations 

Comparison Expected Observed Number of alleles Allelic richness 
between Heterozygosity Heterozygosity 

z p-value z p-value z p-value z p-value 
Norway & 

-1.19 ns -2.75 0.001 -3.07 0.002 -3.04 0.002 
Barff 

Norway & -3.04 0.002 -3.11 0.002 -3.20 0.001 -3.18 0.001 
Husvik 
Barff & -2.62 0.009 -2.13 0.03 -1.62 r:lS -1.85 ns 
Husvik 

The Rumbers of alleles, allelic richrness, heterozygasity ar:~d the overall 

gene diversity of the post-bottleneck populations were lower than that af the 

Norwegian population. The values were compared using the Wilcoxon 

Signed Ranks Test. Expected and observed heterozygosity and r:tumbers of 

alleles were significantly different inHusvik compared to Norway (at the level 

p<(iUH). Observed: heterozygosity, numbers of alleles and allelic richRess 

were significantly different in Barff compared to Norway (at the level p<0.01). 

There was a significant difference ir:t the heterozygosities between the Barff 

and the Husvik populations but not in the number of alleles or allelic richness. 
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2.3.2 Private alleles 

The tables of alleles present in each population in this study are 

presented in Appendix 1. There was one allele present at a low frequency in 

both the post bottleneck populations which was not found in the Norwegian 

population (Allele 160, locus NVHRT 22). There were three further private 

alleles in the Husvik population: allele 132, locus NVHRT03 and allele 228, 

locus NVHRT73, present at low frequencies and allele f76 which accounted 

for more than 20% of locus N\tHRT22 in the Husvik population. 

Alleles may be culirently present in the Norwegian population but rare 

and consequently not found in this study due to sampling stochasticity. A 

binomial test was undertaken to assess the probability of missing a rare allele 

in the 97 Norwegian samples. It would be unlikely (at probability p<0.05) to 

miss a single allele present ir:l the Norwegian population if it was present at 

more than 1.5% frequeacy. However, the cumulative probability of missing 

four different alleles makes samplir:~g stochasticity an extremely unlikely 

explanation for the presernce of four private alleles in the Husvik population 

and this situation is further explored in the discussion. 

2.3.3. Measure of inbreeding due to differentiation among 

subpopulations 

The fixation indices, Fst were significantly differer:~t from zero (at level 

p<0.001) which indicated that there was significant differentiation between 

each of the populations. Approximately 2% of the differences between Barff 
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and Norway and appmximately 7% of the differences between Husvik and 

Norway or Husvik and Barff could be explained by differences betweeA the 

populations rather than within each popl:Jiation. 

Table 2.9 Fixation Indices for each population 

Fst (Siatkin 1995) 

Norway 

0.0164*** 

Barff 

Barff 

Husvik 0.0679*** 0.0720*** 

*** indicates significance at the level p<0.001 

Table 2.10 Rst CRho value) for each population 

Rst - Rho value averaged over variance components and loci (Goodman 1997) 

Norway Barff 

Baliff 

Husvik 

0.0452*** 

0.0832*** 

*** indicates significance at the level p<O.OOl 

0;0515*** 

There was significant differentiation between the three populations (at 

level p<0;001) when the Rst (Rho value) was tested by both a per;mutation 

test and bootstrapping. The assessment of the significance of the values by 

permutation to yield an unbiased p•value is a very powerful test (Balloux and 

lugon•Moulin 2002). 
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2.3.4 GENELOSS program 

GENELOSS was run with the allele frequencies of the Norway 

population and a bottleneck length of one generation, for both three breeding 

pairs and seven breeding pairs in the bottleneck. The predicted post 

bottleneck allele numbers aAd heterozygosity are displayed in table 2.11 and 

2.12 for comparison with the actual post bottleneck figures. 

The actual n~:~mber of alleles and the heterozygosity of the post 

bottleneck populatioAs show close agreement with the values predicted by 

GENELOSS. 

Table 2.11 Comparison of numbers of alleles 

ACTUAL GENELOSS predicted post-bottleneck 
Loci pre-BN post-BN post-BN 3 BREEDING PAIRS 7 BREEDING PAIRS 

Norway Husvik Barff mean SD mean so 
RT27 15 5 5 6.08 1.27 9.32 1.46 
RT30 11 5 7 4.56 1.:1!0 6.46 1.18 
RT13 12 6 6 6.25 1.09 8.38 1.10 
NVHRT22 13 7 7 5.34 1.:1!8 7.66 1.35 
CA13 6 5 5 4.19 0.69 4.76 0.60 
CA71 4 3 4 2.67 0.59 3.06 0.36 
NVHRT03 9 8 6 5.05 0.98 6.58 0.98 
NVHRT73 12 7 7 4.18 0.96 5.63 1.16 
CRH 6 4 5 4.00 0.77 4.86 0.76 
RT9 13 2 7 5.24 1.20 7.73 1.24 
BM848 17 9 9 5.68 1.23 8.34 1.51 
RT5 14 8 9 5.48 1.06 7.41 1.18 
RT1 13 7 10 6.05 1.09 8.28 1.23 
average 11.15 5.85 6.69 4.98 6.80 
so 3.85 2.08 1.80 1.03 1.80 
Range 4-17 2;..9 4-10 2.7-6.3 3.1-9.3 
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Table 2.12 Comparison of actual heterozygosity in each populatien and 

heterozygosity predicted by GENELOSS for three er seven breeding pairs in 

the founder population 

ACTUAL GENELOSS predicted post-bottleAeck 
Loci pre-BN post-BN pest-BN 3 BREEDING PAIRS 7 BREEDING PAIRS 

Norway Husvik Barff mean stddev mean stdev 

RT27 0.82 0.49 0.68 0.75 0.08 0.78 0.05 

RT30 0.72 0.73 0.78 0.65 0.11 0.69 0.07 

RT13 0.85 0.78 0.65 0.78 0.06 0.81 0.04 

NVHRT22 0.78 0.65 0.71 0.71 0.08 0.75 0.05 

CA13 0.75 0.49 0.67 0.68 0.07 0.72 0.04 

CA71 0.44 0.40 0.54 0.40 0.15 0.42 0.09 

NVHRT03 0.78 0.73 0.69 0.71 0.07 0.75 0.05 

NVHRT73 0.72 0.71 0.77 0.65 0.08 0.69 0.05 

CRH 0.73 0.62 0.71 0.67 0.07 0.70 0.04 

RT9 0.73 0.03 0.62 0.67 0~12 0.70 0.08 

BM848 0.81 0.61 0.84 0.73 0.07 0.77 0.05 

RT5 0.80 0.72 0.81 0.73 0.08 0.76 0.05 

RTl 0.84 0.70 0.85 0.76 0~06 0.80 0.04 

average 0.75 0.59 0.72 0.68 0.72 
so 0.10 0.20 0.09 0.10 0.10 

Range 0.44-0.85 0.03-0.78 0.54-0.85 0.40-0.78 0.42-0.81 
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2.3.5 BNSIM 

Table 2.13 Comparison of numbeliS of remaining allele predicted by BNSIM 
model with actual Barff population 

Model - Barff Actual 
N~mber of alleles numbers of 

Populations remaining post- alleles 
Name of Populations whicl:l bottleneck post-

loci wl:lich died survived Mean Median Range bottleneck 

RT27 1 499 5.2 5 0-10 5 
RT30 2 498 4.4 4 0-8 7 
RT13 0 500 5.5 6 1-10 6 

NVHRT22 0 500 4.8 5 1-9 7 
Ca13 3 497 4.1 4 0-7 5 
Ca71 1 499 2.8 3 0-5 4 

NVHRT03 0 500 4.8 5 1-9 6 
NVHRT73 0 500 4.1 4 1-8 7 

CRH 1 499 4.0 4 0-7 5 
R"f9 0 500 4.7 5 1-11 7 

BM848 3 497 4.9 5 0-9 9 
RT5 3 497 4.9 5 0-9 9 
RT1 5 495 5.3 5 0-9 10 

For each of the thirteen loci, the BNSIM model was run for 500 simulations 

and it predicted tl:lat for the Barff population between 497 and 500 of the 500 

simulation populations would survive. For each surviving population, tl:le 

model predicted there would be between one and eleven alleles that survived 

with a mean between 2.8 and 5.5 and a median of between three and six. In 

reality there were between one and ten surviving alleles witl:l a mean of 6. 7 

and a median of seven. 
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Table 2.14 Comparison of numbers of remaining allele predicted by BNSIM 

model with actual Husvik population 

Model - Husvik 

Populations 
Name of Populations whicl:l 

loci which died survived 

RT27 
RT30 
RT13 

NVHRT22 
Ca13 
Ca71 

NVHRT03 
NVHRT73 

CRH 
RT9 

BM848 
RT5 
RT1 

29 
12 
32 
15 
20 
12 
22 
21 
10 
20 
23 
15 
24 

471 
488 
468 
485 
480 
488 
478 
479 
490 
480 
477 
485 
476 

Number of alleles 
remaining post

bottleneck 
Mean Median Range 

3.6 
3.3 
4.0 
3.7 
3.3 
2.3 
3.6 
3.2 
3.2 
3.4 
3.7 
3.7 
3.8 

3 
3 
4 
4 
3 
2 
4 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 

0-7 
0-9 
0-8 
0-8 
0-6 
0-4 
0-8 
0-6 
0-6 
0-8 
0-8 
0-8 
0-9 

Actual 
numbers of 

alleles 
post,. 

bottleneck 

5 
5 
6 
7 
5 
3 
8 
7 
4 
2 
9 
8 
7 

The BNSIM model predicted that the Husvik population between 468 and 490 

of the 500 simulation populations would survive. For each surviving 

population, the model predicted there would be between one and nine alleles 

that survived with a mean of between 2.3 and 4.0 and a median of between 

two and four. In lieality tl:lere were between one and nine surviving alleles 

with a mean of 5.8 and a median of six. 
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Table 2.15 Comparison of tileterozygosity predicted by BNSIM with actual 

Barff and Husvik populations 

Barff Husvlk 
Loci 

Actual 
BNSIM model predicted 

Actual 
BNSIM model pr:edicted 

Mean Range Mean Range 
RT27 0.68 0.44 0.003-0.56 0.49 0.26 0.001-0.49 
RT30 0.78 0.46 0.003-0.59 0.73 0.29 0.003-0.50 
RT13 0.65 0.44 0.05-0.57 0.78 0.26 0.001-0.49 

NVHRT22 0.71 0.46 0.01-0.57 0.65 0.28 0.001-0.47 
Ca13 0.67 0.47 0.08-0.57 0.49 0.30 0.01-0.50 
Ca71 0.54 0.47 0.17-0.58 0.40 0.31 0.02-0.51 

NVHR1'03 0.69 0.48 0.01-0.57 0.73 0.28 0.01-0.47 
NVHRT73 0.77 0.47 0.04-0.57 0.71 0.29 0.003-0.47 

CRH 0.71 0.46 0.11-0.58 0.62 0.26 0.001-0.46 
RT9 0.62 0.45 0.01-0.57 0.03 0.27 0.01-0.48 

BM848 0.84 0.45 0.06-0.56 0.61 0.27 0.003-0.46 
RT5 0.81 0.45 0.04-0.57 0.72 0.28 0.002-0.47 
RT1 0.85 0.44 0.01-0.56 0.70 0.26 0.001-0.46 

With the exception of one locus in the Husvik population, actual 

heteliOlVQOSity was found to be consistently higher than that predicted by the 

BNSIM model. 
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2.3.6 Bottleneck Signatures 

2.3.6.1. Heterozygosity Excess 

Table 2.16 a. Results from Bottleneck pr~ogram showing the expected and 

actual numbers of loci with heterozygosity excess under the different 

mutation models. b.& c. Statistical tests to show how the predicted results 

compalie with the actual Barff and Husvik populations. 

a. 

Sign liest Number of loci with 
heterozygosity excess 

Norwegian Expected 
population Actual 

Prtobability difference is 
significant 

Barff population Expected 
Actual 
Probability difference is 
significant 

Husvik Expected 
population Actual 

Probability difference is 
significant 

b. 
Barff populatiort 
Standardized Difference test for Baliff T 2 
Probability of difference 
Wilcoxon l"est ort Barff population 
Probability (one tall for H excess) 
Probability (two tails for H excess or 
deficiency) 

c. 
Husvik population 
Standardized Difference test for Husvik T2 
Probability of difference 
Wilcoxon Test on Husvik population 
Probability (one tail for H excess) 
Probability (two tails for H excess or deficiency) 
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I.A.M. 

7.83 
9 

ns 

7.72 
13 

0.0011 

7.31 
9 

ns 

3.17 
0.00077 

0.00006 

0.00012 

T.P.M. S.M.M. 

7.76 7.63 
5 2 

0.10 0.010 

7.71 7.69 
12 6 

0.011 liiS 

7.62 7.60 
5 3 

ns 0.01 

1.71 -1.38 
0.044 0.084 

0.002 0.90 

0.004 0.216 

1.30 -.. 77 -4.8 
0.096 0.22 <0.001 

0.055 0.77 0.99 
0.11 0.50 0.003 



In the case of the Norwegian population, mot one of the statistical tests 

suggested that it had been though a recent bottleneck. 

For the Barff population, each of the statistical tests suggested 

significantly more heterozygosity excess that tl:lat expected at equilibrium, if it 

were assumed that all the loci fitted the lAM or the TPM mutation-drift model. 

However, the occurrence of a previous bottleneck was not predicted for Barff 

If it were assumed that the loci fitted either the SMM model. 

The Husvik population showed no evidence of heterozygosity excess 

rega11dless of which mutation-drift equilibrium model was used. Indeed if it 

were assumed that the loci fit the SMM models then this population showed a 

significant degree of heterozygosity deficit. 

2.3.6.2 Mode-shift distortion in the distribution of allele frequencies 

For each population in this study the allele frequency distr;ibution was found 

to be nolilmally L -shaped as expected under mutation-drift equilibrium a Ad 

there was no evidence of a mode-shift. 
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2.3.6.3 Garza M r:atio 

Table 2.17 Calculation of Garza M ratio for thirteer:1 loci for each of the 

populations and comparisolil with example populations from other studies. 

M ratio Variance Histor;ical status Reference 

NoiWay reindeer 0.880 0.021 stable 

Barff reindeer 0.721 0.034 reduced This study 

Husvik reindeer 0.723 0.058 reduced 

Polar bear 0.91:9 0.016 stable 

Brown bear 0.854 0.015 stable 
(Paetkau et al. 
1997) 

Brown bear 0.693 0.030 reduced 

Koala 0.835 0.015 stable (Houlden et al 
Koala 0.599 0.050 reduced 1996) 

Northern wombat 0.6118 0.081 reduced 
(Taylor et al 
1994) 

The M ratio calculated was tested against a model of :1!0000 

simulations. The model was run twice with a different proportion of steps 

lar;ger than one step and a different average size for these steps. When 2(!)% 

of the mutations were set at lar:ger than one step with an average size for 

these steps of 3.5, a lower value would be expected on 90.9% occasions for 

the NoiWegiaR population at equilibrium, on 9.5% occasior:.s for the Barff 

population or or:1 9.9% occasior:1s for the Husvik population. When 12% of 

the mutations were set at larger than one step with an average size for these 

steps of 2.8, a lower value would be expected on 31.1% occasions for the 

NoiWegian population, (!).03% occasioRs for the Barff population and 0.08% 

occasions for the Husvik population. Garza and Williamsolil reviewed a number 
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of data sets (some examples shown in table 2.16) and they considered that 

all populations that had not suffered a recent reduction in size had a value of 

M greater than 0.82 and that a value of M of less than 0.70 indicated that the 

population has recently gone through a reduction in size. The two reduced 

populations in this study gave an aver:age M ratio of 0. 72 and the stable 

Norwegian population gave an average M ratio of 0.88. 

2.4 Discussion 

2.4.1 Private alleles 

Although rare alleles do not add measurably to genetic distance 

statistics, they are good indicators of gene flow (Siatkin 1985). Houlden and 

eo-workers (1996) found a substantial nurnber of pr,ivate alleles in post

bottleneck populations but they discounted the importance of these due to 

the fact they were present at a frequency which made their differential 

detection a likely artefact of sample size. 

The presence of private alleles in either or both post:-bottleneck 

populations may be due to the presence of rare alleles in the Norwegian 

population at the time the South Georgia populatioRs were four~ded that are 

now lost due to genetic dr,ift. If one of these alleles was carried by the 

dominant male r;eindeer in a founder group, it is possible that it could be 

found in a high proportion of South Georgia samples despite no 

corresponding allele in the Norwegian population. 
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Mutations may have been responsible for the formation of private 

alleles though it is very ur~likely that this could be the explanation for the 

existence of as many as four private alleles. 

Alternative explanatioAs for the presence of private alleles in the 

Husvik population would be that not all the reindeer fr:mn the 1912 

introduction were killed in the snow slide, that the reindeer introduced to 

Husvik were from a differelilt source or that there were further reindeer 

imported in addition to the initial founder group. These possibilities are 

discussed in detail in the introduction which concludes that it seems very 

unlikely that there would have been any remnants from the 1:912 introduction 

and there is no reasor:1 to doubt the origin of the Husvik herd as Filefjeld 

Reinlag but there may have been up to fol:Jr female reindeer of unknown 

origin added to the Husvik herd in 1928. 

There are numerous different semi:..domestic and wild reindeer herds ir:l 

southern Norway, ofteA geographically isolated in different mountain areas 

(Roed :1!985; Roed l!998a). There is significant genetic heterogeneity between 

different wild herds even within the same mountain regions and higher 

genetic variation in wild herds compared to semi,.domestic reindeer (Roed 

1986). However, there is little genetic differentiation between semi-domestic 

herds and occasionally animals from different herds are deliberately mixed to 

prevent inbreeding (Roed 1985). 

The most likely explanation for the presence of private alleles in the 

Husvik population is that there was indeed a further introducti.on of reindeer 
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and it seems very likely that this was the four females referred to in the 

newspaper in 1928. For practical reasons, it seems very likely that these 

were also from a semi-domestic herd from southern Norway and thus not 

significantly genetically differentiated from the original introductioR. 

2.4.2 Comparison of gene diversity 

Most studies that measure loss of genetic variation due to bottlemecks 

consider heterozygosity (the proportion of heterozygows individuals at a locus) 

and actual numbers of alleles present at a locus as described originally by Nei 

and others (1975). However, these two measures reveal differ:ent 

information. 

Asswming there is no selective difference between alleles, the expected 

proportion of original heterozygosity remaining after a bottleneck of one 

generation is l-1/2N where N is the effective number of individuals In the 

bottleneck (AIIendorf 1986). The polygynous Ratwre of reindeer mealils that 

the effective population size is likely to be colilsiderably lower than the actual 

numbers counted so that Ne=4(Nr Nm)/(Nr +Nm) (Nei 1987). 

A bottleneck has effects for more than one generation and genetic 

variation will continue to decrease at a rate that is inversely proportional to 

the population size. Heterozygosity is reduced to (1-1/2N)t where t is the 

number of generations of the bottleneck. After one generation of a 

bottleneck where the effective population size is ten individuals, the 

heterozygosity would have reduced to 95% of the original. If the effective 

populatior:l size remained at ten individuals for five generations the 
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lileterozygosity would be 77% of the original. Allendorf (1986) showed that 

lileterozygosity returns to equilibrium quickly followir;~g a bottleneck of short 

duration and within just a couple of generations of rar:~dom matir:~g. 

A bottler:~eck causes loss of alleles firstly due to the initial samplir;~g 

process and subsequently due to the small size of the resultant population 

~Fuerst and Maruyama 1986). This subsequent loss, due to genetic drift, can 

be shown to be approximately n(n-1)/2Ne where R is the number of alleles 

remaining in the population and Neis the effective populatior:l size (Kimura 

1955). 

An important consideration is the fate of rar;e alleles which are 

partic~,;~lar;ly susceptible to loss during the first generation of the bottleneck 

(Fuerst ar;~d Maruyama 1986). Rare alleles have very little effect on the levels 

of heterozygosity in comparison with alleles of intermediate frequencies which 

contribute greatly to heterozygosity. This explains why bottlenecks of short 

duration have relatively little effect on heterozygosity but can show severe 

reductions in the numbers of alleles present in the population. This 

phenomena led Allendolf (1986) to conclude that consideration solely of 

heterozygosity leads to an overly optimistic view of the genetic variation 

within the .population. He argues that although heterozygosity provides a 

good measure of the capability of the population to respond to selection 

immediately following the bottleneck, it is the number of alleles remaining 

after the bottleneck that are important for the lor;~g-term response of the 

post-bottleneck population to selection and its subsequent survival. 



In this study there was significant reduction in both the number;s of 

alleles and observed heterozygosity following bottlenecks in both populations. 

The expected heterozygosity for the Ht:Jsvik population was significantly 

different from the Norway population but this was not the case for the Balff 

population. Observed heterozygosity in natural populations is usually much 

lower than the expected heterozygosity for net:Jtral alleles when the current 

population size is considered (Nei 1987). There is a prolonged effect of the 

population size reduction (bottleneck effect) on observed average 

heterozygosity (Nei et al. 1975) but the expected heterozygosity reaches 

eqt:Jilibrium quickly. 

In the estimation of gene diversity there are two sampling processes: 

the sampling of loci from the genome and the sampling of individuals from 

the population (Nei 1987). Examination of sampling var;iances has suggested 

that expected heterozygosity is a better index of genetic variability than 

observed heterozygosity due to the distorting effects caused by small 

population size, natural selection and inbreeding (Nei and Roychoudhury 

1974). 

There was a considerable difference between the populations in terms 

of post-bottleneck demographics. The population size of the Barff population 

increased rapidly following the bottleneck so that there was a population of 

more than 500 reindeer after between 20 and 30years (see figure 2.1). 

However the Husvik population remained small for mt~ch longer with a 

population of approximately 100 after 30 years (see figure 2.2). Although 

each population will have been affected by different stochastic intluences, this 
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difference in post-bottleneck population growth is likely to have affected the 

reduction of average heterozygosity more than the loss of alleles (Nei et al. 

1975). 

2.4.3 Population differentiation 

Interpretation of the actual values of Fsr (Wright 1951) and Rsr (Siatkin 

1995a) can be difficult and misleading (Balloux arad Lugon-Mol:Jiilil 2002). 

When two subpopulations and a two-allele locus are considered, the value for 

Fsr reaches one wl:len the two subpopulations are totally homozygous and 

fixed for different alleles. However, in a situation where there are two 

subpopulations, each with ten equifreql:Jent alleles but wlilere none are shared 

between the populations, the maximum value of Fsr is only 0.053. Even this 

seemingly low value indicates significant differentiation as it is clear that there 

is no gene exchange between subpopulations and genetic differentiation is as 

high as possible (Balloux arad Lugon-Moulin 2002). In a study of the common 

shrew, Balloux and eo-workers (2000) demonstrated how genetic 

differentiation based on F- and R-statistics were much lower for autosomal 

microsatellites than for all other genetic markers. 

The levels of differentiation ilil this study (range of Fsr values from 

0.016 to 0.072) would be considered low to moderrate when compared to a 

number of recent studies (summarised in Lugon-Moulin et al. 1!999). 

However, for the reasons discussed above as well as effects due to sampling 

and effective population size, these are significant levels of differentiation alild 
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are an important measure of how both post-bottleneck populations are now 

distinctly differentiated from their sourrce population. 

Whereas Fsr assumes evolution of loci under lAM, Rsr assumes SMM. 

RST is little affected by mutations and generally may be more appropriate for 

microsatellite data (Balloux and Goudet 2002) though this may not be an 

important consideration for this study due to the fact that mutations are 

unlikely to be relevaRt in the short time-frame. The disadvantage of using 

only Rsr is its high associated variance (Siatkin 1995a; Balloux and Lugon~ 

Moulin 2002). 

Quantitative measures of genetic differentiation such as Rsr may be 

disrupted by the effect of a bottleneck and unequal population sizes so that 

they are no longer proportional to divergence times (Gaggiotti and Excoffier 

2000). Consequently a high value may indicate the rapid genetic dr:ift 

resulting from the bottleneck alild small population size (Whitehouse aRd 

Harley 2001; Har;ley et al. 2005). 

The fact that the values comparing Norway and Husvik are higher than 

those compariRg Norway and Barff may be due to the fact that the Husvik 

population was smaller for a laRger period of time than the Barff population 

whict:l grew rapidly following the bottleneck (see figures 2.1 and 2.2). We 

believe that there were more animals in the Baliff fouRder population (seven 

females and three males) than the Husvik (four females and three males) 

though the addition of four extra female animals to Husvik in 1928 may have 

complicated this. If these extra reindeer were from a different source 
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population (as might be suggested by the high number ofprivate alleles 'in 

the Husvik population) then there would have been the ft:Jrther complicating 

effect of outbreeding and admixture. 

2.4.4 Bottleneck Simulation progr:ams 

There was very close correlation between the bottleneck simulation 

program GENELOSS and the actual populatlons. GENELOSS does not 

consider life history traits or demographics so much of the variation in the 

model depends on the numbers in tl:le founder grot:Jp. Due to incomplete 

historical records the actual numbers in the founder graup of the Husvik 

population was unclear but the results of GENELOSS suggest that there were 

effectively the equivalent af between three and seven breeding pairs. The 

polygynous r:~ature of reindeer camplicates the extrapalatian of the model. 

The fact that correlation with the GENELOSS model was much closer 

than with the BNSIM model suggests that any discrepancies may have 

resulted from inaccurate assumptions about rate af population recavery. The 

census data from between 1:911 and 1928 did indeed indicate a very rapid 

increase in population though, as already explained, there is some doubt 

about the credibility of these figures. 

In order to simulate demographics that mirrored the actual: numbers 

observed on the graund, the survivability and reproductive figures used in the 

BNSIM model were more generous than life history data reported by leader 

Williams (1988). Despite this, the madel consistently predicted lower 
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numbers of surviving alleles than those observed in each of the post

bottleneck populations. Some of these discrepancies may be a consequence 

of the large standard err:ors expected due to demographic stochasticity and 

due to an underestimation of the mutation rate. 

With the exception of one loc:us (RT9) iR the Husvik population, 

predictions of heterozygosity by the model were consistently lower than those 

found iR either population. A recent longitudinal study of heterozygosity iR an 

isolated population of mouflon, which was founded by a single pair of 

individuals, found unexpectedly high levels of heterozygosity despite a time 

scale of only 46 years and no possibility of immigration (KaetJffer et al. 2007). 

Several lines of evidence suggested that the increase in heterozygosity may 

be attr:ibutable to selection which was also suggested as a possible reason for 

high levels of genetic variation in brown bear that had experienced a sever:e 

population bottleneck (Hartl and Hell 1994). An alternative explanatloR would 

be tlilat the females show active choice for males that are unrelated and more 

genetically diver:se. Although this has been suggested in the case of the 

highly polygynous Antarctic fur seals (Hoffman et al. 2007), the mechanism 

by which the female might remotely assess male genetic diversity is not 

clear:ly .defined. 

2.4.5 Bottleneck signatures 

Computer simulations with varying sample size, number of loci, 

bottleneck size and length of time since the bottleneck have shown that the 

most useful markers for bottleneck detection are those evolving under the 
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lAM (Cernuet arnd Luikart 1996). The use of 'heterozygesity excess' as a 

bottleneck sigr:~atur:e r:elies on the fact that allelic diversity is reduced faster 

than heter:ozygosity during a bettleneck (Nei et al. 1:975) so that there is a 

tr:ansient deficit in the number ef alleles found in a sample of individuals 

(Mar:uyama and Fuerst 1985~. The theory behind ttilese statements relied or:1 

the assumption that all leci evolve according to the lAM (Cor;nuet and Luikart 

1996). The reason for also considering evolution under the SMM was that a 

number of authors have suggested that microsatellites may follow the SMM 

mor:e clesely (Shriver et al. 1993; Valdes et al. 1993) though this is probably 

more relevant over a longer timescale than that represented by this study. 

Cernuet and Luikart (1996) empleyed a computer simulation approach 

based en the coalescent process to track the change in heterozygosity for: loci 

evolving under SMM. They showed that even following a dramatic reduction 

in population size, heterozygosity excess is cor:~sistently found to be lower 

under the SMM than the lAM, that maximum excess occurs for lower r:~umber:s 

of alleles and that even heteroZygoSity deficit can occur when the valee of a 

is high (where 8=4Neu (Tajima 1983; Watterson :1!984)). 

The lAM model and the TPM model (70% lAM, 30% SMM) accurately 

pr;edicted that there had been a bottleneck in the Barff population by showing 

significantly more heterozygosity excess that that expected at equilibrium, 

though this was net apparent under the SMM model. The Husvik population 

showed no evidence of heterozygosity excess r:egardless of which mutation

drift equilibrium models was esed for the predictions. 
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In the study of a documented bottleneck in Bennett's wallabies in New 

Zealand, significant heterozygosity excess was found compared to mutation

drift equilibrium under the lAM but not under TPM or SMM. The authors 

suggested four reasons why these models did not predict the bottleneck: the 

disjunct allele size-distributions in the post-bottleneck population indicated a 

departure from SMM, too few microsatellite loci (five) wer:e used to achieve 

sufficient power, the loci studied were not selectively neutral or that the 

presence of null alleles confol!lnded the analysis (Le Page et al. 2000). 1171 

contrast to the Wallaby study, there were thirteen micr:osatellite loci used in 

the present study which is well in excess of the four polymorphic loci required 

by the Wilcoxon sign-rank test (Luikart and Cornuet 1998) and only loci which 

showed 1710 evidence of null alleles (following bootstrap test via Microchecker) 

were used in the analysis. There were disjunct allele size-distributions in the 

populations in this study (see Appendix 1). 

In a study of post-bottleneck elephant populations that had been 

fragmented by widespread hunting, tl:lere was no evidence of significant 

heterozygosity excess under any of tl:le three mutation models (Whitehouse 

and Harley 2001). The authors suggested that this might have been due to 

immigration into one of the populations or due to the fact that the 

heterozygosity excess effect only lasts for a few generations. Immigration (of 

four females in 1928) into the Husvik population may have occurred but the 

inaccessibility of the island and the compr:ehensive record keeping suggests 

that there were no other instances of immigration. Bottleneck-induced 

heterozygosity excess is transient and is likely to be detectable only for 0.2-
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4.0 Ne generations (whelie Ne is the bottler:~eck effective size) until a new 

equilibrium is reached between mutation and drift ~Luikart a11d Cornuet 

1998). In this study, Ne would have been considerably less than the apparent 

number of individuals due to the highly polygynous mating system of reindeer 

~Leader-Williams 1988; Luikart et al. 1998b). Between 19 and 22 generations 

have elapsed since the bottlenecks and it is possible that this is too long a 

timescale for there to still be evidence of heterozygous excess. 

The mode-shift alteration in the distribution of allele frequencies is 

described as characteristic following a bottler:~eck in samples of 5-20 

polymorphic loci, approximately 30 imdividuals and for betweer~ 40 and 80 

generations (Luikart et al 1998a). The two post-bottleneck populations in 

this study fit these criteria but tlilere was no indication of a mode-shift in the 

distliibution of allele frequencies. 

Luikart et al suggest five reasons why a bottlenecked population might 

not show a mode-shift: 1) the bottleneck was not rece11t or small enough to 

be detected, 2) not enouglil individuals and/or loci were sampled, 3) the 

individuals sarnpled wer:e not repr:esentative of the bottlenecked population, 

4) a demographic bottleneck occurred but not a genetic bottleneck, 5) the 

bottlenecked population was not completely isolated and contains genes from 

immigrants. None of these reasons would seem relevaAt to the reason why 

there is no evidence of a mode-shift iA this study. 

Examir~ation of the allele frequencies (listed in Appendix 1) suggests 

that there were considerable reductions in the nembers of rare alleles in the 
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post-bottleneck populations in all the loci tested apart from two (NVHRT03 

and Ca13). In these two loci, as well as a couple of others (CRH ar~d Ca71), 

there were sur:prising low numbers of rare alleles iR the pre•bottler:~eck 

population which suggests that even at mutation drift equilibrium there would 

not have been a typical L-shaped distribution curve. l'o test whether the 

results from these four loci had obscured a mode-shift in the other loci, the 

tests were relil:m without the data for N\lHRT(i)3, ca13, CRH and ca71. 

However, a mode-shift was still not evident. 

There is clear evidence that there were indeed bottlenecks at the 

founding of both South Georgia populations but without this inforrnation, the 

lack of a mode-shift rnay have led to ttle conclusion that a recent bottleneck 

was unlikely. Indeed in the absence of a mode-shift, Harley et al (2005} were 

led to conclude that remnant populations of black r;hinoceros had experienced 

low population size at mutation-drift equilibr;ium rather than a recent 

bottleneck. Whitehouse and Harley (2(i)01) foi:Jnd no evidence of a significant 

mode-shift in allele fr;equencies in the elephant populations that had 

exper;ienced known bottlenecks and there was a reduction in m.m:1bers of rare 

alleles in the bottlenecked Bennetts's wallabies but there was not a significant 

departure from the standard L -shape in the mode-shift test (Le Page et al. 

2000). Bimodal distribution of allele frequencies were found in a post

bottleneck population of koalas ~Houlden et al. 1996) and northern hairy

nosed wombats (Taylor et al 1!994). 

A reduction in allele numbers compared to the reduction in range size 

is expected to last longer following a bottleneck than neterozygosity excess 
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(Garza and Williarnson 2001). Indeed the value of Garza's M was reduced for 

both the post"'bottleneck populatiorns compared to the Norwegian population 

even if the actual values wer:e not <0.68 which was the recommended limit of 

M expected for bottlenecked populations (Garza and Williamson 2001). The 

post-bottleneck values in this study were less than the values of M calculated 

for known bottlenecked elephant populations (Whitehouse and Harley 2001). 

2.4.6 Conclusions 

This study has allowed consideration of the genetic effects of 

bottlenecks in two parallel situations. As expected, both bottlenecks caused 

reductions in both heterozygosity and allele numbers though there was a 

gr:eater effect on in the Husvik populatioA. This might lead ome to believe 

that there were indeed fewer animals in the Husvik founder group. However, 

the pr:esence of as many as four private alleles in the Husvik population has 

leant weight to the possibility that there was indeed a further importation of 

reindeer following the initial founder event in 1:925. If the newspaper report 

is to be believed and there were four females added to the initial group then 

in essence there were eight females and tf:lree males intr:oduced to Husvik 

which is more in total than in the Barff introduction. 

If tt:lis indeed was the case then the difference in present day genetic 

diversity betweer:~ the two South Georgia populations could not be accounted 

for by the actual numbers in the founder groups. In this study the 

comparison of genetic diversity of the two post-bottler:teck populatioms with 
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concurrent consideration of their post-bottleneck demographics, has 

emphasised the effects of stochasticity on the outcome of a bottleneck. 

Considering the small numbers of ilildividuals at each founder event, 

the subsequent genetic drift expected due to low population numbers and the 

complete isolation between the two populations, it is perhaps st~rprising that 

70% of post-bottleneck alleles are found in common in both post-bottleneck 

populations (see Appendix 1). Presumably this reflects the reality that, 

despite stochasticity, there is an increased chance that common alleles will 

survive the founder event than rare ones. 

In common with the Western Car:pathian brown bear (Hartl and Hell 

1994), Bennett's wallabies (Le Page et al. 2000) and island mo~:~flon (Kaeuffer 

et al. 2007), the South Georgia reindeer have shown considerable resilience 

and maintenance of genetic diversity despite each population experiencing a 

severe population bottleneck. 

The varying reliability with which each of the different tests of 

bottleneck signatures were able to accurately predict the knowlil presence of a 

previous bottleneck in each of these populations gives further reason to doubt 

the reliability of these widely used tests for bottleneck signatulies. 
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Chapter Three 

Direct comparison of the morphometries between pre-bottleneck 

and post-bottleneck populations 

3.1 Introduction 

Small nt:~mbers of reindeer were introduced onto the island of South 

Georgia at the begirmir:~g of the twentieth century and these populations have 

subsequently been isolated. The fournder event, subsequent isolation alild 

different environment will have affected the populations. This chapter repolits 

a study which investigated whether these factors have had significant 

quantitative effects on the morphometries of the populations by making direct 

comparisons witb the source herd in Norway. 

Inbreeding may result in the interruption of pleiotropic interactions. As 

a consequence, inbred populations may show high levels of mo~phometric 

variation (Waddington 1942; Lerner 1954) and a number of studies have 

shown an inverse relationship between heterozygosity and morphological 

variance (Robertson and Reeve 1952; Mitton 1978; Eanes 1981; Fleischer 

1983; Leary 1983). Levels of r:norphometric variation were meastJred and 

directly compared among populations in this study. 

In the ideal, or the most developmeliltally stable situation, ene wotJid 

expect there to be perfect symmetry between opposite sides of the same 

individual for bilateral traits. Tl:le disruption of nor:~-additive gene interactions, 

especially dominance and epistasis, affects tl:le developmental stability of a 
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trait and thereby affect its bilateral symmetry (Leamy and Klingenberg 2005). 

Fluctuating asymmetry (FA) is a random pattern of between-side variatior:t 

that is not dlrectionally biased. FA is commonly used to estimate the effects 

of minor developmental accider:tts or 'noise' (Van Valen 1962; Bryant 1986; 

Palrner and Strobeck 1986). 

In a sample of individuals, FA is a pattern of between-side variation 

which reflects a compromise between two opposing processes- that of 

developmental noise and that of developmental stability. Developmental 

noise occurs due to a combination of processes whicn tend to disrupt precise 

development. These processes may include small random differences in the 

rates of either cell divisiorn and growth or the physiological processes within 

cells or the effects of ther;mal noise on enzymatic processes. 

Developmental stability depends on the combination of processes that 

tend to resist or buffer the disruption of precise development. These 

processes may include negative feedback systems to regulate enzymatic 

reactions within or between cells or the central nervous or hor;monal control 

required for homeostasis (Palmer 1994). 

As a measure of developmer~tal stability, fluctuating asymmetry may 

show no change or increase with ililcreasir~g 'stress'. This 'stress' may be 

intrinsic (predominately genetic in origin) or extrinsic (due to er~vironmental 

factors) (Palmer and Strobeck 1986; Palmer 1994). Indeed, extreme 

temperat~:.~res, parasites, nutritional or chemical stress such as pollution have 

all been fournd to increase FA (Rasmuson 2002). As an example, wing FA was 
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shown to increase aver time in flies captured from a papulation that was 

being eradicated by poisoning aver a five year periad (Tsl:lbaki 1998). 

Genetic stress can arise from intense selection, inbreeding, rnutatior:1s 

or outbreeding. There are a number of studies that have shown significant 

associations between increased heterozygosity and low FA (Soule 1979; 

Vrijenhoek and Lerman 1982; Leary 1983). lr:1deed it is considered that 

heterozygosity generally stabilizes the phenotype, possibly due to one of two 

mechanisms - that of overdominance or the concealing af deleterious alleles 

(Lerner 1954). A third mechanism by which genotype has been thought to 

ir:~fluence developmental stability is that of genetic caadaption (Markow 1995). 

An irnportar:1t assumption underlying the usefulness of using FA as a 

measure of developmental stability is the fatt that these small random 

deviations from bilateral symmetry do not have a heritable basis (Palmer and 

Strobeck 1986). It is identical genes that influence developmer:~t of both sides 

of bilaterally symmetrical traits. It is important to check that the asymmetry 

is genuinely fluctuating as only FA has been suggested ta result from poorly 

eo-adapted gene complexes. Both antisymrnetry and directional asymmetry 

have heritable elements and the inability to partition out the genetic basis of 

these asymmetries makes them less useful as indicators of developmental 

stability (Pah:ner 1994). 

A number of studies have shown a correlation between an increase in 

FA ar:1d a reduction in fitness (eg Beardmore 1960) especially where the trait 

measured is one that directly affects performance. Meta,..analyses have 
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faund a weak but significant negative relationship between FA and various 

fitness components though there is ongoing controversy concerning the direct 

lililk between FA and fitness components (see reviews in Clarke 1995; Leung 

and Forbes 1996; Moller 1997a; Clarke 1998a; Leamy and Klingenberg 2005). 

It seems that the extent that FA is able ta predict fitness depends on 

the character chosen for analysis. When the narmal functioning of an 

orgalilism directly depends on the symmetry of a certain character, that 

character can be expected to be so well buffered or canalized that asymmetry 

is extl7emely rare. However if the functioning of the organism is completely 

independent of the syrnrnetry of a different 'highly labile character, high levels 

of asymmetry may occur in that character with no direct link with levels af 

fitness (Ciarke 1995). Indeed developmental stability has been shown to be 

highly dependant on character and often specific to taxon and population 

(Ciarke 1998b; Clarke 1998c). 

The comprehensive review by Moller (1997) of both published aad 

unpublished stt:Jdies claimed that there was clear evidence af a r:~egative 

relationship between developmental instability and fitness components but 

the accuracy of this wolik has beelil heavily Cliiticised (Ciarke 1998a). There is 

a general consensus amongst other review authors that any relationships 

betweer:1 symmetry and fitrness components are weak, heterogenous and 

equivocal (Leung and Forbes 1996; Clarke 1998a). Relationships have been 

more obvious in the comparisolil of populations and the results have not been 

supported by analysis on an individual level. 
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The ambiguity of results may be due to a mismatch between the 

genetic architecture behind FA and that behind different fitness componer:~ts. 

It appears that FA has a predominantly nonadditive genetic basis with 

substar:~tial dominance and especially epistasis. The genes involved in the 

epistatic interactions are most likely to be character-specific and involved in 

some way in the formation of the character CLeamy alild Klingenberg 2005). 

The use of FA as a reliable measure of developmental stability is 

contentious and it is considered to be an imperfect tool. However, much of 

the cor:~troversy has been d1:1e either to the inaccurate reporting of studies or 

the drawing of unreliable or overzealous conclusions. These should not be 

allowed to detract from further studies, such as this one, which aim to use FA 

with caution, as a measure of developmental stability describing variation 

within individuals to be compared both among (this chapter) and within 

(Chapter Four) populations. 

Whereas fluctuating asymmetry, as a measure of developmental 

stability, describes variation within 'individuals, canalization is better measured 

by phenotypic variation among individuals (Ciarke 1998c). Clarke found that 

both canalization and developmental stability were character-dependent alild 

there was significant correlation between character variation and FA in 9 out 

of 11 species of invertebrate. He suggested that the mechanisms responsible 

for both inter and· intra-individual variation affect individtJal characters in the 

same manner so that characters which display low levels of inter-individual 

var:iation also display relatively low levels of intra-individual variatiolil. 
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Unlike FA, morphometric variation has an additive genetic component 

as well as a component due to random genetic accidents (Leary et al. 1985) 

so a trait may show high morphometric variation due to developmental 

instability or due to the accurate expression of genetic variability in the 

phenotype (Kieser and Groeneveld 1991). This suggests that FA is a better 

measure of developmental stability than morphometr:ic variation. 

The collection of reliable mor:phological data in this study has allowed 

the comparison of phenotypic variation among individuals and the direct 

comparison of overall size of individual skulls both among and within 

populations. 

The tendency for island populations to differ in body size from their 

mainland relatives has been well documented (Foster 1964; Lomolino 1985; 

Palkovacs 2003). The direction of body size trends are generally different for 

different vertebr:ate families but as a general r;ule, large mammals tend 

towards smaller insular forms and small mammals tend towards larger insl!llar 

forms (Lomolino 1!985). Reviews of previous studies have four:td that 

artiodactyls tend towards smaller forms on islands {Foster 1964; Case 1978). 

Island body size of individuals depends on the inter:action of pr:irnary 

causal factors: competition, predation, resour:ce availability and physiological 

efficiency (Heaney 1978; Polkovacs 2003). For example, reduced interspecific 

competition would lead to an expected increase in body size though reduced 

resource availability would lead to an expected decrease in body size. 

Reduced predation may lead to an increase in body size for small mammals 
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that escape predation by hiding or a decrease in body size for larger 

mammals that escape predation by running away or fighting. Physiological 

factors of relevance may include the efficiency of tbermoregulation and 

locomotion as well as gestatior:1 length and litter size (Heaney 1978; Lawlor 

1982). 

Island populations often experience a decrease in the number of both 

competitor and predator species (Heaney 1978; Lomolino 1985) whicb leaves 

the island population free to evolve towards tbe body size most advantageous 

for exploiting resources of energy in the diet (Damuth 1993). Damuth claims 

that medium sized animals have the most advantage in controlling energy 

resources and this is the explanation for small animals to be larger on Islands 

and large animals to be smaller. 

Polkavacs (2003) stresses the importance of the balance between 

individual growth rate and the reaction norm which determll!les both age and 

size at maturity. The age-size reaction r:1orm relates to the set of phenotypes 

expressed by a single genotype over a range of environmental conditions. It 

is primaliily affected by the genetics of the organism but there will also be a 

plastic response to the two commol!l environmental effects of island living, 

reduced extrinsic mortality and reduced resource availability. These two 

factors can affect body size directly via age at maturity and individual growtb 

rate and indirectly via the effects .of altered populatior:l density (Polkovacs 

2003). 
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Many of tile well documented cases of large mammals (elepllants, 

hippopotami, deer and goats) that exhibited dwalifisrn were isolated on 

islands during the Pleistocene (summarised in Heaney 1978; Lister 1989; Raia 

and Melri 2006) but there are reports that significant changes in mammalian 

body size may occur in much shorter time periods such as 70 years in the 

case of an island population of house mice (Berry 1964; Berry and Jakobson 

1975) or 175 years for various wild mammals in Denmark pU!iportedly as a 

result of habitat fragmentation (Schmidt and Jensen 2003). In a comparison 

of otter populations in Europe the populations in decline showed some 

increase in FA and a decrease in skull size compared to the more viable 

populations (Pertoldi 2000). 

Studies of reindeer have shown that density dependant resource 

limitation has a major effect on size of wild reindeer (Reimers 1972; Skogland 

1983; Skogland 1988) and as reindeer do not grow during the winter when 

feeding on licher~s, it is the quality of summer grazing tllat has a major effect 

0n body size (references in Skogland 1983). Skull measurements (jawbone or 

diastema length) have been found to reflect long term range quality, 

specifically dur:ing the growth phase, compared to dressed body weight which 

was found to retlect short term resotJrce availability (Reimers 1972; Skogland 

1!983). For three separate wild Norwegian herds, it was possible to compare 

reindeer that had migrated to richer habitats as a result of increasing grazing 

pressure with their herds of origin. Alth0ugh the migrations had only 

occt~rred 20-30 years before the study, jawbolile size was significantly greater 
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in each of the herds on the richer habitats compared to the herd of origin 

(Skogland 1983). 

In this study skull morphology was measured to compare 

developmental stability (estimated as FA), morphometric variation and body 

size. In each case, the objective was to quantify and assess the impact of the 

population bottlenecks on mo~phology, and interpret these data in the context 

of theories about the underlying mechanisms. 

Hypotheses 

1. Some of the traits will show greater FA ilil the post-bottleneck 

populations than the pre-bottlf:meck population. 

2. The post-bottleneck populatior:~s will show a greater magnitude of 

morphometric variance than the pre-bottleneck population. 

3. The overall size of the skulls from the post-bottleneck populations 

will be smaller than the skulls from the pre.,bottleneck population. 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Collection ofsamples 

Complete heads from culled animals were taken from the source herd 

in Norway on two occasions. The initial load of 40 calf skulls (of 

approximately 7 months old) were packed in sealed barrels at room 

temperature for tralilsport. The load of 41 adult skulls were frozen on 

collection and moved directly into storage at -20°C. 
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Samples were collected from 64 carcasses on the Barff Peninsula and 

37 carcasses in the Busen area of South Georgia. There were 41 complete 

skulls from the Barff herd and 23 from the Husvik herd. These skulls were 

hung in the sea to remove most of the flesh and packed with salt in sealed 

barrels for transport back to the UK. 

3.2.2 Preparation of skulls 

The 40 Norwegian calf samples deterior:ated due to lilatural 

decomposition. The soft tissue was r:emoved and the skulls were dried ar:~d 

placed with demestids. The 41 Norwegian adalt heads were removed from -

20 °C, skinned and placed in boiling water for 2 hours to loosen the soft 

tissue. Most of the soft tisst;Je on the Souttil Georgia skt;~IIS was in an 

advar:~ced state of decomposition following transportation. Any sl:Jbstantial 

bits of soft tissue that remained wer:e removed by hand with a stilarp domestic 

knife. 

All biological waste was double bagged and incinerated in accordar:~ce 

with the requirements of the import licences. 

All skalls were placed in a strong solution of biological washing powder 

(phosphates, surfactants, soap, carboxy-methylcellulase) at room temperature 

for up to two weeks to remove remaining flesh. The clean skulls were placed 

in 100% ethanol for ten minutes and left to dry overnight at room 

temperature. 
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3.2.3 Measurements 

Figure 3.1 Measurements taker:~ 

A Akrokr:anion 
p Prosthion 
Rh Rhinion 
N Nasion 
Ent Entorbitale 
Ect Ectorbitale 
Ni Nasointermaxillare 
If Infraor:bitale 

p Ot Otion 
B Basion 
Po Palatinoorale 
St Staphylion 
Zyg Zygion 
H Hormiorn 
Vorn Vomar notch 

(after von den Driesclil 
p 1976) 

Measurements of 

overall size: 

Lengths Widths 
A-P Zyg-Zyg 
A-Rh Ot-Ot 
A-N Oc-Oc 
B-P 

p B-Po Height 
B-St B-Nuch 
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Figere 3.1 Measurements taker~ (cont) 

Bilateral Measurements for assessment of aSymmetry: 
Ent-P Ni-Ot lf-Ent Ot-Ect Ot-N B-lf 

B-Ent 

N-Ent 

B-Zyg 

Po-Zyg 

H-Zyg St-Zyg Ni-P Vom-Po 

Orblgth = Ent-Ect 

OrbHght = height of Orbitale ChkTth = length of cheek teeth row 

Description of points on the skull 

A Akr:okranion Most aboral point on the vertex of the cranium in the 

medial plane 

p Prosthion Median point of the line joining the most oral point of 

the premaxillae 

Rh Rhinion Most oral point of the nasales on the dorsal aspect 

N Nasion Median point of the nasofrontal suture 

Ent Entorbitale Most inner angle of the orbit (the nasomedial 

indentation) 

Ect Ectorbitale Most lateral point of the frontal bone on the occipital 

side of the orbit 

Ni Nasointermaxillare Most aboral point of the premaxilla on the facial 

surface 

If Infraorbita le Dorsal poiRt of the fora men infraorbitale 

Ot Otion Most lateral point of the mastoid region (dorsal to 

external auditory meatus) 

6 Basior~ Orobasal border of foramen magnum in the median 

plane 

Po Palatinoorale Median point of the palatine maxillary suture 

St Staphylior~ Most aboral point of the horizontal part of the palate 

Zyg, Zygion Most lateral point of the zygomatic arch 

H Hormion Aboral border of the vomar in the medialil plar~e 

Vom Vomar notch Most oral point of vomar 
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Three sets of44 measurements were taken on each skull. Seven 

measurements were taken sagitally along the midline of each skull and three 

further measurements of the width of various parts of the cranium. The 

symmetry of bilateral characters was tested using 17 measurements on each 

side of the skull. See figure 3.1. 

3.2.3.1 Measurement Error 

Measur:ement error (ME) is of great importance in studies of fluctuating 

asymmetry because ME, like FA, is expected to be normally distributed with a 

mean of zero. 

Differences in FA are likely to be small relative to the size of the trait 

and are measured by their variance so the results are likely to be confounded 

by furtl:ler variance, such as that of ME (Palmer and Strobeck 1986; Swaddle 

1994). For these reasoAs, care was taken to control for measurement error. 

All the skulls were measured by the same person (FML) using precision 

Vernier callipers. On each skull, the complete set of traits on the dorsal 

aspect welie measured on the left side and then the right side. The skull was 

tulined over and the complete set of measurements were taken on the left of 

the ventral aspect and' then the right of the ventral aspect. When all the 

skulls had beeR meas~:.~red once the procedure was repeated twice more with 

the subsequent measurements taken 'blindly', that is with the measurer 

having no knowledge of the previous measurements. Several days elapsed 

between each complete set of measurements on each skull as this has been 

shown to give the most reliable estimate of measurement er;ror (Pal mer 1994) 
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If it was not possible to measure a trait accurately due to damage to the 

skull, a 'missing value' was entered in the data. 

The variance due to measurement error was partitioned out of the total 

variance by use of a two ... way mixed ANOVA (Pal mer and Strobeck 1986} with 

the sides as fixed and the individuals as random factors. This tests for 

whether the variation between sides is significantly greater than the variation 

due to measurement error. 

Measurement error was described by three differelilt indices: 

ME2 is the standard deviation of repeated measurements so that ME2=v'MSm 

where MSm is the error mean square from tl:le sides x individuals ANOVA 

(Palmer 1994; Palmer and Stobeck 2003). 

ME3 expresses the average difference between repeat measurerneAts as a 

percentage of the average difference between sides so that 

ME3 = 100* MSm / MStnteractlon· (Palmer 2003) 

MES is a measure of repeatability which expresses variation due to 

asymmetry as a proportion of the total between-sides variation (which 

includes ME). It is a dimensionless number wl:lich ranges from -1 to +1. 

Repeatability, r = (MStnteractlon- MSm )/ (MStnteractlon+(n-1) MSm) (Palmer 2003) 

3.2.3.2 Determination of age 

Only adult skulls were used in the analysis to avoid inaccuracies resulting 

from uneven growth and development. Two different criteria were used to 

define the skulls as adult or calf: 
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1. Measurements: 4.7 Norwegian skulls were measured of which six were 

known to be calves. Examination of these measurements allowed the 

definition of an adult skull if trait A·P was larger than 28.0cm and A-Rh 

lar;ger than 20.5cm. 

2. Examination of the teeth: There is published information on the 

approximate age that the mandibular premolars and molars erupt and 

become established CBergerud 1:970; Leader-Williams 1979) (see table 

3.1). 

Table 3.1 Published inforrnation on the approximate age tt:lat mandibular 

premolars and molars erupt and become established 

Permanent 
mandibular teeth 

P2 
P3 
P4 
M1 
M2 
M3 

Barff reindeer 
(Leader-Williams 1979) 

Eruption begins 
(Age in months) 

24 
26 
26 
3 
11 
19 

Teeth established 
(Age in months) 

31 
31 
34 
6 
15 
32 

Scandinavian 
reindeer 

(Bergerud 1970) 
Teeth established 
(Age in months) 

30 
30 
28 
4 
15 
29 

Mandibles were available for all 47 Norwegian skulls but not for a large 

preportion of the South Georgia skulls. Comparison of the mandibular ar:td 

maxillary teeth of the Norwegian population confirmed that there is very little 

difference between the timings of eruption alild establishment of the 

corresponding teeth. For this reason, tl:le skulls were aged approximately on 

the eruption and establishment of the maxillary prernolars and molars. 
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There was no discrepancy between the twa criteria used for allocating 

skulls by age. Further confirmation of age was possible as a lar;ge proportiolil 

of the Norwegian reindeer bad beeR ear-tagged witt:l a cede that related to 

their year of birth so that those in the 1-2 year age category were kAown to 

be 20 months old at the time of the cull. 

Table 3.2 Age profile of the skulls measured for this sttJdy 

Age in years Norway Barff Husvik 

0-1 6 6 0 

1-2 25 2 3 

2-3 0 1 0 

3+ 16 32 20 

Total 47 4'1 23 

The Mann-Whitney Ustatistic was used to test the differ;ence in 

magnitude of FA between the 1-2 year olds (25 skulls) and the aged skulls 

(16 skulls) within the Norwegian population. The consistency of the results 

of the comparisons among populations was checked by comparing a 

subsample of just the aged skulls fr;om each population (Norwegian n=16, 

Barff n=32 and Husvik n=20). 

Tlilere were 25 skulls in the Norwegian population that were aged 1-2 

years where the malars were Rot fully establisliled. The length of the cheek 

teeth row was one of the traits measured for calculation of the degree of 

asymmetry. Hawever due to continued toottl eruption the asymmetry result 

was considered ur:~reliable as an indicator of developmental instability. For 

this reason, the results for this trait are not included ilil the analysis but the 

values measured are included in Appendix 2 for completeness. 
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3.2.3.3 Determination of sex by polymerase chain reaction 

Some of the skulls were identified by sex in the field and further sexing 

was possible by amplification of a region of the Y chromosome by PCR of 

previously identified primers, SRY1 (5'·CIT CAT "FGT GTG GTC TCG TG-3') 

and SRY2 (5'-CGG GTA TIT GTC l!CG GTG TA-3') (Wilson and White 1998). 

These primers correspond to nucleotide positions 2-20 and 58-78 of a 

published bovine SRY sequence (Payen arild Cotinot 1993) arild amplify a 

product of approximately 180 base pairs (Wilson and White 1998). The SRY 

primers were used in multiplex with the primer, BM848 (5'-"'FGG TIG GAA GGA 

AAA CTT GG-3' and 5'-CCT CTG CJC CTC AAG ACA C-3') (Cronin et al. 2003) 

which amplifies a product of approximately 360 base pairs. Microsatellite locus 

BM848 was used as a .positive control so that female samples were expected 

to only show a 360 base pair product and male samples were expected to 

yield products at 1:80 and 360 base pairs. 

PCR amplification was carried out in 20~.JI r;eactions. The reaction mix 

was 2l-JI Tris buffer, 2l-!l dNTP mix (0.2mM concentration), 0.8~1 Bovine Serum 

Albumin (20mg mr1
), 0.4l-JI of each primer (0.5l-Jg l-Jr1 iril 20% TE), 0.08l-JI TAQ 

(5 unit l-Jr1
), 0.4l-JI DNA and 3.0M magnesium chloride. The program started 

with 5 minutes at 94°C for denaturing. lihe cycle profile continued for 60 

seconds at 94°C, 60 seconds at the annealing ter:nperatl!.lre of 60°C and 60 

seconds at the extension ternperatt:Jre, 72°C. Tl:le cycle was repeated 38 

times and then held at 72°C for 5 minutes for the extension stage. A 

proportion of the Barff samples were amplified with Qiagen™ Multiplex PCR 
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Master Mix containing HotstarTaq™ DNA Polymerase, Qiagen buffer 

(containing 6mM MgCh) and dNTP mix at the annealing temperature of 55°C. 

51JI of the PCR products were run on a 1.2% agarose gel at 100W against a 

100 bp marker to allow visualisation. (See figure 3.2.) 

Figure 3.2 Photograph of the agar gel of individuals typed at BM848 (360 bp) 

and SRY (180 bp). Photograph shows (left to right) 100 base pair ladder, 

individual SG2 (female), SG7 (male), SG8 (sex unclear), 820 (male), Na4 

(male), Na14 (sex unclear), Na32 (female), negative control. 

Table 3.3 Sex and age profile of the skulls measured for this study 

Age category Norway Barff Husvik 

Male Female iex not Male Female ~ex not Male 
nown nown 

Female s:x not 
nown 

0-1 years 6 2 1 3 

1-2 years 25 2 1 1 1 

2-3 years 1 

3+years 5 10 1 11 12 9 15 4 1 

The Mann-Whitney U statistic was used to test the difference in 

magnitude of FA between male and female skulls within each population and 

across all populations. The consistency of the results of the comparison 

among populations was checked against a single-sex subsample of just male 

skulls (30 Norwegian, 14 Barff and 16 Husvik) to allow for sexual dimorphism. 
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3.2.4 Fluctuating Asymmetry 

3.2.4.1 Tests for presence of directional asymmetry, antisymmetry 

and size dependence 

Fluctuating asymmetry is assumed if the signed differences between 

paired structures are normally distributed with a mean of zero (Sou le 1967) 

Directional asymmetry (DA) occurs when one side of a character is 

consistently greater than the other side (e.g. mammalian heart (Van Valen 

1962)). In traits that are directionally asymmetrical the mean difference 

between right amd left side will be normally distributed but significamtly 

greater or less than zero. Certain FA indices (including FAl) are artificially 

inflated by the presence of DA (Palmer 1994). 

Antisymmetry occurs where the distribution of the difference between 

right and left is not normal but it is char:acterised by a platykurtic (broad 

peaked) or bimodal distribution of the difference between right and left side 

about a mean of zero. In this situation, ther:e is asymmetry but there is no 

bias as to which side is the greater (Van Valen 1962: Palmer 1994). All FA 

indices are artificially inflated by the presence of antisymmetry ~Palmer 1994). 

The difference between sides (R-L) was used as the measure of asymmetry to 

test for botb directional asymmetry and antisymmetry. 

The presence of directional asymmetry was tested by two different 

methods: a two-tailed one sample t-test against a mean of zero and the two

way mixed model ANOVA (Palmer 1994; Palmer and Stobeck 2003). 
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Scatter plots were examined for evidence of platykurtosis or bimodality and 

the Kolomogorovo-Smimov test was used to test the significance of any 

deJ)arture from r:tormality. 

When the magnitude of asymmetry is dependent on tlile size of the 

trait, spurious differeAces in FA arise due to variation in overall size. The 

Spearman coefficient of rank correlation between the absolute value of FA(IR ... 

Ll) and the average of the sum of both sides was used to test for size

depender:tce of FA. Spear;man's coefficient was used as it is a non parametric 

test of association which does not assume homogeneity of va11iance and is not 

influenced by a few extreme observations (Palmer 1994). 

IndependeAce across traits was tested by the Spearrnan coefficient 

measuring correlation of FA across traits. 

3.2.4.2 Measures of Fluctuating Asymmetry on individual traits 

Three different measures of FA were used for each trait. 

FAl is the mean of the absolute difference between the right and left 

sides. This Index is inflated by the presence of DA or antisymmetry, it is 

sensitive to size-dependence of FA and it lacks statistical power with small 

sample sizes ~Palmer 1994). Due to the highly skewed nature of the absolute 

values, a non parametric test, the Mann-Whitney U statistic was ·used to 

COiiJ'Ipare the magnitude of FAl for the different populations 

FA4 is the variance of the difference betweer:t the right and left sides. 

It is more efficient than FA1 at estimating between-sides variation and it is 
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not biased by DA. It is very biased by the presence of aatisymmetry and 

sensitive to size-dependence of FA (Palmer 1994). 

Palmer (2003) suggests a rule of thumb for deciding whether to 

include traits wheR there is DA present but too much data would be lost if 

these traits were excluded. If DA, as mean (R ... L), is less than FA4a (where 

FA4a = 0. 798v'FA4) then the predisposition towards one side is less tban the 

average deviation about the mean (R-L) (Pal mer 2003). For this reason FA4a 

was calculated (values not showR). 

FA10 is the difference between the mean square of inter:action and the 

er:ror mean square divided by the nlllmber of repeat measurements 

undertakeR. It was calculated from the mean-squar:es obtained from the two

way ANOVA with factors of sides (fixed) and individuals (random). FA1:0 was 

calculated as it is the only index that allows measurement error to be 

partitioned out of the total between-sides variance. 

The F-test (Lehmann 1959; Palmer 1994) was used to compare the 

variances (FA4 and FA10) between populations. 

3.2.4.3 Composite measures of Fluctuating Asymmetry 

The combination of information from m~:~ltiple traits has been argued to 

be a more reliable estimate of the under:lying developmental instability than 

the use of fluctl:Jating asymmetry of single traits (Leung et al 2000; Palmer 

and Stobeck 2003). In this study two different composite measures of FA 

were I:Jsed. The ter;m 'CFA 1' was used for the measure calculated as the 

mean of the absolute FA values for individual traits; this measure 
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corresponded to CFA 1 in Leung et al. (2000) and Index 11 in Palmer and 

Strobeck (2003). The term 'CFA 3' (Leeng et al 2000) was used for the 

measure that was calculated by ranking individuals in order of the magnitude 

of absolute FA alild summing the ranks for eacl:l individual. This metl:lod 

standardizes the magnitude of FA values across traits. 

3.2.5 Variance of cranial traits between populations 

The level of var;iability of cranial traits was compared between 

populations. The comparisons were made using regression analysis to correct 

for variation in skull size. Each trait was regressed against a measure of skull 

length, the akrokranion to the rhinion (A-Rh). This measure was used instead 

of the overall length (A-P) as tl:lere were a nl!.lmber of skulls which hac:t lost 

nasal bomes and had missing values recorded for all measures that iriiVolved 

the prosthion (P). The meast~re A-Rh was highly correlated to A-P (R=0.946 

for 85 skulls). 

Variance was measured by the residuals which are the distance a point 

is from the regression line. These residuals were compared as the .residual 

mean square (RMS) using an F..statistic (Hoelzel 1999). 

3.2.6 Size comparison between populations 

Skull length has been l:Jsed in previous studies as a reliable indicator of 

overall body size (eg. Heaney 19.78; Smith 1992). Although most of the 

overall measurements were normally distributed there was significant kurtosis 
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in the distribution of lengths in the Husvik skulls and there was not 

homogeneity of variaAce. For these reasons the non-parametric Kruskall 

Wallis test was used to test for differences In overall size of skulls between 

the three populations. 

3.2.7 Table-wide probability of type 1 error 

Due to the fact that measurements and statistical analyses were 

undertaken for a large number of traits from each skull, the Bonferroni 

correction was applied to each set of related tests (Rice 1989). 

To prevent committing a type I error, only those results significant at 

p<O.OS after application of the Bonferroni correctioA were considered as 

significant. However, those results which were significant before application 

of the Bonferroni correction were indicated on the results tables as the 

application of the Bonferroni correction Increases the likelihood of committing 

type 11 error. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Measurement error 

The average value for the standard deviation of repeated 

measurements, ME2, was 0.61 (range 0.40-1.10). The average vah:Je for the 

difference between repeat measurements as a percentage of difference 

between sides, ME3, was 12.6% (range 1.9%-38.7%). The average value for 
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the measure of repeatability (MES) which expresses variation due to 

asymmetry as a proportion of total between-side variation was 0.71 (range 

0.35-0.94). 

The two-way ANOVA was used to test for whetl:ler the variation due to 

between-sides differences was significantly greater than the var:iation due to 

measurement error. Every trait was tested for each population and iA all 

cases the result was highly significant (p<0.001, sequential Bonferroni 

correction applied) which suggests that the asymmetry estimates in this study 

were 'highly repeatable. 

3.3.2 Directional Asymmetry 

Some evidence of directional asymmetry was found in the following 

traits: Ni-P, Ot-N, OrbHgt and Po-Zyg in the Norway population; If-Ent, Ot-N 

and Po-Zyg in the Barff population and B-Ent, B-lf, Ent-P, If-Ent and Vorn-Po 

in the Husvik population. However, after the application of the sequential 

Bonferroni correctiom, this DA was only significamt for trait Orb-Hgt (p<O.OOl) 

and Ni-P (p<O.OS} in the Norwegiam population, trait Po-Zyg (p<O.OOl) and 

trait Ot-N (p<O.OS) in the Barff population and trait If-EAt (p<O.OS) iA tl:le 

Husvik population. (See table 3.4.) 

Im the Norwegian population, Ni-P (ttile length of the nares} was 

significantly greater on the left side than the rigl:lt and OrbHgt (the height of 

the orbit) was significantly greater on ttile right side than the left. However, 

neither of these traits showed any degree of DA In either of the post

bottleneck populations. Both Ot-N (r.ight>left) and Po-Zyg (left<right) 
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showed a low level of DA in the Norwegian population (though this was no 

longer significant after applicatio171 of Bonfer:roni) and the level of DA in both 

these traits was greater in the Bar:ff population (significant at the levels 

p<0.05 and p<O.OOl respectively). The mean value for Po-Zyg was even 

higher in the Husvik but due to high standard error in this population, it did 

not show significant directio171al asymmetry. The mean value for Ot-N was 

very low for the Husvik popt:~lation with no significant DA. 

There was no directional asymmetry for trait lf-Ent in the Norwegian 

population but on aveliage the left was glieater than the right measurement 

for this trait in the Barff population (not still significant after application of 

Bonferroni) and in the Husvik popt:~lation (at the level p<0.05 after 

Bonferroni). There were three further traits (Ent:-P, B•lf and Vom•Po) in 

which the left side was greater than the right and one trait (B-E171t) in which 

the right was greater tha171 tlite left in the Husvik population, (though not 

significant after Bonfelironi) tlitough tlilese tliaits showed no such evide!71ce of 

DA in either the Norwegian or the Barff population. 

There was no difference in tlite significance of these results between 

the two methods used to calculate DA. 

Out of the seventeen traits measured, there were five traits that 

showed significant DA in one or more of the populations although there was 

no case in which DA, as mea A (R-L), was greater than FA4a. These traits did 

not consistently show DA in all the populations and it was decided that FA 

comparisons would only be made between two populations where ther;e was 

no significant DA in either population. Excluding traits which showed 
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significant DA is an approach recommended by Palmer (1994, 2003) but may 

be considered conservative compared to some recent studies (Hutchison and 

Cheverud 1995; Sonne et al 2005~ whicl111ave compared levels of FA despite 

finding significant levels of DA. 

Composite FA was calculated to include ortly the traits which showed 

no significant DA im any of the populations. 

3.3.3 Antisymmetry 

The Kolmogorovo-Smirnov test was used to test the significance of any 

departure from normality. There was some departure from normality in traits 

Ni•P artd ChkTth in the Norway population, traits N-Ent and B-Ent in the Barff 

population and trait Ent-P in the Husvik population. However, not one of 

these traits sl1owed significant departure from normality after application of 

the sequential Bonferroni correction. (See table 3.5.) 

3.3.4 Size dependence 

The Spearman coefficient of rank correlatiolil between the absolute 

value of FA(Ir-LI) and the average of the sum of both sides was used to test 

for size-dependence of FA. Spearman's coefficient was used as it is a non 

parametric tests of associatioR which does not assume homogeneity of 

variance and is not influenced by a few extreme observations. There was 

some correlation between FA and size of trait for Ot-N irt the Barff population 

and B-Zyg in the Norway population but after application of the seql:lential 

Bonferroni correction there was no significant correlation between magnitude 

of FA and size of any trait. (See table 3.5.) 
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Table 3.4 Tests for Directional Asymmetry. ns- not significant, Asignificant before application of Bonferroni correction, *p<0.05 (0.0029 is the threshold 
after application of Bonferroni), **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, Bonferroni correction applied. 

Trait 

Ent-P 

Ni-Ot 

If~Ent 

Ot~Ect 

Ot-N 

N-Ent 

Ni-P 

Orblgh 

OrbHgt 

B-lf 

B-Ent 

B-Zyg 

H-Zyg 

St-Zyg 

Po-Zyg 

ChkTth 

Vom-Po 

Norway Barff Husvik 

mean ANOVA mean ANOVA mean ANOVA 

n (mm) t · F p-value n (mm) t F p-value n (mm) t F p-value 

40 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

40 

41 

41 

41 

41 

4!1. 

41 

41 

41 

41 

38 

-0.04 

0.59 

0.04 

-0.10 

0.53 

0.16 

-0.57 

0.16 

0.50 

-0.37 

-0.12 

0.61 

0.13 

-0.07 

-0.61 

0.07 

0.26 

-0.15 

1.77 

0.20 

-0.38 

2.04 

o,n 
-3.52 

1.49 

4.04 

-!1..84 

-0.96 

2.80 

0.62 

-0.29 

-2.36 

0.29 

0.89 

0.03 

3.69 

0.13 

0.19 

6.99 

0.71 

12.59 

2.92 

15.84 

2.09 

0.45 

3.95 

0.76 

0.22 

4.67 

0.49 

0.77 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

0.01A 

ns 

0.001* 

ns 

<0.001** 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

0.04A 

ns 

ns 

24 

34 

33 

35 

35 

34 

24 

34 

33 

34 

34 

32 

32 

30 

32 

34 

33 

-0.74 

-0.27 

-0.86 

0.15' 

0.91 

0.44 

0.13 

-0.09 

0.35 

-0.36 

-0.01 

0.39 

0.06 

-0.35 

-1.02 

0.21 

0.07 

-1.62 

-0.84 

~2.65 

0.39 

3.52 

1.56 

0.69 

-0.67 

1.69 

-1.49 

-0.04 

1.53 

0.33 

-1.43 

-4.27 

1.12 

0.12 

110 

3.31 

1.42 

8.54 

0.05 

11.91 

1.45 

0.!1.7 

1.68 

2.06 

2.31 

0.00 

1.60 

0;02 

1.58 

17.72 

0.41 

0.05 

ns 

ns 

0.006A 

ns 

0.002* 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

<0.001*** 

ns 

ns 

12 

22 

23 

21 

22 

23 

11 

22 

21 

22 

22 

20 

20 

20 

21 

22 

22 

-1.43 

0.35 

-1.56 

1.01 

-0.09 

-0.23 

0.02 

-0.10 

0.18 

-0.61 

0.58 

-0.44 

-0.26 

0.49 

-1.78 

-0.10 

-2.30 

-2.52 

0.64 

-3.58 

2.08 

~0.14 

-0.87 

0.08 

~0.83 

1.05 

-2.42 

2.36 

-1.16 

-0.97 

1.29 

-2.10 

-0.25 

-3.19 

6.09 

0.55 

14.33 

3.57 

0.01 

0.46 

0.00 

0.61 

2.32 

5.98 

4.94 

0.91 

0.59 

1.81 

4.12 

0.07 

10.60 

0.03A 

ns 

0.001* 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

0.02A 

0.04A 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
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Table 3.5 Tests for antisymmetry and size dependence (p<0.0029 is the threshold after Bonferroni at the level p<O.OS) 

Trait Norway Barff Husvik 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Spearman Kolmogorov-Smirnov Spearman Kolmogorov-Smimov Spearman 
n statistic rho n statistic rho n statistic rho 

Ent-P 40 0.07 ns ns 24 0.08 ns ns 12 0.11 0.01" ns 

Ni-Qt 41 0.08 ns ns 34 0.08 ns ns 22 0.12 ns ns 

lf-Ent 41 0.09 ns ns 33 0.07 ns ns 23 0.15 ns ns 

Ot-Ect 41 0.11 ns ns 35 0.09 ns ns 21 0.12 ns ns 

Ot-N 41 0.09 ns ns 35 0.08 ns 0.002" 22 0.17 ns ns 

N-Ent 41 0.10 ns ns 34 0.17 0.02" ns 23 0.20 ns ns 

Ni-P 40 0.13 ns ns 24 0.17 ns ns 11 0.16 ns ns 

Orb Lgth 41 0.10 ns ns 34 0.15 0.04" ns 22 0.11 ns ns 

Orb Hgt 41 0.11 ns ns 33 0.13 ns ns 21 0.12 ns ns 

B-lf 41 0.14 0.04" ns 34 0.12 ns ns 22 0.09 ns ns 

B-Ent 41 0.12 ns ns 34 0.14 ns ns 22 0.18 ns ns 

B-Zyg 41 0.06 ns 0.007" 32 0.10 ns ns 20 0.14 ns ns 

H-Zyg 41 0.09 ns ns 32 0.11 ns ns 20 0.11 ns ns 

St-Zyg 41 0.13 ns ns 30 0.09 ns ns 20 0.13 ns ns 

Po-Zyg 41 0.09 ns ns 32 0.10 ns ns 21. 0.11 ns ns 

ChkTth 41 0.16 0.01" ns 34 0.11 ns ns 22 0.13 ns ns 

Vom-Po 38 0.12 ns ns 33 0.12 ns ns 22 0.28 ns ns 
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3.3.5 Test of independence across traits 

Correlation of FA across traits using the Spearman coefficient showed 

that there was significant correlation between trait Ertt-P and If-Ent (r-2=0.35, 

n=76~ at the p<0.0011evel and between trait Vom-Po and Po-Zyg (r-2=0.11, 

n=89) at the p<0.05 level after the Bonferroni col7rection was applied. Due to 

evidence of DA in traits lf-Ent and Po-Zyg, the asymmetry results for these 

tliaits were allieady considered with caution and these traits were excluded in 

the calculation of composite FA. There was no further significant 

interdependertce of FA between any other traits. 

3.3.6 Influence of age and sex 

There was no significant difference in FA when skulls of aged animals 

(n=l6~ were compared with skulls of 1-2 year old reindeer (n=25) within the 

Norway popt:Jiation. When a SI:Jbsample of only aged skulls (Norway n=16, 

Barff n=32, Husvik n=20D were considered in the comparison of FA between 

the popt:Jiations, the pattern of significant results was the sarne as when all 

skulls were considered. 

There was no significaat difference wlilen FA of female skulls were 

compared with male skulls within any of the populations. When a subsample 

ofjt:Jst male skulls (Norway n=30, Barff n=14, Husvik n=16) was considered 

in comparison of FA between populations, the pattem of significant results 

was the same as whelil all skulls were considered. For these reasons, all the 

reported results include all adult skt~lls with no division on the basis of age or 

sex. 
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Table 3.6 Basic fluctuating asymmetry statistics for traits that show true FA. See section 3.2.4.3 for method of calculation of 
CFAl. *The traits marked with an asterisk show significant DA in one of the populations so were. not included in the calculation of 
CFAl.. Statistics for all traits are shown in Appendix 2. 

Trait Norway Barff Husvik 
FA1 FA4 FA :I! FA4 FA1 FA4 

n mean (cm) range variance mean 
n (cm) range variance n mean (cm) range variance 

Ent-P 40 0.12±0.09 0-0.34 0.022 24 0.19±0.14 0-0.56 0.049 12 0.22±0.08 0.1-0.34 0.039 
Ni-Ot 41 0.18±0.12 0-0.5 0.045 34 0.15±0.U 0-0.45 0.035 22 0.19±0.17 0-0.68 0.067 

Ot-Ect 41 0.13±0.12 0-0.51 0.031 35 0.18±0.15 0-0.75 0.056 21 0.17±0.17 0-0.58 0.050 
N-Ent 41 0.12±0.09 0-0.36 0.021 34 0.15±0.08 0-0.39 0.027 23 0.10±0.08 0-0.3 0.016 

Orb Lgh 41 0.05±0.05 0-0.17 0.005 34 0.06±0.05 0-0.23 0.006 22 0.04±0.04 0-0.13 0.003 
B-lf 41 0.10±0.09 0-0.38 0.0:1!6 34 0.12±0.08 0-0.28 0.019 22 0.11±0.07 0-0.22 0.014 

B-Ent 41 0.07±0.05 0-0.17 0.006 34 0.13±0.13 0-0.68 0.034 22 0.10±0.08 0-0.29 0.013 
,S-Zyg 41 0.12±0.09 0-0.31 0.020 32 0.11±0.10 0-0.41 0.021 20 0.14±0.09 0-0.35 0.028 
H'"Zyg 41 0.10±0.09 0-0.53 0.018 32 0.08±0.05 0-0.25 0.010 20 0.10±0.06 0-0.25 0.014 
St-Zyg 41 0.12±0.10 0-0.49 0.025 30 0.11±0.08 0-0.31 0.018 20 0.13±0.12 0-0.44 0.029 

Vom-Po 38 0.13±0.12 0.,.0.44 0.031 33 0.25±0.22 0-0.83 0.114 22 0.34±0.21 0-0.8 0.114 
CFA1 41 0.11±0.03 0.06-0.22 35 0.14±0.05 0.07-0.3 23 0.15±0.05 0.07-0.3 

*lf-Ent 41 0.11±0.09 0-0.36 0.020 33 0.16±0.12 0-0.5 0.035 
*Ot-N 41 0.13±0.11 0-0.43 0.028 22 0.25±0.15 0-0.57 0.088 
*Ni-P 24 0.07±0.06 0-0.25 0.008 11 0.06±0.04 0-0.14 0.006 

*Orb Hgt 33 0.09±0.09 0-0.47 0.014 21 0.06:£:0.05 0-0.17 0.006 
*Po-Zyg 41 0.15±0.10 0-0.38 0.028 21 0.37±0.21 0.1-0.78 0.151 
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Table 3.7 

Trait Norway compared to Barff Norway compared to Husvik 

IFA11 FA4 FA10 1IFA1,1 FA4 FA10 

z p-value F p-value F p-value z p-value F p-value F p-value 

Ent-P -2.10 0.04" 2.34 0.005" 2.04 0.02" -3.27 0.001 * 1.77 ns 1.77 ns 

Ni-Ot -1.16 ns 1.25 ns 1.17 ns -0.41 ns 1.48 ns 1.68 ns 

Ot-Ect -1.74 ns 1.78 0.04" 1.85 0.03" -0.67 ns 1.60 ns 1.92 ns 

N-l:nt -1.91 ns 1.33 ns 1.32 ns -0.71 ns 1.31 ns 1.59 ns 

Orb Lgth -0.01 ns 1.13 ns 1.18 ns -0.84 ns 1.48 ns 1.73 ns 

B-lf -1.55 ns 1.22 ns 1.10 ns -1.36 ns 1.16 ns 1:07 lilS 

B-Ent -2.45 0.01" 5.31 <0.0001 *** 6.35 0.0001 *** -1.45 ns 2.07 0.02" 2.36 0.009" 

B-Zyg -0.28 ns 1.10 ns 1.08 ns -1.02 ns 1.45 ns 2.20 0.01" 

H-Zyg -0.34 ns 1.93 0.03"+ 2.01 0.02"+ -0.79 ns 1.24 ns 1.37 ns 

St-Zyg -0.28 ns 1.36 ns 1.38 ns -0.08 ns 1.17 lilS 1.14 ns 

Vom-Po -2.37 0.02" 3.76 <0.0001 *** 3.60 0.0001 *** -4.11 <0.0001 *** 3.67 0.0002** 3.95 <0.0001 *** 

lf-Ent -2.01 0.04" 1.77 0.04" 1.58 ns 

Ot-N -2.99 0.003* 3.18 0.0007* 3.62 0.0002* 

Po-Zyg -4.28 <0.0001 *** 5.43 <0.0001*** 6.64 <0.0001 *** 
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Trait Barff compared to Husvik Table 3.7 Comparison of true fluctuating asymmetry 

IFA11 FA4 FA10 among populations. Mann-Whitney test comparing the 

z p-value F p-value F p-value absolute value of IR-LI to give Z value and an F-statistic 

Ent-P -0.99 ns 1.32 ns 1.15 ns comparing the variance. ns - not significant, /\ signifiCant 

Ni-Ot -0.48 ns 1.85 ns 1.96 0.04/\ before application of Bonferroni correction. After 

Ot-Ect -0.50 ns 1.12 ns 1.07 ns application of Bonferroni correction *p<0.05, **p<0.01, 
N-Ent -2.26 0.02/\ 1.75 ns 2.10 0.04/\ ***p<O.OOl. In all cases Norway showed more FA than 

Orb Lgth -0.84 ns 1.31 ns 2.59 0.01/\ 
Barff or Husvik and Barff showed more FA than Husvik 

B-lf -0.11 ns 1.42 ns 1.18 ns 
unless marked with + to indicate the cases where Norway 

B-Ent -0.72 ns 2.57 0.01 /\+ 2.68 0.009/\ 

B-Zyg -1.26 ns 1.32 ns 2.38 0.01/\ 
showed 'less FA than Barff or Husvik and Barff showed 

H'"Zyg -1.25 ns 1.55 ns 1.47 InS 
less FA than Husvik. 

St-Zyg -0.18 ns 1.59 ns 1.58 ns The only traits shown are those which did not show 

Vom-Po -1.57 ns 1.02 ns 1.10 ns significant DA in either of the two population. Comparison 

Ni-P -0.20 ns 1.07 ns 1.23 ns of all traits are shown in Appendix 2. 

Orb Hgt -1.05 ns 2.32 0.02/\+ 3.56 0.001 *+ 
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3.3.7 Differences in single trait FA among the three populations 

Basic statistics showing the mean and range of FAl and the value for 

FA4 for traits which showed true FA in each of the populations, are shown in 

the table 3.6. The comparisons of FAl, FA4 and FAl!0 for all traits showing 

true FA among each of the populatiolils is shown in table 3.7. Versions of 

tables 3.6 and 3. 7 which include all traits measured are shown in Appendix 2. 

The significant results are highlighted in the following text. 

Out of the twelve bilateral traits which showed true FA, there were two 

traits, Vom-Po amd B-Ent (p<O.OOl) in which there was significantly more FA 

in the Barff population than the Norwegian population and a f~:~rther two traits 

~Ent-P ar:1d Ot-Ect) where there appeared to be more asymmetry ir:t the Barff 

population than the Norwegian population though this was Rot significant 

after the Bonferroni correction. Or:~ly in one trait (H-Zyg~ was there more 

indication of FA in the Norwegian population than the Barff population bwt this 

weak difference was not apparent in all measures of FA and may be a false 

positive (T~pe I error) because after the Bonferroni correction, the results 

were no longer significant. 

Thirteen traits showing true FA were compared between the 

Norwegian and Husvik populatians. When the absolute difference FAl was 

considered, there was significar:ttly more FA in traits Vom-Po (p<O.OOl), Po

Zyg (p<Q.0001), Ot-N (p<0.QS) and Ent-P (p<O.OS, Bonferroni correctior:t 

applied) in the Husvik than the Norwegian population. When the variances 

(FA4) were compared, there was a significant difference in the comparison of 

Vorn-Po ~p<O.Ol), Po-Zyg (p<O.OOl) and Ot-N (p<O.OS, Bor:tferroni correction 
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applied). There were no traits which showed greater FA in the Norwegian 

population compared to the Husvik population. 

Scatter plots comparing right and left measurements for Vom-Po, Po-

Zyg and Ot-N (Husvik compared to Norway) and Vom-Po and B-Ent (Barff 

compared to Norway) are shown in figure 3.3. 

3.3.8 Differences in composite value for multiple trait FA among 

the three populations 

The composite FA value for multiple traits, CFA considered the values 

of asymmetry averaged across the traits which showed true FA (excluding 

traits lf-Ent, Ot-N, Ni-P, Orb Hgt & Po-Zyg which showed significant DA in one 

of the populations a Ad excluding Chk Tth which was considered unreliable 

due to continued eruption of teeth). Due to the exclusion of If-Ent and Po-

Zyg, there was no significar:~t interdependence between the traits that were 

included in CFA. 

When CFA was compared between populatiolils there was a significant 

difference between Norway and Barff at the level p<0.005 for both CFA1 and 

CFA3 and a significant difference between Norway and Husvik at the level, 

p<0.005 for CFA1 and p<0.05 for CFA3. There was no significant difference 

between the two bottlenecked populations (see table 3.8). 

Table 3.8 CFA 1 CFA3 
z p-value z p-value 

Norway compared to Barff -3.13 0.0018** -3.05 0.002** 
Norway compared to Husvik -3 .. 17 0.001!5** -2.46 0.014* 

Barff com12ared to Husvik -0.83 ns -0.68 ns 
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Rg 3.3 Scatter plots of left against right side for traits that showed significantly more FA in South Georgia population than 
Norway. 

a) This figure is a composite of figures b) and c). 
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Fig 3.3 Scatter plots of left against right side for traits that showed significantly more FA in South Georgia population than 
Norway. 

g) This figure is a composite of figures h), i) and j) 
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Figure 3.4 
Box and whisker plots to compare CFAl and CFA3 for each of the populations 
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Figure 3.5 Histograms to show residual mean squared for 42 cranial traits regressed against a measure of skull size for each population. 
***p<O.OOl, **p<0.01, *p<O.OS 
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Rgure 3.6 Scatter plots of traits, A-N and Ot-Ot against A-Rh 
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The comparison of CFA 1 and CFA 3 are shown graphically as box and whisker 

plots in figure 3.4. 

3.3.9 Variance 

There were a total of 42 traits compared and in each of the post

bottleneck populations 34 traits showed increased variability compared to the 

Norwegian popwlation. Of these 34 traits, one from the Barff population (Ot

Ot) was significantly different (p<0.001) and eight from the Husvik population 

(AN, Ot-Ot, Ot-NR and Ot-NL at the level p<O.OOl, Ot-Ectl at p<O.Ol and B

P, B-Entl and B-EntR at p<O.OS) after the sequential Bonferrroni correction 

was applied. 

When only aged-skulls (Norway n=16, Barff n=32, Husvik n=20) were 

compared the result were largely similar with equivalent F-values. However, 

most likely due to a smaller sample size none of these results were significant 

after Bonferroni correction. 

Histograms of the residual mean squares for 42 cranial traits regressed 

against A-Rh as a measure of skull size are shown for each population in 

figure 3.5. Scatter plots of traits A-N and Ot-Ot agaimst A-Rh are shown in 

figure 3.6. 

Both the left and right measures of Ot-N showed significantly more 

variability in the Husvik population than the Norwegian population; this trait 

also showed significantly more FA in Husvik compared to Norway. Both left 

and right measures of B-Ent showed significantly more variability in the 

Husvik population than the Norwegian population; this trait also showed 
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significantly more FA in the Barff population compared to Norway and more 

FA in Husvik compared to Norway though not significantly so after the 

application of Bonferroni. 

3.3.10 Comparison of overall size of skulls 

Tl:le measurements of the different lertgths, heigl:lts and widtb of the 

skulls were used to compare the overall size of the skulls in the three 

populations (see table 3.9 and 3.10) 

For every trait except Zyg-Zyg the mean value was greater for tl:le 

Norwegiara population than either of ttte South Georgia populations. The 

Norwegian skulls wer:e significantly longer and higher than the Soutl:l Georgia 

skulls. 

Table 3.9 Basic measurements of different lengths taken along the midline, 

widths artd heights of male skulls to compare the three populations. 

Trait Norway Battf Husvik 
n mean (mm) n mean (mm) n mean (rnrn) 

A-P (length) 29 325.8±6.5 8 319.8±20.5 8 314.0±23.6 

A-Rh {length) 30 252.9±6.5 14 241.5±17.4 16 237.8±17.4 

A-N (length) 30 156.1±3.6 14 150.0±8.8 16 146.3±10.4 

B-P (length) 29 292.9±5.3 8 290.1±18.37 7 287.9±21.4 

B-Po (length) 30 150.0±4.5 14 143.1±9.2 15 144.9±11.4 

B-St (length) 30 95.3±3.6 13 91..8±7.0 14 89.6±8.3 

B-Nuch (height) 30 78.8±3.0 14 75.6±5.6 15 76.0±6.4 

Zyg-Zyg (width) 30 127.2±3.5 14 132.0±10.3 15 127.4±9.0 

Ot-Ot (width) 30 109.8±3.0 14 105.9±11.2 15 108.1±13.2 

Occipbrth (width) 30 63.0±2.8 14 59.7±2.7 15 61.6±4.7 
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Table 3.10 Comparison of the overall size of skulls between the three 

populations usiAg the Kruskal Wallis test. Significance: ns - not significant, 

Asignificant before application of Bonfer:roni correction, *p<0.05, **p<O.Ol, 

***p<0.001, Bonferroni correction applied. 

Male skulls only Female skulls only 
x2 p-value x2 p-value 

A-P (length) 6.69 0.04A 8.43 0.01A 
A-Rh (length) 13.86 0.00,1* 5.83 ns 
A-N (leAgth) 13.06 0.001* 4.69 ns 
B-P (length) 3.46 ns 5.34 ns 

B-Po (length~ 8.71 (!),(!)l3A 3.60 ns 
B-St (length) 9.56 0.008A 3.45 ns 

B-Nuch ~height) 5.15 ns 11.42 0.003* 
Zyg-Zyg (width) 2.50 ns 4.55 ns 
Ot-Ot (width~ 2.92 ns 6.25 0.04A 

Occipbrth (width) 10.38 Q.OQ6A 1'5.46 0~0004** 

A direct comparison was made between aged female skulls from 

Norway and aged female skulls from Barff (see table 3.11). There were 

insufficient female skulls frorn the Husvik populatiom (n=4) fOr these results to 

be added to this comparison. 
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Table 3.11 Comparison of means by t-test between aged female skulls 

from Norway and aged female skulls from Baliff. Significance: ns not 

significant, /\significant at the level p<0.05 before application of the 

Bonferroni col!rection ** p<0.0,1, Bonferroni correction applied. 

Aged female Aged female 
Comparison 

Trait of 
skulls Norway skulls Barlif 

populations 

mean (mm) ± SO n mean (mm)± SO n t 

A-P (length) 322.6 ± 9.7 lJ() 309.5 ± 11.4 to 2.81\ 

A-Rh (length) 245.6 ± 9.7 l() 236.0 ± 6.6 12 2.81\ 

A-N (lengttl) 1!51.7 ± 5.6 1() 147.0 ± 5.6 12 1.9 ns 

s,.p (length) 290.5 ± 8.6 10 28L6 ± 10.7 10 2.1 ns 

B-Po (length) 146.3 ± 5.8 10 141.5 ± 7.5 l:2 1.6 ns 

B-St (length) 92.4 ± 3.9 10 88.0 ± 5.5 12 2.11\ 

B-Nuch (height) 74.3 ± 2.3 10 72.1 ± 3.6 10 1.7 ns 

Zyg-Zyg (width) 124.4 ± 4.1 10 129.4 ± 6.9 12 -2.0 ns 

Ot-Ot (width) 106.8 ± 4.1 10 102.1 ± 8.8 12 1.5 ns 

Occipblith (width) 61.0 ± 2.1 10 57.9 ± 1.7 12 3.8** 
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Table 3.12 Comparison of 20 month old male Norwegian skulls with 

aged Baliff and Husvik skulls. Significance of the difference between the post 

bottleneck populations and the Norwegian population: ns not significant, 

Ap<0.05 before application of Bonferroni correction, *p<0.05, **p<O.Ol, 

***p<O.Q01, Bonferr:oni correction applied, 

Young male 
Aged male Barff Aged male Husvik 

Norway 

mean (mm) ± SD mean (mm) ± SO mean (mm)± SO 

A-P ~length) 325.7 ± 6.3 324.5 ± 16.8 ns 314.0 ± 23.6 /\ 

A-Rh (length) 253.3 ± 5.9 248.5 ± 10.8 ns 238.9 ± 17.4 *** 

A-N (length) 156.2 ± 3.1 152.7 ± 7.8 AS 146.7 ± 10.5 *** 

B-P ~length) 292.7 ± 5.4 294.4 ± 14.8 ns 287.9 ± 21.4 ns 

8-Po (length) 150.2 ± 4.6 146.5 ± 6.8 ns 144.9 ± 11.8 r:lS 

8-St ~length) 95.7 ± 3.6 93.5 ± 6.2 ns 89.9 ± 8.6 * 
8-Nuch (beight) 79.6 ± 2.7 77.0 ± 5.5 ns 76.1 ± 6.6 /\ 

Zyg-Zyg (width) 127.5 ± 3.5 135.3 ± 8.7 * 127.8 ± 9.2 ns 

Ot-Ot (width) 109.8 ± 2.3 110.0 ± 8.3 ns 108.6 ± 13.5 ns 

Occipbrth 
63.6 ± 2.5 60.5 ± 2.5 * 61.5 ± 4.9 ns (width) 

3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 Influence of Age and sex 

Sexual dimorphism is mar:ked in reindeer (Leader-Williams 1988) and 

there was no surprise to see that in this study there was a sigr:~ificant 

difference between the overall size of the male and female skulls. Previous 

studies suggest there is also a significant differ:ence in the rate of growtlil 
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between males and females. In a compar:ison of growth between her:as in 

Norway, relating diastema length to range quality, there was a steep increase 

in size for both sexes up to one year. After this stage, female growth leveled 

out while in males growth continued to increase (Reimers 19.72). By 12 

months old reindeer have achieved approximately 80-90% of their adult 

skeletal size (Leader-Williams 1988) though Bergerud (1964) was unable to 

distinguish male and female mandibles that were less than three years old 

due to ttle fact ·ttlat they were still growing. 

For these reasons it was ·important to consider subsamples of single 

sex and age classes particularly in the comparison of overall skull size but also 

irn the comparison of FA. Were the sample sizes large enough it would tlave 

been prudent to only use aged skulls iR the comparison of FA. However, to 

ensure as large a sample size as possible, skulls from animals above one year 

old were used. No difference in FA was founa between different age and sex 

classes. This is as expected, since the phenomenon of developmental 

instability occurs in utero, and is a stochastic process. 

3.4.2 Directional Asymmetry 

Directional asymmetry is the propensity of one side to aevelop more 

than the other (Van Valen 1962). As an adaptive asymmetry, it has a 

significant but unknown genetic basis (Palmer and Strobeck 1986; Moller 

1997b) and has thus been argued as not suitable as a measure of 

developmental stability. However, a study of the effect of the stress of toxic 
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chemicals on Drosophila found that at the highest concentration of the toxin 

there was a transition from FA to DA (Graham et al. 1993). Though not ideal 

as a measure of developmental instability, the presence of DA in any of the 

reindeer populations would be of interest if it indicated an even greater stress 

than that causing FA. The other reason the presence of DAis of interest is 

that there have been few previous reports of asymmetry in reindeer. 

This study showed that there were two traits in the Norwegian 

population, two in the Barff and one in the Husvik population that showed 

significaAt evidence of directional asymmetry. The fact that there was no 

consisteAcy as to whether the right or the left was tl1e larger side suggests 

that the skulls are somehow skewed rather than uniformly larger on one side. 

Reindeer antlers are frequently asymmetrical in the numbers of tines 

and more likely to have an extra or larger tine on the left antler thaA the right 

(Davis 1973). Behavioural observations suggested that the function of this 

extra tine was to scrape away snow to access food in the winter and to act as 

a shield to protect the male's eyes whilst fighting. On the basis of the 

observation that the dominant tine may be on different sides on alternate 

years, conclusions were drawn that there was no heritable basis as to the side 

of dominance (Davis 1973; Davis 1974 ). However, the reason that 

directional asymmetry is not useful as a measure of developmental 

asymmetry is due to the very fact that it does generally have an heritable 

basis (Palmer aAd Strobeck 1986). More recent studies of asymmetries in 

reindeer antler have sl:lown that the numbers of tines and total antler length 

showed deviatior~s from lilormality and a mean of zero but that tlilere were no 
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indications of directional asymmetry in the length of the main beam of the 

antler or the jaw length (Lagesen and Folstad 1998). A different study 

showed apparently no indication of DA in either antler length or jaw length 

(Markusson and Folstad 1997). Although the traits measured in this study did 

not include either antler lelilgth or jaw length specifically, there were a 

number of skull traits which did show some evidence of DA. 

There are many examples of DA or handed-bias naturally occurring in a 

lilumber of taxa (summary in Moller 1997b) and these are often associated 

with particular unidirectional behaviours. For example, the beak of the wry

billed plover is consistently bent up to 12° to the right associated with a 'right

handed' feeding technique (Neville 1976). 

There is a 'handed-bias' associated with behaviour of reindeer that may 

have relevaAce to the finding of DA. When gathered or disturbed, northern 

hemisphere reindeer will generally circle in ar:1 anticlockwise direction 

(Dieterich- personal communication). Due to the uniformity of this 

behaviour, the corrals used for gatherir:lg are designed to allow for 

anticlockwise circling and this design may encourage consistency in the 

directlor:J of circling. However, there are no previous reports of this sort of 

directional behaviour having skeletal morphometric effects in reindeer and 

due to the inconsistency of both trait and direction of DA, this associatior:1 is 

suggested very tentatively. 
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3.4.3 Fluctuating Asymmetry 

Small random deviations from bilateral symmetry have little or no 

measurable genetic heritability and FA provides an appealing measure of 

developmental' noise (Palmer ar:1d Strobeck 1986). 

Previous work on asymmetry in reindeer suggested that reindeer 

antlers showed FA and that high FA was col!related with larger antler size 

(Mar:kusson and Folstad 1997) and measures of immunity to parasites 

(Lagesen and Folstad 1998). Neither of these studies found a relationship 

between jaw length FA and either antler FA or other measures of fitness. 

They concluded that ornamental character (ar:1tler) FA did not reflect overall 

body FA due to the different time span over which the antlers developed 

compared to the rest of the body. All the traits measured in this study were 

'body' measurements rather than measurements of sexual ornarnent such as 

antlers. 

The post-bottleneck populations in this study showed significantly 

greater FA than the pre-bottleneck population - in two out of 12 traits 

compared between Barff and Norway and in four out of 13 traits compared 

between Husvik and Norway. In a comparable study of a population of 

northern elephant seals which had experienced an extreme bottler:1eck due to 

over-hunting, Hoelzel (2002) measured four traits and found there was 

increased FA in one tr;ait of the post bottleneck populatior:1 compared to the 

pre-bottleneck population and in three traits of the post-bottleneck population 
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compared to a population of southern elephant seals which had not 

experienced a bottleneck. 

The range of absolute values of FA in this study were comparable to 

results of previous studies of FA in cheetah (Kieser and Groeneveld 1:991), 

tamarins (Hutchisorn and Cheverud 1995), red squirrels (Wauters et iJ/. 1996), 

red jungle fowl (Kimball et al 1997) and elephant seals (Hoelzel 2002). 

Based on mathematical algorithms, the relation between FA and quality 

or FA and stress is expected to be weak and the relationships are expected to 

be var:iable or even absent depending on the characters assessed (Leung and 

Forbes 1997). For this reason composite values of FA are considered to be 

more reliable indicator;s of developmerntal instability or stress (Leung et al 

2000). In this study two composite values of FA were used, CFA1 which was 

the average FA of all traits that showed true FA in all populations and CFA3 

which was a standar;dised value based on the r;ank position of FA for each 

individual. For both parameters there was significantly more FA in the post

bottleneck populations compared to the Norwegian population. There was no 

significant difference between the two post-bottleneck populations. 

As a measere of developmental stability, ffuctuatirng asymmetry may 

show no change or increase with increasing 'stress', either intrinsic stress of 

predominately genetic origin or extrinsic stress due to environmental factors 

(Palmer and Strobeck 1986; Palmer 1994). 

Each post-bottleneck population exper;ienced the genetic stress of 

inbreeding resulting fr;orn the low founder numbers at the bottleneck and 
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subsequently tlile low herd numbers and isolation of each population. Direct 

comparison of the genetic effect of the bottleneck has been made in Chapter 

Two. 

Previous studies into the effects of genetic stress on FA have found 

inconsistent results. Wayne et al (1986) reported that the cheetah which 

exhibits very low levels of heterozygosity, showed significantly higher levels of 

asymmetry than three other feline species, known to be polymorphic for 

genetic variation. However, this work was heavily criticised for not 

adequately considering measurement error or type of asymmetry and 

subseql:.lent studies, albeit measuring different traits, showed the cheetah to 

have comparable levels of asymmetry to other felids (Kieser and Groeneveld 

1991). Hutchison and Cheverud (1995) showed a negative correlation 

between heterozygosity and levels of cranial FA in three taxa of tamarins. 

They suggested that previous studies failed to demonstrate the use of FA to 

identify populations endangered by redl:.lced genetic variability and/or under 

stress due to small sample sizes, lack of repeat measurements and lack of 

appropr;iate reference populations. 

A study that compared the FA of meristic characters (number of 

foramina on the skull and mandible) of both dama and dorcas gazelles that 

were introduced in small herd sizes in Spain found only one trait to show a 

significant increase in FA associated with inbreeding. However, when a 

composite measure of foramina from five skull regions was considered there 

was a significant increase in FA with increased inbreeding (Aiados et al 

1:995). 
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This study showed clearly that there was increased levels of FA ir:l both 

post-bottleneck populations of reindeer compared to the pre-bottleneck 

population in certain individual traits and in the comparison of composite FA. 

However, it is not simple to disentangle the effects of the genetic stress of the 

bottleneck from the different environmental' effects on each population. 

Studies of the relationship between FA and inbreeding have been most 

easily undertaken in the laboratory where the environmental influences are 

more easily contrelled. Indeed, following studies of inbred and outbred 

laboratory mice, Leamy and eo-workers (2001) concluded that FA was not 

generally a sensitive proxy measure for fitness but that it could be associated 

with fitness reductions for certain genetic stressors and no significant 

difference in FA was found when inbred and' crossed lines of yellow dung flies 

were compared supporting the notion that FA levels are stress, trait and 

taxon-specific (Hosken et al. 2000). 

A number of studies have looked at FA as an indicator of 

environmental stress. Red squirrels in small fragmented woodlands were 

shown to have slightly higher levels of FA and smaller body size than those 

squirrels in larger forests (Wauters et al. 1996) and in a comparison of otter 

pepulations in Europe the populations in decline showed some incr:ease in FA 

and a decrease in skull size compared to the more viable populations (Pertoldi 

2000). FA levels were found to be significantly greater in at least one trait in 

five out of the six most abundant species of birds living in forest fr:agments 

compared to unfragmented Brazilian rain ferests (Anciaes and Marini 2000). 

Indeed it has been suggested that FA can be used as an early warning of a 
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decrease in survivability. In a study of three populations of Taita thrushes in 

three differentially disturbed forest fragments, tarsus FA and survival were 

considered. Increased asymmetry but comparable survivability was found in 

the moder;ate compared to the least disturbed habitat but ther;e was both 

increased asymmetry and reduced survivability in the population in the highly 

deteriorated habitat (Ler:1s et al. 2002). 

Direct comparison of the environmental factor;s affecting each of the 

three reindeer populatioms is not simple. The Norwegian herd is handled very 

little with no supplementary feeding given to the herd and no routine 

application of medication. The her:d is gathered twice a year to slaughter 

calves and cull surplus yearling males and old females. Though limited, this 

interference may exert some selection pressure on the herd. 

There has beem no contliolled management of the South Georgia herds 

and availability of food amd the type of terliain on the South Georgia is 

comparable between the two herds. The Barff her;d increased in size much 

mor;e rapidly than the Husvik herd which may stJggest that they were fitter or 

that the environmental pressures limiting reproduction were less for the Barff 

herd. There is some indication that the release of the original Husvik reim<::leer 

close to three active whaling stations meant that there was considerable 

poaching of the reindeer up until the 1950s when they became protected 

~Leader-Williams 1988). 
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3.4.4 Variance 

In this study there were increased levels of character variation in the 

Husvik compared to the Barff population and in the Barff populatior~ 

compared to the Norwegian population. This appeared to reflect the same 

pattern as that showr~ by the levels of FA with significantly higher levels in 

both the post•bottlerneck populations compared to the Norwegian populatiorn 

and greater levels in the Husvik population. As well as the apparent link 

between FA and character variation on a population level, there was 

apparently also a lir~k by cl:laracter. These results would tend to support the 

suggestion that there may be a relationship between the levels of canalization 

and developmental stability across a range of characters (Ciarke 1998c). 

In a comparison of skulls from pre and post-bottleneck populations of 

northern elephant seals, Hoelzel (1999) showed increase in variability in the 

post-bottleneck population in 22 out of 25 characters measured, with ten 

traits significant at the level p<O.Ol. This increase in variability between the 

pre- ar~d post-bottleneck populations of elephant seals was comparable to 

that showrn in this study. 

3.4.5 Size comparison 

Comparison of tne overall size of Norwegian skulls with South Georgia 

skulls showed that for the majority of traits the Norwegian skulls were 

consistently larger than the South Georgia skulls. This trend was even 

apparent when 20-month old male Norwegian skulls were compared to aged 
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South Georgia skulls despite the fact that growth irn males continues up to six 

years old (Berger;ud 1964; Reimers 1972; Skogland 1983). 

This differ;ence in size between the mainland Norwegian skulls and the 

island South Georgia skulls may indicate the tendency in these reindeer of ttte 

island populatior:~s to be smaller than their mainland counterparts in common 

with other artioclactyls. The rationale behind this evolutionary trend is that 

resource limitation (intensified by high population densities and intraspecific 

competition on species-poor islands) and release from predation confers higtt 

fitr:~ess or:~ smaller individuals as they require less energy to suiVive and 

reproduce (Lomolino 2005). 

There are r:~o predators on South Georgia. Wolves, lynx and wolverine 

may predate on European reindeer (references given in leader-Williams 

1988) aad in the 2005/6 hunting year, seven lynx and three wolverines were 

killed under licence in the two Norwegian regions, QpplaRd and Buskerud, 

which are closest to the area where tl:le Filefjell Reinlag herd rar:~ges 

(www.ssb.no/rovdyravg_en). However, the owner of the Filefjell Reinlag herd 

does r:~ot consider that predation is a significant cause of losses within his 

herd (Asgrim Opdal - personal communication). 

In this study, the Barff skulls were found to be consistently larger than 

the Husvik skulls. This was in direct contrast to the findings of studies in the 

seventies when measurements of crown to tail length, jaw length and hind 

foot lengths were taken on reir:~deer from the Husvik (n=99), Barff (n=300), 

and Royal Bay l:lerds (n=100) (Leaderwilliams and Ricketts 1!982). The Royal 
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Bay herd was formed from a group of Barff reindeer that spread across the 

front of the Cook Glacier in tt:le 1960s. Leader Williams and Ricketts showed 

tlilat Husvik reiRdeer were sigRificantly larger than those from the Barff herd 

but on some traits, such as jaw length, the Husvik herd were not larger than 

the Royal Bay herd. The fact that Leader Williams and Ricketts found 

differences between the Barff and Royal Bay reindeer indicates that significant 

changes in skeletal size of reindeer of the same genetic stock is possible 

within a tlmescale of less than 15 years. They attributed the differeRces in 

body size as pmmarily due to the differences in resource availability and diet. 

Resource limitation is a well documented reason for smaller body size 

in reindeer (Reimers 1972; Skogland 1983). South Georgia reindeer are 

unique amongst reindeer in their dependence on one species of grass, Poa 

flabellata for their winter diet. In Norway, lichen form tl:le predominant part 

of the winter diet and further north, arctic reindeer depend Ofil mosses and 

grarninoids (references in Leader-Willlams 1988). There is evidence of 

overgrazing in both the Barff and Husvik areas (Leaderwilliams et al 1981; 

Leaderwilliams et al. 1987). Although census data suggests that the current 

size of the Husvik herd is considerably greater than it was in the 1970s (see 

table 2.3) there is also evidence that the herd has expanded over a greater 

range (Moen and MacAiister 1994). There have beefil RO recent counts of the 

Barff herd. 

As suggested in the introduction, there are a nt~mber of different 

factors iRfluencing skull size and it is not simple to partition out the genetic 

impact of the bottleneck with the eriiVironmental differences between the 
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populations. Considering primarily the direct comparison of the r:-esults from 

this study with those found by Leader Williams and Ricketts (:1!982) suggests 

that the difference in skull size between the herds is most likely to be a plastic 

response due to differences in r:-esources. Human selection of the Norwegian 

herd would also have had an effect as each year reindeer ar:e culled and some 

form of selective breeding takes place to improve carcass size and quality. 

3.4.6 Conclusions 

Quantifiable morphological differences were found between the three 

r:eindeer populations in this study. In common with the study of Northern 

elephant seals (Hoelzel 2002), the post bottleneck populations in this study 

showed significantly greater levels of fluctuating asymmetry and greater 

levels of morphological variance than the pre-bottleneck population. 

These results are relevant and useful in the midst of numerous studies 

of FA which apparently show conflicting results. This study consider;ed two 

separate populations which had undergone different bottlenecks of known 

size at known dates. It was possible to make direct comparisons between 

both post-bottleneck populations and with the pre-bottleneck population 

whilst rigorously eliminating the influence of measurement error or the 

presence of asymmetries ott;ler than true FA. 

Although there was some overlap in tt:le traits whict:l showed 

significantly greater FA in each of tlile post-bottleneck populations, ther:e was 

not a consistent pattern betweelil the two. This detail is important as it 
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emphasises tl:le stochastic r:~ature of the bottleneck event and the specificity 

of results between differer:~t traits although within the same original 

population. 

In common with stt:Jdies of red squirrels (Wat:Jters et al 1996) and 

otters <Pertoldi 2000) in fragmented environments, the post-bottleneck 

populations in this study showed decreased skull size compared to the !)re

bottleneck population. However, as already discussed, the reason for this 

effect is difficult to disentangle fr:om the complex interaction of genetic and 

enviror:~mental pressures. 

In order to partition out the genetic effects of the bottleneck from the 

environmental effects on each of the population it is necessary to make a 

comparison of the size of the skulls and the level of FA an an individual basis 

within each of the populations and to investigate how these measures vary 

with individual measures of genomic diversity. This will be addressed in 

Chapter Four. 
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Chapter Four 

Relationship between indirect measures of fitness and genomic 

diversity at the level of the individual. 

4.1 Introduction 

The standard measure of the degree of inbreeding is that of Wright's 

coefficient of inbreeding, f, and is generally interpreted as the probability that 

two alleles at a locus in an individual are identical by descent (Wright 1921). 

Wr;ight calculated inbreeding coefficients by studying detailed pedigree 

information but this is not easy with wild populations due to the lack of data. 

In studies which consider allozyme marker loci, individual average 

heterozygosity (the proportion of heterozygous loci for each individual) has 

Often been used to estimate parental relatedness but this parameter has been 

described as crude (Amos etal 2001). Tlilis is due to the fact that it only 

considers identity or non-identity of allelic phenotype at each locus (Coltman 

et al 1998) and in allozyme studies which have witl:l small numbers of 

polymorphic loci or few alleles, tlilere will be a number of loci that are 

homozygous in the absernce of inbreeding (Coltrnan et al 1998; Coulson et al. 

1998). 

In studies of microsatellites, it has been suggested that there are more 

sensitive genetic measures of inbreeding based on the mutational difference 

between microsatellite alleles and the time since coalescence. Microsatellites 

consist of tandem repeats with different alleles detimed by the number of 
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repeats. They show high polymorphism due to a relatively high mutation rate 

(ranging from 10-2 to 10-5) witlil most observed mutations consisting of an 

iRcrease or decrease of one repeat (Weber and Wong 1993; Di Rienzo 1994) 

though this depends or~ the locus. This forms the basis of the stepwise 

mutation model (Valdes et al 1993) which suggests that new alleles are likely 

to have been deliived from alleles oRe repeat unit different fr:orn themselves. 

Thus it is argued that allele lengths contain historical information and that 

microsatellite mutation dynamics caR be used at tt:le individual level to 

estimate both recent inbreeding and the degree of historical outbr:eeding 

(Coltman et al 1998; Coulson et al 1998; Coulson et al 1999). Mean d2 is a 

measure of the genetic distance between the gametes that formed the 

individual and it is calculated as the squared differrence in length between the 

alleles at a locus averaged across all the loci considered (Coulson et al. 1998~. 

A further measure of inbreeding, internal relatedness (IR) considers 

the frequency of every allele and thus allows the sharing of rare alleles to be 

weighted molie than the sharing of common alleles (Queller and Goodnight 

1989; Amos et al. 2001). When caiCt:Jiated over several loci, the value is 

approximately normally distributed and more or less centered on zero for 

individuals born to 'unrelated' parents. 

The use of heterozygosity or mean d~ as valid indicators of the 

level of inbreeding and its consequences has been tlile subject of much 

debate. In studies of a red deer population from tlile Isle of Rum mean d2 

was found to be positively correlated with birth weight but no such relation 

was found between heterozygosity and birth weight (Coulson et al. 1998). 
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Also in harbor seals, mean d2 explained more trait variance than 

heterozygosity (Coltman et al. 1!998). It was argued that mean d2 was a 

more appropriate measure than heterozygosity for considering the fit!Tiess 

consequences of Inbreeding due to the opportunity it gives to distingi:Jish 

'highly outbred' with 'moderately outbred' individuals (Coulson et al. 1999). 

However, a number of further sti:Jdies looking at the adult breeding success of 

the red deer (Slate et al. 2000), survival and parasite resistance in Soay 

sheep (Coltman et al 1999) and the known inbreeding coefficient of a captive 

population of wolves (Hedrick et al 2001) all suggested that mean d2 was less 

powerful than heterozygosity at detecting the fitness consequences of 

inbreeding. 

Indeed a much larger study of the red deer on Rum, using a pa!Tiel of 

71 microsatellites on 364 individuals, found that there was no correlation of 

individual d2 scores across loci and there was no correlation of mean d2 with 

either birth weight or juvenile survival (Slate and Pemberton 2002). The 

authors of this study concluded that heteroZygosity was a much more robust 

measure than any of the mean d2 based measures with which to detect 

inbreeding depression and heterosis. One of tt:le reasons for this conclusion 

was that there is no obvious way to distinguish between different reasons for 

high valiiance in locus-specific d2measures. High variance may represent 

information about coalescent times between parental alleles or may be an 

artifact of either a high mutation rate or a non-stepwise mutation process 

(Slate & Pemberton 2002). Furthermore, they argue that as evidence is 

presented to suggest that microsatellites do not evolve in a simple stepwise 
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process (EIIegren 2000), the rationale behind using d2 measulies may be 

flawed. 

Tsitrone et al (2001) undertook a theoretical investigation of how 

heterozygosity and d2 are correlated with fitness by constructing models with 

different scenarios. They compared recent or close inbreeding (mating 

between close relatives) with deep inbreeding (mating between individuals 

from two isolated populations which were founded from the same ancestral 

population) (Tsitrone et al 2001; Goudet and Keller 2002). For low mutation 

rates, they found that heterozygosity and d2 were equivalent in their 

correlation witlil fitness. Under the close inbreeding model they found that 

fitness was more highly correlated With heterozygosity than with d2 and that 

this was especially the case when markeliS with high mutation rates, such as 

microsatellites, were used. Under the deep inbreeding model they foulild that 

the relationship between the measures of inbreedililg and fitness depended on 

two other parameters, that of mutation rate, 1J and size of the subpopulations, 

N. The product of these two parameters determines the number of mutations 

per generatiolil in the subpopulations. If NIJ < 1 then heterozygosity is a better 

indicator of fitness than d2
• This is due to the fact that most individuals in the 

subpopulations are homozygous due to fixing of alleles but after admixture of 

populations most individuals are heterozygous. Thus heterozygosity provides 

more useful information than d2 because including information on the 

difference iA allele sizes adds t~nnecessary noise to the estimation of 

inbr;eeding (Goudet and Keller 2002). 
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However, if the mutation rate is high and both the divergence time and 

subpopulation size are also high then most individuals are heterozygous 

whether they are parents or hybrids. In this situation heterozygosity does not 

reveal enough information but d2 is more useful as individuals with parents 

from different subpopulations are more likely to have larger differences 

between the size of alleles than individuals with parer:~ts from the same 

subpopulation (Goudet and Keller 2002). Tsitrone et a/ (2001) concluded 

tlilat there is little theoretical reason to use d2 instead of heterozygosity when 

considering correlations between microsatellite genotype aAd fitness even iA 

long-term ir:~breeding scenaliios. 

Meta-analyses of a number of studies, both published and unpublished, 

also suggested that heterozygosity was more strongly correlated with life

history traits than was mean d2
• It was also found that morphometric traits 

were less reliable than life-history traits in detecting inblieeding depression 

(Coltman and Slate 2003). 

In this study the indirect measures of fitness that were investigated 

were fluctuating asymmetry (FA), body size, growth rate and longevity. The 

relationship between these indirect measures of fitness and the measures of 

genomic diversity wer:e investigated at the level of the individual reindeer 

within each of the populations. 

Fluctuating asymmetry has been defimed as a populatior:l parameter 

(Van Valen 1962; Palmer and Strobeck 1!986) as the levels of asymmetry 

fluctuate within the population. Indeed it is only possible to describe the 
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nature of subtle asymmetries in an individual with reference to the 

asymmetries of other individuals within the sample. Without reference to the 

rest of the sample, it is not possible to determine that the asymmetry seen is 

random FA rather than directional asymmetry ~DA) or antisyrnmetry, both of 

which may have an heritable basis (Palmer 1994). However, individuals 

within the population will display a certain level of asymmetry as a reflectiol'il 

of how well their genotype can express the Ideal phenotype ~:mder specific 

conditions (M oiler 1997b ). 

Even in a sample which shows high FA, the mean of the frequency 

distribution of the differel'ilce between right and left side is still zero so, by 

chance, there are still many individuals which will not differ significantly from 

symmetry (Palmer 1994). Mathematical modeling of the relationship between 

FA with stress and fitness has indicated that unsigned FA has little predictive 

power at low levels of FA d~:~e to this category containing both l<ligh quality 

individuals and low quality ones that happen to have low FA by chamce. In 

contrast, high FA values de reliably indicate low quality individuals (Leul'ilg and 

Forbes 1997). 

Body weight in reindeer has been shown to be correlated with other 

measures of fitmess. Female body weight directly affects calf body weight and 

hence survival and it is also correlated with age of sexual matt:Jrity and 

conception rate (Roed 1987). Male body size directly affects their fighting 

success for access to females and hence their reprodL;Jctive success (Roed 

1987). 
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Protein heterozygosity lilas been linked with growth rate and hence 

body size since studies in oysters (eg Singh and Zouros 1978) and the tiger 

salamander (Pierce and Mitton 1982) where associations were found between 

heterozygosity with body mass or snout to vent length respectively. Further 

studies in white tailed deer, sheep, pigs and humans (summarised in Mitton 

and Grar~t 1984) lilave confir;med these findings with higliler growth rates and 

heavier body weight in more heterozygous individuals. 

However, as discussed in Chapter Tlilree, there is not a clear positive 

relationship between body size and fitness and on islands large herbivores 

tend towards a smaller size, thought to be due to the selection pressure of 

reduced resources and reduced predation. A plastic response of the 

phenotype to the environment together with a combination of selective forces 

in different directions may mask any direct relationship between body size 

and measures of genomic diversity. 

Although heavily influenced by environmental factors and stoclilastic 

variation, longevity is usually associated with measures of total fitness (Kruuk 

et al 2000l. Stllldies of life-history traits of big-horn sheep showed that ther;e 

was significant positive cor;relation between longevity and a other life-history 

traits, such as lifetime feclllndity or reproductive success measured by survival 

of offspr:ing CBerube et al 1999; Rea le and Festa-Bianchet 2000). One of 

these studies also showed significant positive correlation between longevity 

and body mass in mid life (Ber;ube et al. 1999). Other studies, such as tlilose 

in damseltlies (Fincke 1!988) and dragonflies (McVey 1988), have shown that 

lifespan was a good pr;edictor of reproductive success. However, studies iA 
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r;ed deer have shown tt;}at although repr;oductive life span was highly 

correlated with summer calf survival, it was not correlated witlil other 

measures of fitliless such as fecundity, yearling survival or winter calf survival 

rates (Ciuttonbr;ock 1988). These null findings should not be surprising 

considering the inevitable influence of stochastic environmental factors on 

longevity. 

The hypotheses tested in this study were: 

1. Levels of FA within individuals would be negatively correlated with 

levels of heterozygosity and d2 measures and positively corr:elated with 

levels of internal relatedness. 

2. Body size in mature individuals would be negatively correlated with 

levels of FA. 

3. Body size of individuals of mature age wol!lld be positively cor;related 

with levels of heterozygosity and d2 measures and negatively correlated 

with levels of iRternal relatedness. 

4. Out of the Norwegian male reindeer culled at 20 months old, the 

smaller ones (of lower growth rate) would show lower levels of 

heterozygosity, lower mean d2 and t;}igher levels of internal 

relatedness than those that had grown faster. 

5. Individuals that died of natural causes at a young age should show 

lower levels of heterozygosity, lower mean d2 and higher levels of 

internal relatedness than those that survived to old age. 
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4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 sample collection 

Tissue and skull samples were collected from the pre-bottleneck herd 

in Norway at the time the herd was gathered for culling and slaughter. Forty 

six Norwegian skulls were measured. 

South Georgia samples were collected from carcasses of reindeer that 

had died from natural causes. Forty one Barff skulls and 23 Husvik skulls 

were measured. Further details can be found in sections 2.2.1 and 3.2.1. 

4.2.2 'DNA extraction and isolation from skin samples and teeth 

Details of the methods used can be found in sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. 

4.2.3 Polymerase Chain Reaction 

Details of the methods used can be found in section 2.2.4 

4.2.4 Skull preparation and measurements 

Details of the metlilods used can be fournd in section 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. 

4.2.5 Indices used to measure genomic diversity 

In this study tbe following measures of genetic diversity were used: 

multilocus individuall:leterozygosity, standardised heterozygosity, mean d2
, 

scaled mean d2 
, standardised mean d2 and internal relatedness. 

Due to the fact that rnot all individuals were typed for all the marker loci and 

to ensure that all individuals were measured on an identical scale, 

standardized heterozygosity (SH) was used ~Coltman et al 1999): 
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SH = proportion of heterozygous typed loci/mean heterozygosity of typed loci 

Mean d2 = 1
/ ni (ia- ib)2 where ia and ib refer to the lengths of each 

allele at locus i, averaged over n typed loci. Because d2 values vary greatly 

between loci, a simple arithmetric mean gives undue weighting to loci that 

have a large range of allele size. 'Standardised mean d2
' is calculated by 

dividing the d2 values by the maximum observed value at that locus aRd 

averaging the results across loci. The resulting values are all less than one 

(Arnos et al. 2001). 

'Scaled mean d2
' is calculated as the average of the d2 scores once 

they l:lave been scaled by the variance at that locus. This controls for an 

effect in which highly polymorphic loci would contribute more to the overall 

score of mean d2 so it allows all loci to contribute equally (Coulson et al. 

1999). Scaled mear:1 d2 =1/ni CCia- ibi /rli) 

Internal relatedness is calculated as (2H-If;)/(2N-If;) where H is tl:le 

number of loci that are homozygous, N is the number of loci and If is the 

frequency of the ith allele contained ir:1 the genotype. When calculated over 

several loci, the value is approximately normally distr:ibuted and mor,e or less 

centred on zero for ir:Jdividuals born to 'unrelated' parer:1ts. Negative values 

suggest relatively 'outbred' ir:Jdividuals and high positive values suggest 

ir:1breeding (Amos et al. 2001). 

All of the measures of genomic indices were normally distributed 

except for scaled mean d2 which was both leptokurtic and positively skewed. 

Correlation across indices was tested using the Pear:sor:1 coefficient to 
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determine independeRce among each other. Due to the fact that 'scaled 

mea A d2' was not normally distributed, Spearr:nan's Rh0 was used to test how 

this parameter correlated with the other indices. 

Differences among the three populations were tested for by an ANOVA 

for all the indices of genomic diversity except for scaled mean d2 which was 

compared with a Kruskall Wallis test. 

A greater number of samples were measured f0r genetic diversity than 

were measured for morphometric differences as there was not an intact skull 

for every genetic sample. For this reason the ANOVA and tests for correlation 

were done twice: once for all samples and once for the samples that had 

corresponding r:norphometric measurements. 

4.2.6 Indirect measures of fitness 

4.2.6.1 Determination of fluctuating asymmetry 

Details of the methods used can be found in section 3.2.4. The measures 

of FA that were used for this study were those that were deter;mined in 

chapter Ill to be true FA, showing no evidence of either DA or antisyrnmetry. 

4.2.6.2 Body Size 

The measure of body size that was used was A-Rh, a measure of skull 

length which was highly correlated with total skull leRgth, A-P so that 

R=0.946 for 85 skulls. Within each population, the values for A-Rh were 

normally distributed. 
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Each of the traits ttrlat showed significantly more FA in one of tbe South 

Georgia populations was regressed against A-Rh to test for a relationship 

between body size atld FA. 

The relationship between mature body size and the measures of genomic 

diversity was tested using linear correlations; the Pearson coefficient was 

used for all measures except for scaled mean d2where Spearman's Rho was 

used due the fact that scaled mean d2 was not distributed normally. This 

analysis was performed separately on each sex of aged reindeer from each of 

the populations. 

4.2.6.3 Growth Rate 

This investigation used the skulls of the male Norwegian reindeer that 

were known to be killed at the same age (20 months old). Seven 

measurements of skull traits that were known to be correlated with skull 

length were used as a measure of growth rate up to that age (see table 4.1). 

Table 4.1 Correlation of measures of skull size with total skull length within 

the Norwegian population ~n=40) 

Correlation with A-Rh A-N B-Po B-P B-Nuch Ot-Ot 
total length A-P (length) (length) (length) {length) (height) (width) 

Pearson coefficient 0.80 0.48 0.68 0.90 0.42 0.53 
p-value <0.0001 0.0008 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.003 0.0002 

The r;elationship between skull size and the measur;es of genomic 

diversity was tested using linear correlations; the Pearson coefficient was 
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used for all measures except for scaled mean d2 where $pearman's Rtilo was 

used. 

4.2.6.4 Longevity 

The South Georgia skulls (which were all from reindeer that had died 

from natural causes) wer;e placed into age categor;ies (see sectioR 3.2.3.2). 

To further categorise the skulls in which all the molars had erupted, tl:le teeth 

were examined for evideRce of wear. This allowed the 'aged' skulls (older 

thaR 3 years) to be divided into 'young aged' in which molars were all erupted 

but there was minimal evidence of wear and 'old aged' in wl:lich the molars 

showed considerable evidence of wear. See table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Age and sex pr;ofile of skulls measured for this study. 

Age category Norway Barff Husvik 

Male Female ~~~~~t Male Female s:r,~~~t Male Female Sex not 
known 

0-1 years 6 2 1 3 

1-2 years 25 2 1 1 1 

2-3 years 1 

¥oung aged 5 3 5 1 

Old aged 5 10 1 6 12 6 10 3 1 

A comparison of the measures of genomic diversity was made between 

reindeer that died young (either some molars lilot yet erupted or molar teeth 

erupted but showing minimal sign of wear) and those that survived to an old 

age (molar teeth showing considerable wear). 

For this comparison, no distinction was made betweeR reindeer from 

Barff or Husvik or between different sexes. A simple 2x2 contililgency test 
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was used to compare reindeer that died young (n=26) with those that 

survived to old age (n=38). 

4.2.7 Table-wide probability of type I error 

As six different genetic variables were used, the sequential Bonferroni 

correction (Rice 1989) was performed to reduce the r:isk of Type I error 

caused by multiple comparisons. This correction is likely to be conservative 

as the genetic variables are nonindependent (Slate and Pemberton 2002). 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Measures of genomic diversity 

The mean results of the different indices of genomic diversity are 

shown in table 4.2 for all the genetic samJ)Ies (a) and for the samples that 

correspond to a skull (b). The three populations are compared in table 4.3. 

Table 4.2a Summary ofthe results of the different indices of genomic 
diversity for all genetic samples 

All samples Norway Barff Husvlk 

n mean n mean n mean 

Heterozygosity 99 0. 753 ± 0.12 56 0.680 ± 0.14 57 0.547 ± 0.14 

Star~dardised 99 1.059 ± 0.25 56 1.068 ± 0.21 57 1.105 ± 0.16 
heterozygosity 

Mean d2 99 58.50 ± 27.29 56 45.41 ± 23.71 57 47.81 ± 25.38 

Scaled mean d2 99 0.017 ± O.Oi 56 0.021 ± 0.02 57 0.044 ± 0.13 

Standardised mean 99 0.182 ± 0.07 56 0.172 ± 0.08 57 0.178 ± 0.08 
d2 

Internal 99 -0.011 ± o. t5 56 0.042 ± 0.18 57 0.190 ± 0.37 
relatedness 
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Table 4.2b Summary of the results of tt:le different indices of genomic 
diversity for all samples tbat correspond to a skull. 

Skull samples Norway Barff Husvik 

n mean A mean A mean 

Heterozygosity 41 0.746 ± 0.13 35 0.682 ± 0.15 23 0.581 ± 0.14 

Standardised 41 1.085 ± 0.19 35 1.119 ± 0.25 23 1.102 ± 0.26 
hetero:zygosity 

Mean d2 41 58.93 ± 23.93 35 44.25 ± 24.06 23 39.06 ± 21.52 

Scaled mean 41 0.023 ± 0.01 35 0.026 ± 0.02 23 0.101 ± 0.10 
d2 

Standardised 41 0.214 ± 0.08 35 0.194 ± 0.10 23 0.233 ± 0.10 
mean d2 

Internal 41 0.013 ± 0.17 35 0.045 ± 0.20 23 0.070 ± 0~23 
relatedness 

Table 4.3 Comparison of the measures of genomic diversity among the three 

populations 

All samples Skull samples only 

F(2.209) Significance Fc2.98) Significance 

HeteroZygosity 46.17 *** 10.23 *** 

Standardised 
0.82 

beterozygosity 
ns 0.81 ns 

Mean d2 5.68 ** 6.46 ** 

Standardised mean 
0.31 ns 0.21 ns d2 

Internal relatedness 13.14 *** 0.50 AS 

Scaled mean d2 X2=1.20 ns X2=11.17 p=0.004* 

The Norwegian population showed the highest level of heterozygosity 

and the Husvik population showed the lowest level. There was a significant 

diffelience in tt:le heterozygosity (at the level p<0.001)but no such difference 
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in standardised heterozygosity which may suggest that the fact that not all 

individuals were typed for all loci may l:lave affected the results. 

Tl:le Norwegian population showed the highest level of mean d2 and 

the Husvik pepulation snowed the lowest level. There was a significant 

difference in the mean d2 (at the level p<O.Ol) between pepulations but not 

in standardised mean d2 which may indicate that loci with large ranges of 

allele size had a effect on the mean d2 result. The effect of highly 

polymorphic loci was taken into consideration with scaled mean d2 and when 

just the samples with cerresponding skulls were considered, there was a 

significant difference in scaled mean d2 between populatiens. This was not 

apparent when all the samples were considered which suggests that there 

may be an effect of sampling stochasticity. 

The importance of each single locus te the overall mean d2 effect was 

tested by dropping each locus from the mean d2 calculatien in turn. The 

comparison of mean d2 between populatlons remained nighly significant 

(p<O.Ol) after removal of all loci except RT9. When RT9 was remeved there 

was no longer a significant difference between the populations (p=0.07) 

which suggests that the fact that the Husvlk population was virtually 

monomorphic for this locus had a large influence on the comparison of mean 

d2. 

The Nerwegian population showed the lowest level of intel!nal 

relatedness and the Husvik population showed the highest level. There was a 

significant difference (p<O.OOl) in internal relatedness when all the samples 
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were considered though this difference was not significant when just the 

samples with correspor~dir~g skulls were considered. This was probably due to 

lower statistical power with the smaller sample size. The negative value of 

internal relatedr:~ess for the Norwegian population indicated that these 

individuals were relatively outbred. 

An ANOVA was also used to compare the genetic samples which 

corresponded to a skull with the samples that had no corresponding skull 

within each population. There was no signiflcalilt differemce between the 

genomic indices for the different groups of samples except for standardised 

heterozygosity where there was a sigr~ificant difference between the skull 

samples and the non-skull samples withiR the Norway population (F(1,97)= 

7 .04}. This was no longer significant after the application of the Bonferroni 

correction. 

The high correlations between some indices, especially heterozygosity 

and internal relatedness, indicate that they are not independent from each 

other. (See table 4.4.) 
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Table 4.4 This table shows linear con"relations of the six indices of genomic 

diversity. The Pearson coefficient was used for all the comparisons except 

those involving scaled mean d2 where the coefficient used was Spearman's 

rho. Significance: ns - not significant, "significaRt at the level p<0.05 before 

application of Bonferroni. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, Bonferroni 

correction applied. n=99 

Heterozygosity Standardised Internal Mean d2 Standardise 
heterozygosity relatedness d mean d2 

Standardised 
0.87 *** 

heterozygosity 

Internal -0.92 *** -0.94 *** 
relatedness 

Mean d2 
(!).32 ** 0.20 1\ -0.17 ns 

Standardised 
0.35 ** 0.41 *** -0.34 *** 0.72 *** 

mean d2 

Scaled mean d2 
0.15 ns 0.32 ** -0.25 1\ 0.21 A 0.66 *** 

4.3.2 Indirect measures of fitness 

4.3.2.1 Fluctuating asymmetry 

If inbreeding had caused an individual to show higher levels of FA then 

the relationship between FA and measures of genomic diversity would be 

negative for all the measures except inter;r~al relatedness where the 

relationship would be positive. Each of the correlatioRs pr;esent (see table 

4.5) are in the direction that would be expected although not one of these is 

still significant after the application of the Bonferroni correction. 
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Table 4.5 Lir:tear correlation of filuctuating asymmetry with the indices of 

genomic diversity using Spearman's rho. Significance: ns - not significant, 

/\ significant at the level p<0.05 before the application of the Bonferroni 

correction. 

Heterozygosity Standardised Mean Scaled Standard Internal 
heterozygosity d2 rnean d2 mean d2 relatedness 

Norway (n=41) 

Ni-P ns ns "'0.33/\ -0.35/\ .. (!).40/\ ns 

CFA& ns ns ns ns ns ns 
Individual 
FA of all 
other 
traits 

Barff (n=35) 

6-Ent -0.41/\ -0.41/\ ns lilS ns 0.39/\ 

St-Zyg ns ns ns -0.38/\ -0.41/\ ns 

CFA3 ns -0.34/\ ns -0.35/\ r:lS 0.40/\ 

CFAl& ns ns ns AS ns ns 
individual 
FA of all 
other 
traits 

Husvik (11=23) 

po-Zyg -0.52/\ -0.54/\ ns ns ns ns 

CFA& ns ns ns ns ns ns 
iRdividual 
FA of all 
other 
traits 

In the Norwegian population there was an association between the 

three measures of mean d2 and the asymmetry of the trait Ni ... P. However, 

this cannot be used as a measure of FA as this trait showed significant DA in 

this population. There were no associations between composite FA or FA of 
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aRy of the individt:Jal traits with any of the measures of gemornic diversity in 

the Norwegian populatioR. 

Within the Barff population there was a correlation between the FA of 

B-Ent with heterozygosity, standardised heterozygosity aRd internal 

relatedness. There was also correlation between the FA of St-Zyg with scaled 

mean d2 and standardised meaR d2
• The composite value of FA based on 

rank values, CFA3 was correlated with standardised heterozygosity, scaled 

mean d2 and internal relatedness in the Barff population. After application of 

the Bonferr:oni correction, not one of these correlations were still statistically 

significant, but this may have been as a result of low statistical power due to 

the small sample size (35 individuals). 

The sample size of the Husvik popt:Jiation was even smaller (23 

individuals) ar:td although there appeared to be a strong correlation between 

FA of trait Po-Zyg and both heterozygosity and standardised heterozygosity, 

this was not significant after application of the Bonferroni correction. 

The scatter plots of some of these relatiomships are shown in figure 4 .. 1. 
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Figure 4.1 
Graphical representation of 
correlations found between 
FA and indices of genomic 
diversity 

Each of illustrated correlations 
were significant at the level 
p<O.OS before Bonferroni. 



Figure 4.2 BARFF MALE SKULLS 
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Figure 4.2 (cont) HUSVIK MALE SKULLS 
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Figure 4.3 Scatterplots of skull size against measures of genomic diversity in male Norwegian reindeer shot at 20 months old 
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4.3.2.2 Body size 

There was no significant negative relatioAship between FA and body 

size within any of the populations. IAdeed there was some irtdication that FA 

increased within increasing body size with positive trends wl:len FA traits were 

regressed against A-Rh which was the measure of skull size used. Positive 

trends were seen for trait Ent-P in the Husvik population tho1:1gh these were 

not sigr:tificant at the level p<O.OS al'ild for Vom-Po FA and CFAl ir:l the Balff 

population (significant at the level p<O.OS before applicatioA of Bonferroni). 

See figure 4.2. To test how much these trends were affected by coAtinued 

growth of the individuals, a subsample of 'old aged skulls' (ie those witl:l very 

worn teeth) was tested and the positive trend was still appal!ent (though not 

significant due to reduced sample size). 

There was r~o significant relationship between the trait A-Rh (1:1sed as a 

measure of overall skull size) and any of the measures of genomic diversity 

for aged skulls of either sex in any of tl:le pop~:~lations. There were no trends 

apparent to suggest that the larger skulls were the ones that were more 

heterozygous, had greater mean allelic distances or showed lower levels of 

ihtemal relatedness. 
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4.3.2.3 Growth Rate 

Table 4.6 Linear correlations of skull size of 25 male Norwegian reindeer 

(killed at 20 months old) with measures of genomic diversity. The Pearson 

coefficient was used for all the comparisons except those involving scaled 

mean d2 where the coefficient used was Spearman's rho. Even when not 

significant, the value of the coefficient has been showra where it exceeds 

10.11 to show the direction of the relationship. Sigraificance: Asignificant at 

p<0.05 befolie Bonferroni, AS ndt signiflcaAt. 

Heterozygosity Standardised Mean d2 Scaled 
heterozygosity mean d2 

Standard 
mean d2 

Internal 
relatedness 

A-P 
(length) 

A-Rh 
(length) 

A-N 
(length) 

B-P 
(length) 

B-Po 
(length) 

B-Nuch 
(height) 

Ot-Ot 
(width) 

-0.17 ns -0.22 ns -0.32 AS ns -0.22 AS 

ns ns -0.27 ns -0.13 ns ~0.1!8 ns 

ns ns ns ns -0.119 ns 

-0.16 ns -0.15 ns -0.32 As ns -0.23 ns 

-0.16 ns -0.21 ns -0.42A -0.15 ns -0.23 ns 

-0.29 ns -0.32 ns -0.42A -0.23 ns -0.41 A 

•0.45A -0.43" -0.10 ns -0.29 ns -0.31 ns 

The group of 25 male Norwegian reindeer that werre shot at 20 months 

old was tested for correlations between skull size and each of the measures of 

genomic diversity. Unexpectantly, there was a distinct pattern of trends so 

that the larger skulls showed lower levels 0f heterozygosity, lower measures 

of mean d2 amd higher levels of internal relatedness. As can be seen in table 
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4.6, although some ef these cor:relatiens were weak and not sigAificant, they 

were all in same direction. At the level p<O.OS, there was a significant 

negative relationship between the width Ot-Ot with heterozygosity and 

standardised heterozygosity, between the length B-Po with mean d2 and 

between the height B-N1.:.1ch with mean d2 and standardised mean d2 
• These 

correlations were no longer significant after application of the Bonferroni 

correction. Scatter plots are shown iA figure 4.3. 

4.3.2.4 Longevity 

Table 4. 7 Comparison of the mean of the measures of ger:~ornic diversity for 

the categories of reindeer that died ymmg compared te the ones that 

survived to an old age. Significance: A means significant at the level p<0.05 

before application of the Bonferroni correction 

Measl:Jre of genomic diversity Age at death n 

Heterozygosity died young 26 
died old 38 

Standardised Heterozygosity died young 26 
died old 38 

Mean d2 died young 26 
died old 38 

Scaled mean d2 died young 26 
died old 38 

Standardised mean d2 died young 26 
died old 38 

Internal Relatedness died young 26 
died old 38 

Mean 

0.62 ± 0.16 
0.65 ± 0.14 

1.06 ± 0.25 
1.13 ± 0.24 

42.50 ± 22.33 
40.54 ± 22.80 

0.03 ± 0.04 
0.06 ± 0.09 

0.18 ± 0.09 
0.21 ± 0.10 

0.10 ± 0.20 
0.04 ± 0.20 

Sigrlificance 

ns 

ns 

ns 

p=0.04A 

ns 

ns 

The South Georgia skulls (which were all from Aatural deaths) were 

divided into those that died young and those that survived to old age 
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Tlile reindeer that survived to an old age showed higher levels of 

heterozygosity, standardised heterozygosity, scaled mean d2 and 

standardised mean d2 and lower levels of internal relatedr:1ess thar:1 those that 

died at a young age. Although these differences were largely not significant, 

there was significance at the level p<0.05 for scaled mean d2 tt:lough this was 

not still significant after application of the Bonferroni correction. Mean d2 was 

the only measure of genomic diversity that did not follow the expected trend. 

Tt:le resl:llts for scaled mean d2 and standardised mean d2 were in the 

expected direction which may indicate that there may have been distortion for 

mean d2 due to the undue weighting of highly polymo11phic loci or of loci with 

a large range of allele size. 

4.4 Discussion 

Although the correlations between FA and the measures of genomic 

diversity were not significant, tt:lere were distinct associations in the directions 

expected. These restJits support the weakly significant negative associatior~s 

found between heterozygosity and FA in a rneta-analysis undertaken by 

Britten (1996). 

The sample sizes in tlilis study were low compared to other studies that 

have shown a significant relationships between measl:lres of fitness and 

measures of genomic diversity. Studies that have shown significant 

relationships include 650 red deer calves, 275 harbour seal pups (Pemberton 

1999) and 356 harbour porpoises (de-Luna-Lopez 2005). lA the latter study, 
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the author suggested that it was due to the statistical power provided by the 

sample size of 356 which allowed a significant relationship to be apparent in 

this population but not in other populations in the same study in which the 

sample sizes were ten-fold smaller and mo~e comparable to the sample sizes 

in this study. 

When 12 different traits are to be tested for correlations, the sample 

size should be at least 83 to give an 80% chance of detecting a rho-squared 

value of 0.2 at a significance of p<O.OS (Lenth 2006). 

It was not possible to say from this study which of the genomic 

diversity indices were more useful in predicting high FA though mean d2 

performed the least reliably with not one of the measures of FA in any of the 

populations showing a relatio~:~ship with it. There were however associations 

between measures of FA and both standardised and scaled versions of mean 

d2 in the Barff population. 

The post-bottleneck populations of reindeer were shown to have 

significantly smaller skulls than the pre-bottleneck population iR Chapter 

Three. Investigation of the relationship between body size aRd measures of 

genomic diversity at the level of the individual within each population r:emoves 

the confounding e~:~virornmental factors. 

Body size has been shown to be positively correlated with other 

measures of fitness in reindeer (Roed 1987) and particulalily in male red deer 

(Ciuttonbrock 1988). However, investigation at the level of the individual irn 

this study failed to show that those with smaller skull size were also those 
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with high levels of FA. This study also failed to show that the more inbred 

individuals had lower growth rates or smaller mat~.:~re skull size. 

In a meta-analysis of studies of this sort there was found to be a weak 

positive association between heterozygosity and growth rate (Britten 1996). 

The results from this study of the reindeer on South Georgia has not 

supported this fir:1ding. There were no obvious trends or associations 

between mature skull size and levels of inbreediAg and there were even 

indications tlilat in the Norwegian herd the more inbred individuals grew more 

quickly than those that were outbred. Anecdotal evidence (Asgrim Opdal -

personal communication) suggests that predators are not a significant risk to 

the Filefjeld herd. Perhaps, without the threat of predators, the less fit 

individuals keep themselves outside the main social structure of the herd and 

thus have access to better food resources. Meanwhile the fitter individuals 

face greater competition within the herd structure and tl:lus have less 

opportunity for grazing. In a managed herd, however extensively, there will 

not be a direct relationship between survival and fitness due to the influence 

of human selection in the culling of reindeer. This may have confounded 

these results. 

Due to the many environmental and stoct:lastic factors which would 

affect longevity (Kruuk et al. 2000) it is expected that any genetic influence 

on longevity would be difficult to detect due to the noise of these other 

influences. For this reason the results in this study have been reported 

despite the fact tt:lat the differences seen between reindeer that died young 
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and those that survived to old age were weak and not sigrnificant. It would be 

interesting to pursue this investigation with a larger sample size. 

The order of magnitude of the difference in the means between the 

group of reindeer that died young and those that lived to an old age in this 

study was used to calculate required sample size for a future study. 200 

samples in each group would give more than 80% chance of detecting an 

effect of the same order of magnite~de as that found in this study for 

standar;dised heterozygosity, scaled mean d2
, standardised mean d2 and 

internal r;elatedrness at a significance of p<O.OS (Lentt:l 2006). 

This study of the correlation between indirect measures of fitness and 

measures of genomic diversity at the level of the individual has added more 

detail to the general pattems seen at poptllation level (reported in Chapters 

Two and Three}. Although only tentative conclusions can be drawn due to 

the limits of tlile small sample sizes, it was particularly interesting to see 

distinct associations in some traits of increasing FA with decreasing genomic 

diversity. 
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Chapter Five 

5.1 Synthesis of tesults and conclusions 

In this study a direct comparison of two post-bottleneck populations of 

reindeer and their common source population was made using both genetic 

and morphological data. Although reindeer are not endangered, the 

populations investigated in this study can be considered as models for other 

wild populations that may be endangered. The inaccessibility and geography 

of the island have ensured that the South Geargia reindeer herds have been 

isolated from immigrants and separated from each other. These factors, 

coupled with good historical records, have allowed this study to clearly 

investigate the genetic and morphometric consequences of two populations 

that experienced extreme bottlenecks in parallel situations. Each of the post

bottleneck populations showed decreased genetic diversity and increased 

evidence of developmental instability compared to the pre-bottleneck 

population. 

Low genetic diversity has been shown in numerous other studies of 

wild populations that experienced genetic bottlenecks, such as island moose 

in Canada (Broders et al. 1999) or black robins in New Zealand (Ardern and 

Lambert 1997). Considerable morphometric data (measl:Jrement of FA in 27 

non-metric and six metric tr;aits) was collected in a study of brown hares 

(Hartl 1995; Suchentrunk 1998) though there was no significant relationship 

found between FA and allozyme heterozygosity at the level of populatior:l or 

individual. 
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However there have been a number of previous studies of wild 

populations that have shown an association between low levels of genetic 

variation ar:~d increased fluctuatir:~g asymmetry such as those of gazelles in 

Spain (Aiados et al 1995), three different taxa of tamarins (Hutchison and 

Cheverud 1995), the Northern Elephant Seal (Hoelzel et al. 1993; Hoelzel 

1999; Weber et al 2000; Hoelzel 2002) and an island population of black

footed rock wallabies (Eidliidge et all:999). 

As demor:~strated by the conflicting results from studies on wild 

populations of ct:leetah {Wayne :t986; Modi et al. 1987; Kieser and Groeneveld 

1991; Merola 1994), it is of great importance for studies of this kind to be 

undertaken with very careful attention to possible measurernent error or the 

use of asymmetries other than fluctuating asymmetry, which may produce 

spurious results. The rigorous protocols used in this study in the handling of 

the data addressed the risk of such inadvertent errors. Another strength of 

this study was the direct access to samples from the two separate post

bottleneck populations and the source population. There are not many 

previous studies that have had direct access to the pre-bottleneck population 

and consequently they have compared post-bottleneck populations with 

closely related populations that ilil some cases have even beert of different 

species (eg. Wayrte 1986; Kieser and Groeneveld 1991; Ardern and Lambert 

1997). 

The Barff herd was known to have been founded by seven females and 

three males from Filefjell Reinlag, Norway irt 1911. There was no further 

immigratiolil into this herd which grew rapidly to a peak of around 3000 deer 
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ilil the late 1!9505. This population showed significant differentiation and 

reduced genetic diversity compared to the pre-bottleneck population. 

The Barff herd also showed significantly greater levels of fluctuating 

asymmetry (FA) than the Norwegian herd in two out of thirteen individual 

traits, significantly more composite FA ~based on twelve traits) and greater 

phenotypic variation. The length of the Barff skulls was significantly smaller 

than the Norwegian skulls though they were significantly wider at the 

cheekbones. 

The Husvik population was thought to have been founded by four 

females and three males from Filefjell Reinlag, Norway in 1925. lt seems 

likely that ther;e was a further iatroduction of up to four female reindeer in 

1928, but it is not known whether or not these animals survived. This herd 

grew lielatively slowly and culirently numbers approximately 10QO. 

Compared to the pre-bottleneck herd, the Husvik herd showed 

significant genetic differentiation and reduced genetic diversity. Tlllere were 

also significantly greater levels of FA in four out of fourteen individual traits, 

significantly more composite FA ~based on twelve traits) and significantly 

more phenotypic variation in the post-bottleneck population. The overall size 

of all traits measured on the Husvik skulls were significantly less than the 

Norwegian skulls. 

Comparisons at the level of the population are confounded by a 

number of factor~s, not least the different environmental effects on each of the 

populations. Tl:le investigation of the relationship betweelil indirect measures 
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of fitAess and measures ef genomic diversity at the level of tt:le individual 

within each population was designed to partition out the different 

environmental influences on each poptllation. 

Within the post-bottleneck populations there were associations 

between FA at some traits with heterozygosity, scaled mean d2 
, standardised 

mean d2 and internal relatedness. Although these r,elatienships wer,e weak, 

probably as a result of low sample sizes, they were interesting as they 

indicate the direct influer:1ce of genetics or:t the levels of FA, independent of 

the different environmental infh:Jences or:t each population. Empirically these 

results have demonstrated the non-additive genetic basis to flttctuating 

asymmetry. 

There were no relationships between body sit:e and rneasures of 

genomic diveliSity at the level of the individual. This suggested that tlile highly 

significant differences in body size between the different populations were 

more the result of a plastic response to environmental pressures than due to 

genetic differences between the populations. 

There were seven females and three males that founded the Barff herd 

and between four and eight females and three males that fottnded the Husvik 

herd. However as demonstrated by the range of results predicted by the 

simulation models, the impact of the bottleneck has been shown to depend 

on more than simply the numbers in the founder group. The simulation 

program models demographic stochasticity, which ir:t turn is affected by 

survival ar:td reproductive success of individuals. As demonstrated by the 
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model, the variance among outcornes is very high. The severity of the 

bottleneck is also affected by polygony ~due to reduction in the effective 

number of males) and life history characteristics which have a direct effect on 

population growth rate and the period of time over which the population 

remains small. Further factors which complicate investigations of the level of 

impact of a bottleneck include iteroparity and overlapping generations (Halley 

and Hoelzel 1996). In addition to the high degree of variance associated with 

these factors, environmental stochasticity contributes further variance to the 

genetic effects of the bottleneck. 

An example of the potentially devastatirng consequences of 

environmental stochasticity was demonstrated by the circumstances 

surrounding the second introduction of reindeer on to South Georgia in 1912 

(see Chapter Two for details). This herd at Leith Harbour increased from five 

to 17 individuals by 1917 but the whole herd was tlilen killed in one snow slide 

(Oistad 1930}. This demonstrates how a population is particularly v~:~lnerable 

to environmental stochasticity in the early years fellowing a bottleneck when 

the population size is still very low. 

A further consequence of stochasticity results from the chance 

disruptions of relevant gene interactions and the impact tt.lat this has on 

developmental stability. Three genetic mechanisms have been proposed as 

explanations for associations betweer:1 heterozygosity and fitness (for reviews 

see Mitton and Grant 1984; Britten 1996; David 1998; Slate ar:1d Pemberton 

2002). The first hypothesis, true overdominance, assumes that the rnarker 

loci ar;e themselves functional so this cannot generally be applied to 
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microsatellite loci due to the fact they are predominantly present ir:1 non

coding genetic regions (unless closely linked to a functional gene). Thus we 

must assume distinction between the marrker (microsatellite) loci and the 

agent loci, wlilich directly contribute to the observed phenotypic variation 

(David 1998). One possible mechanism in this case is that of a local effect, 

described as 'associative overdominamce' wher:e there is a genetic colirelation 

between marker loci and agent loci, either through linkage disequilibrium 

(non-rar:~dom association of alleles in gametes) or through ider:~tity 

disequilibliium (non-random association of genotypes resulting from 

inbreeding in the population) (Weir and Cockerham 1973). The otli1er possible 

mechanism is more general, assuming that heterozygosity at marker loci 

retlects genome-wide heterozygosity. 

Alttilough this study was limited by small sample sizes, the results may 

usefully help to distinguish which mechanism may be responsible for the 

association seer~ between FA and measures of genomic diversity. There were 

no associations found in the Norwegian population whiclil is large and 

asstJmed to be randomly mating, though due to the lack of power larger 

sample numbers would be required to prove no association. Weak 

associations were found in both post-bottleneck populations which were also 

shown to have experienced significant levels of inbreeding. These findings, 

as well as the inconsistency between the populations in the traits that showed 

increased FA, provides some support for a genome-wide rather than local 

cause for the association. This is comsistemt wittil the comclusions of Slate and 
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Pembertort (2002) following a study of a large panel of microsatellite loci in a 

wild population of red deer. 

It is interesting to note that the Husvik herd experienced a more 

severe genetic effect from the bottlelileck than the Barff herd with greater 

reductions in all the measures of genetic variation. Morphometric indicators 

of reduced developmental stability were also greater irt the Husvik herd than 

the Barff herd with greater within-individual variation (FA) and among

individual variation. The Ht~svik herd were also found to be smaller ilil size 

than the Balff herd. In the simulation model of herd demographics, the life 

history parameters needed to most closely reflect the growth of the Ht~svik 

herd were lower than those needed to closely reflect the growth of the Barff 

herd. The slower growth ofthe Husvik population may have been dl!le to 

reduced fitness or increased enviror:~rnental or genetic stress on this 

population. Whatever the cause, the slower demographic growth will have 

further coliltributed to the loss of geliletic variation by increased inbreeding, 

due to a longer duration at low population numbers. 

The inconsistency between the traits which showed irtcreased FA 

between the two post-bottleneck populations in this study emphasized the 

random nature of FA and the fact that individt~al traits are generally poor 

predictors of organism-wide FA (Leung and Forbes 1997) due to low FA 

occurrir:~g either by chance or as a result of high quality. However the fact 

that there was some overlap between the two post-bottleneck populations in 

the high FA traits supports the theory that high values of FA are reliable 

ilildicators of low quality (Leulilg and Forbes 1997; Lel!lng et al 2000). The 
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significant differences between levels of composite FA (both at the level of the 

population and of individuals in the case of the Barff herd) emphasized the 

better reliability of using CFA instead of individual traits (as suggested by 

Leary and Allendorf 1989; Leung et al. 2000). 

Data from this study has allowed investigation into the quantifiable 

distortion of allele frequencies (see Apper:tdix 1) following the two bottlenecks. 

Although as little as 75 and 90 years respectively elapsed from the time of ttile 

Husvik and Barff bottlenecks to the time that samples were collected, the 

measures of genetic differentiation, FST and RST, indicated that there was 

significant differentiation betweer:t both post-bottleneck populations and the 

pre-bottleneck population. This result was consistent with the significant 

differentiation found between pre- and post-bottleneck elephant (Whitehouse 

and Har;ley 200!1.), moose (6roders et al1999) and koala (Houlden et al 

1996) populations following bottlenecks and subsequent isolation over a 

comparable timescale to this study. 

lA common with a number of recent studies, this stwdy has 

demonstrated the limitations of various methods that are commor:~ly used to 

detect bottleneck signatures. As also demor:~strated by the study of Bennett's 

wallabies (Le Page et al. 2000), significant heterozygosity excess in the Barff 

population showed how the lAM and TPM models better represented the 

evolution of these microsatellite loci over the timescale following this 

bottleneck than the SMM model. However the negative results from the 

Husvik herd despite the same source population and broadly similar time

scale, conditioRs ar:td environment emphasizes the unreliability of usiAg this 
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bottleneck signature even with these mutation models. Results from both 

populations in this study as well as studies iR elephants (Whitehouse and 

Har;ley 2001), rhinos (Harley et al. 2005) and wallabies (Le Page et al 2000) 

suggest that detecting the presence of a mode-shift iR allele frequency 

distr:ibutions appears to be notor:iously unreliable in predicting a previous 

bottleneck. 

In common with nmst of the aforemeliltioned stl:ldies, there was a 

reduction in the Garza "M" ratio in both post-bottleneck populations in this 

study. Although it might be suggested that this is one of the more reliable 

detection methods, the absolute values should be interpreted with cautiolil 

with the application of a higher threshold than that suggested by Garza and 

Williamson (2001). 

The findings of this study have contributed further evidence of the 

need to use a r~umber of different methods for detecting recent bottlenecks 

and to interpret negative results with extreme caution. The implications of 

these findings are relevant to management decisions alild conservation 

strategies that may otherwise be based on inaccur:ate interpretation of genetic 

patterns when inferring population structure and history. 

Previous studies of the South Georgia reindeer assumed different 

origins of the two tilerds due to very different behaviour (Bormer 1958; 

Leader-Willlams 1978; Leader-Williams 1988). This study showed quantifiable 

differences iR measures ,of body size, fluctuatililg asymmetry and 

morphometric variation as well as significant genetic differences betweer:1 the 
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two herds. However the historical evidence has shown that these differences 

cannot be attributed to different origins. Instead these differences are a 

demonstration of the effects of stochasticity both at the founder events and 

subsequently during the establishment of the new poptllations. 

5.2 Recommendation$ in the context of the Environmental 

Management Plan for South Georgia 

Reindeer from Husvik (26 females and 31 males) were trar:~slocated to 

the Falkland Islands in 2001 (Bell 2001). The purpose of this trar:~slocation 

was two-fold: to assist in the diversification of the econemy ef the Falkland 

Islands and to conserve 'the genetics of the South Georgia population' in the 

face of eradication (Mcintosh and Walton 2000; Bell 200,1). As a long-term 

policy the Government of South Georgia seeks to remove r:~on-indigenous 

flora ar:~d faur:~a, as far as is practicable from South Georgia <Mcintosh and 

Walton 2000). 

It should be noted from this study that both the herds are genetically 

unique ar:~d that they are significantly diffelientiated from each other as well as 

from their source population so lt Is not possible to talk about South Georgia 

reindeer as if it were made up of one homogenous pepulatior:l. 

Although it is the stated intentien of the Government .of South Geergia 

to remove the herds of reindeer as a matter of priority (Mcintosh and Walton 

2000), the practicalities mean tl:lat this is likely to be undertaken in phases. 

If a decisior:~ had to be taken as to which herd of the two original herds to 
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r:ermove, it should be noted from this study that the Barff population nas been 

shown to be both more genetically diverse and based on measures of FA, 

suggested to be more developr:nentally stable than the Husvik population. 

5.3 Recommendations for further work 

The collection of further skulls would allow better statistical power in 

the comparison of indirect measur:es of fitness and measures of geAomic 

diversity at an individual level. Eighty three samples from each of the post

bottleneck populations would give an 80% chance of detecting a rho-squared 

value of 0.2 at a significance of p<O.OS if twelve traits were measured. 

However, if only seven traits were measured then there would only nave to 

be 68 samples flior:n each population to give an 80% chance of detecting a 

rho-sql:lared value of 0.2 at a significance of p<O.OS (Lenth 2006). The seven 

traits that would be most usefully measured in a future study would be Ent-P, 

If-Ent, Ot-Ect, Ot-N, B-Ent, Po-Zyg and Vom-,Po as there were significant 

differences between the pre"'bottleneck and post-bottleneck populations in 

each of these traits. 

Although this study has emphasized the importance of the distortioR of 

both allele fliequencies and phenotypes as a liesult of bottleneck events, it 

was not possible to directly link these distortions to measures of fitness due to 

the lack of power resulting from small sample sizes. However, the findings 

and associations that are apparent from this study and the identification of 

specific traits that showed significant increases of FA in one or both of these 
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post-bottleneck populations can usefully inform future similar studies. Robust 

data that links increases in FA to measures of fitness would have very useful 

implications in the management and conservation of endangered species in 

the sense of using FA as an early war;ning system (as suggested by Lens et al 

2002). 

If large numbers of the South Georgia reindeer were to be killed in the 

eradication program, there may be the opportunity to collect freshly killed 

samples which would yield DNA that should readily amplify. Examination of 

whole carcasses ir:~stead of just skulls would simplify the determination of sex 

and allow for further measurements to be taken. Incisors could be collected 

for accurate aging (Reimers and Nordby 1968). There would be the 

opportunity to undertake postmortem examinations to add inforrnatior:l to the 

studies undertaker:t in the 1970s (Leader-Williams 1988) and to update life 

tables with current rates of rep!ioductive success and survivorship. 

It would be particularly interesting to investigate the importance of 

different life history char:acter:istics and factors such as iteropar;ity, generation 

length and the extent of generations overlapping on the outcome following a 

bottleneck. 
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Appendix 1 - Frequency of alleles at each loci for each popelation 

Frequency(%) Frequency (%) 
Loci Alleles Norway Balff Husvik . Loci Alleles Norwa_y Barff Husvik 
CRH 227 3.4 141 1.1 

229 5.7 2.2 RT5 143 2.7 
231 33.3 14.1 8.8 145 1.1 
233 29.3 32.6 47.4 151 1.1 7.0 4.5 
235 26.4 39.1 38.6 153 0.5 
237 1.7 12.0 5.3 155 4.3 2.6 1.8 
103 0.5 158 0.5 6.1 

RT9 105 0.5 160 1.1 2.6 0.9 
107 1.0 0.9 1.8 162 11.3 11.4 4.5 
109 48.0 55.2 98.2 164 36.0 35.1 38.4 
111 7.6 5.2 166 11.8 6.1 34.8 
115 9.1 26.7 168 21.0 13.2 13.4 
117 5.1 5.2 170 7.0 15.8 1.8 
119 2.0 172 0.5 
121 5.6 3.4 220 10.8 18.2 35.3 
123 4.5 RT1 222 2.7 3.6 
125 12.6 3.4 224 4.8 
127 1.5 226 1.6 2.7 
129 2.0 228 0.5 
354 1.5 2.8 230 17.2 15.5 3.9 

BM848 356 5.7 6.7 0.9 232 4.3 1.8 2.0 
358 1.0 234 2.7 2.7 2.9 
360 1.0 236 30.6 26.4 41.2 
362 1.5 4.4 1.9 238 8.1 13.6 3.9 
364 34.0 16.7 59.3 240 14.5 4.5 10.8 
366 5.2 20.0 242 1.6 10.9 
368 0.5 2.8 244 0.5 
370 2.6 5.6 199 18.6 3.9 9.1 
372 2.6 3.3 CAt3 201 35.6 24.5 10.9 
374 l.S 5.6 2.8 203 27.3 47.1 70.0 
376 17.5 28.9 5.6 205 13.9 23.5 5.5 
378 1!9.6 8.9 20.4 207 4.1 4.5 
380 1.0 209 0.5 1.0 
382 0.5 
386 3.1 3.7 
388 1.0 
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Frequency (%) Frequency (%) 
Loci Alleles . NoiWaY Barff Husvik Loci Alleles No!Way Barff Husvik 

122 3.2 140 0.5 
RT27 124 3.2 NVHRT22 144 0.5 

126 5.1 146 2.2 
128 4.5 3.7 148 2.2 2.7 
132 23.7 32.9 23.3 150 4.9 
134 2.6 152 3.8 3.2 
136 33.3 43.9 67.4 154 3.3 14.3 4.3 
138 0.6 156 37.5 42.9 54.3 
142 1.3 158 17.4 4.5 10.6 
144 4.5 15.9 2.3 1J60 0.9 3.2 
148 3.8 3.7 2.3 162 20.7 29.5 3.2 
1'50 7.7 164 2.2 
152 1.9 168 1.6 
154 3.2 4.7 170 3.3 5.4 
156 1.3 176 21.3 

RT30 
184 1.1 3.6 CA71 302 17.3 15.6 9.0 
186 24.7 32.1 32.7 308 9.7 16.7 15.0 
188 45 .. 7 27.4 27.9 310 0.5 3.1 
190 1.6 314 72.4 64.6 76.0 
192 1.1 

NVHRT03 114 0.5 
194 2.2 116 11.9 8.3 12.0 
196 5.9 1.2 118 2.1 1.9 6.5 
198 9.7 9.5 3.8 120 5.7 13.9 0.9 
206 1.6 17.9 6.7 122 18.6 8.3 20.4 
208 5.9 8.3 28.8 124 18.0 17.6 6.5 
218 0.5 126 36.6 50.0 45.4 
289 1.1 128 3.1 7.4 

RT13 291 3.3 2.2 13.7 130 3.6 
293 9.9 132 0.9 
295 28.0 3.3 25.5 222 2.2 6.1 3.8 
298 7.1 4.3 3.9 NVHRT73 224 22.0 26.8 48.1 
300 13.2 14.1 16.7 226 1.1 2.4 1.0 
302 14.3 52.2 33.3 228 5.8 
304 5.5 230 42.9 29.3 18.3 
306 13.7 23.9 6.9 232 23.1 26.8 12.5 
308 1.6 234 2.2 6.1 10.6 
310 1.6 236 3.3 
312 0.5 238 1.1 

240 0.5 
242 0.5 
244 0.5 
248 0.5 2.4 
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Appendix 1 (cont) 

Loci Number of Alleles 
Found in 

Shared Shared 
Shared 

pre-BN 

between between 
between 

populatic:m 
Norway Bc:uff Husvik Norway Norway Barff & 

but r:~ot in 
& either & Barff 

Husvlk Husvik post-BN 
~o~ulation. 

RT27 15 5 5 5 5 4 9 
*RT30 11 7 5 7 5 5 4 
*RT13 12 6 6 6 6 6 6 

NVHRT22 13 7 7 6 5 5 6 
CA13 6 5 5 5 5 4 0 
*CA71 4 4 3 4 3 3 0 

NVHRT03 9 6 8 6 7 6 2 
NVHRT73 12 7 7 7 6 6 5 

*CRH 6 5 4 5 4 4 1 
*RT9 13 7 2 7 2 2 6 

BM848 17 9 9 9 9 6 5 
*RTS 14 9 8 9 8 8 5 
*RT1 13 10 7 10 7 7 3 

Total 
number of 145 87 76 86 72 66 52 

alleles 

Across tlile 13 loci, there were a total of 145 alleles in the Norwegian 

population. 93 of these alleles were found in at least one of the post~ 

bottleneck populations and 65 of these alleles (70%) were found in both the 

post-bottleneck populations. There were 87 alleles found in the Barff 

poptllation and 76 in tl:le Husvik popt~latian. One Barff and four Husvik alleles 

were not also found in the Narwegian population. In seven of the 13 loci 

(marked with an asterisk), each of the alleles in the Husvik population were 

also present in both the Barff population and Norwegian papulation. 
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Appendix 2 Basic fluctuating asymmetry statistics for all traits. The figures in grey correspond to traits where the FA results 
were not included in the analysis due to significant directional asymmetry in that population or due to the unreliability of measuring 
accuracy in the case of chk tth. 

Trait Norway Barff Husvik 
FAl FA4 FA1 FA4 FA1 FA4 

n mean (cm) range variance n mean (cm) range variance n mean (cm) range valiiance 
Ent-P 40 0.12±0.09 0-0.34 0.022 24 0.19±0.14 0-0.56 0.049 12 0.22±0.08 0.1-0.34 0.039 
Ni-Ot 41 0.18±0.12 0-0.5 0.045 34 0.15±0.11 0-0.45 0.035 22 0.19±0.17 0-0.68 0.067 
If-Ent 41 0.11±0.09 0-0.36 0.020 33 0.16±0.12 0-0.5 0.035 23 0.21±0.14 0-0.57 0.043 
Ot-~ct 41 0.13±0.12 0-0.51 0.031 35 0.18±0.15 0-0.75 0.056 21 0.17±0.17 0-0.58 0.050 

41 0.13±0.11 0-0.43 0.028 35 0.14±0.10 0-0.43 0.023 22 0.25±0.15 0-0.57 0.088 
N-Ent 41 0.12±0.09 0-0.36 0.021 34 0.15±0.08 0-0.39 0.027 23 0.10±0.08 0-0.3 0.016 
Ni-P 40 0.08±0.08 0-0.35 0.010 24 0.07±0.06 0-0.25 0.008 11 0.06±0.04 0-0.14 0.006 

Orb Lgth 41 0.05±0.05 0-0.17 0.005 34 0.06±0.05 0-0.23 0.006 22 0.04±0.04 0-0.13 0.003 
Orb Hgt 41 0.07±0.06 0-0.23 0.006 33 0.09±0.09 0-0.47 0.014 21 0.06±0.05 0-0.17 0.006 

B-lf 41 0.10±0.09 0-0.38 0.016 34 0.12±0.08 0-0.28 0.019 22 0.11±0.07 0-0.22 0.014 
B-Ent 41 0.07±0.05 0-0.17 0.006 34 0.13:1:0.13 0-0.68 0.034 22 0.10±0.08 0-0.29 0.013 
B·Zyg 41 0.12±0.09 0-0.31 0.020 32 0.11±0.10 0-0.41 0.021 20 0.14±0.09 0-0.35 0.028 
H-Zyg 41 0.10±0.09 0-0.53 0.018 32 0.08±0.05 0-0.25 0.010 20 0.10±0.06 0-0.25 0.014 
St-Zyg 41 0.12±0.10 0-0.49 0.025 30 0.11±0.08 0-0.31 0.018 20 0.13±0.12 0-0.44 0.029 
Po-Zyg 41 0.15±0.10 0-0.38 0.028 32 0.14±0.10 0-0.36 0.018 21 0.37±0.21 0.1-0.78 0.151 
ChkTth 41 0.11±0.12 0-0.67 0.025 34 0.08±0.07 0-0.28 0.012 22 0.13±0.11 0-0.42 0.031 
Vom-Po 38 0.13±0.12 0-0.44 0.031 33 0.25±0.22 0-0.83 0.114 22 0.34±0.21 0-0.8 0.114 
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AEEendix 2 (cont) 
Trait Norway compared to Barff . Norway compared to Husvik 

IFA11 FA4 FA10 I FAll FA4 FA10 

z p.,.value F p-value F P""Value z p-value F p-vallJe F p-value 

Ent-P -2.10 0.04A 2.34 0.005A 2.04 0.02A -3.27 0.001 * 1.77 ns 1.77 ns 

Ni-Ot -1.16 ns 1.25 ns 1.17 ns -0.41 ns 1.48 ns 1.68 ns 

If-Ent -2.01 0.04A 1.77 0.04A 1.58 ns -2.92 0.003* 2.16 0.02A 2.36 Q.04A 

Ot-Ect -1.74 ns 1.78 0.04A 1.85 0.03A -0.67 ns 1.60 ns 1.92 ns 

Ot-N -0.77 ns 1.14 ns 1.12 ns -2.99 0.003* 3.18 0.0007* 3.62 0.0002* 

N-Ent -1.91 ns 1.33 ns 1.32 ns -0.71 ns 1.31 ns 1.59 ns 

Ni-P -0.96 ns 1.83 0.Q4A+ 1.72 ns -0.38 ns 1.71 ns 2.11 0.03A+ 

Orb Lgth -0.01 ns 1.13 ns 1.18 ns -0.84 ns 1.48 ns 1.73 ns 

Orb Hgt -0.34 ns 2.30 0.006" 2.62 0.002* -0.78 ns 1.01 ns 1.36 ns 

B-lf -1.55 ns 1.22 ns 1.10 ns -1.36 ns 1.!1.6 ns 1.07 ns 

B-Ent -2.45 0.01 A 5.31 <0.0001 *** 6.35 0.0001*** -1.45 ns 2.07 0.02.A 2.36 0~009A 

B-Zyg -0.28 ns 1.:1!0 ns 1.08 ns -1.02 ns 1.45 ns 2.20 0.01A 

H-Zyg -0.34 ns 1.93 0.03A+ 2.01 0.02A+ -0.79 ns 1.24 ns 1.37 ns 

St-Zyg -0.28 ns 1!.36 ns 1.38 ns '"0.08 ns 1.17 ns 1.14 inS 

Po-Zyg -0.65 ns 1.47 ns 1.71 ns -4.28 <0.0001*** 5.43 <0.0001 *** 6.64 <0.0001 *** 

ChkTth -1.33 ns 2.07 0.02A+ 2.92 0.001 *+ -1.19 ns 1.23 ns 1.45 ns 

Vom-Po -2.37 0.02A 3.76 <0.0001 *** 3.60 0.0001 *** -4.11 <0.0001 *** 3.67 0.0002** 3.95 <0.0001*** 
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Trait Barff compared to Husvik 

I FAll FA4 FA10 

z p-value F p-value F p-value 

Ent-P -0.99 ns 1.32 ns 1.15 ns 

Ni-Ot -0.48 ns 1.85 ns 1.96 0.041\. 

If-Ent -1.36 ns 1.22 ns 1.21 ns 

Ot-Ect -0.50 ns 1.12 AS 1.07 ns 

Ot-N -2.54 0.01"' 3.63 0.0004** 4.04 0.0001*** 

N-Ent -2.26 0.021\. 1.75 AS 2.10 0.041\. 

Ni-P -0.20 ns 1.07 ns 1.23 ns 

Orb Lgth -0.84 ns 1.31 ns 2.59 0.011\. 

Orb Hgt -1.05 ns 2.32 0.021\.+ 3.56 0.001:*+ 

6-If -0.11 ns 1.42 ns 1.18 ns 

B-Ent -0.72 ns 2.57 0.011\.+ 2.68 0.0091\ 

B-Zyg -1.26 ns 1.32 ns 2.38 0.011\. 

H-Zyg -1.25 ns 1.55 ns 1.47 ns 

St-Zyg -0.18 ns 1.59 AS 1.58 liiS 

Po-Zyg -4.29 <O.OQ01* 7.99 <0.0001*** 11.37 <0.0001*** 
** 

ChkTth -1.69 ns 2.54 0.007A 4.21 0.0001** 

Vom .. Po -1.57 ns 1.02 ns 1.10 ns 

Appendix 2 ( cont) Comparison of fluctuating asymmetry for all traits among 

populations. Mann-Whitr~ey test comparing the absolute value of I R-LI to 

give Z value and an F-statistic compaliing the variance. ns- not significant, I\ 

significant before application of Bonferroni correction. After application of 

Bonferroni correction *p<0.05, **p<O.Ol, ***p<0.001. In all cases Norway 

showed more FA than Barff or Husvik and Barff showed mor:e FA than Husvik 

unless marked with + to indicate the cases where Norway showed less FA 

than Barff or Husvik and Barff showed less FA than Husvik. 

The figures in grey colirespond to traits in which there was significant 

directional asymmetry in one or both of the populations in the c:ompar:ison. 
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